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Welcome to our Print Catalogue! 

This catalogue contains detailed descriptions of each lot including title, author, 
publisher, date, place, condition and provenance where available.  We also 
provide low and high auction estimates based on recent auction and retail sales 
data.   

IMAGES AT WWW.PBAGALLERIES.COM 

High resolution photographs of each lot in this catalogue are available in the 
online version of the catalogue.  There are often multiple images of the lot 
available online so visit us at www.pbagalleries.com. 

NEED MORE INFORMATION? 

Our specialists are happy to discuss specific lots in greater detail or provide 
more extensive condition reports.  They can be contacted by phone, fax, email, 
or in person at our offices.  In addition, our photography department will supply 
more photos upon request.  These will be posted within 1 business day to the 
online catalogue. 

ONLINE BIDDING  

PBA Galleries features online bidding with PBA LIVE.  This feature allows 
internet users to bid on items instantaneously with a computer, tablet or 
smartphone, as though in the room with the auctioneer.  PBA LIVE is accessed 
through our website, www.pbagalleries.com.  If it is auction day, the auction can 
be followed through PBA LIVE.  Please note, in order to bid through PBA LIVE 
one must be registered with PBA Galleries and have a valid credit card on file.  In 
addition, we continue to provide provisions for Absentee Bidding by email, fax, 
regular mail and telephone prior to the auction as well as live phone bidding 
during the auction.  Please contact us for more information. 

SHIPPING 

We have a full service shipping department to ensure proper packing and safe 
delivery of purchases at reasonable cost. We are specialists at packing and 
shipping books and works on paper.   All lots purchased by the same client are 
combined for shipping in order to keep the cost as economical as possible.  Our 
preferred method for domestic shipments is UPS Ground but we can also ship 
via FedEx or USPS.  For international orders we select the most appropriate 
carrier depending on the value and weight of the items purchased.  We are 
happy to accommodate special arrangements by request. 
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1. (Adams, Ansel) Burton, John. Trackless Winds. [vi], 64, [1] pp. Original silver photogaph portrait 
frontispiece by Ansel Adams. 25x16.5 cm. (9¾x6½”), tan boards lettered in gilt. No. 10 of  100 copies.

San Francisco: Johnck & Seeger, 1930

Signed by the author in ink in the colophon and by Adams in pencil on the frontispiece; 
additionally inscribed on the frontispiece by the author in ink, “For Elizabeth Raymond, with 
every good wishes, John Burton, Noel 1930.” Recipient’s name on the front free endpaper dated 
Dec. 25, ‘30. Some darkening and minor rubbing to boards, else very good, contents largely 
unopened.

(200/300)

2. Aesop. Aesopi Phrygis Fabulae, nunc demum ex collatione optimorum exemplarium ab infinitis penè mendis 
repurgatae...  [16], 176 pp. Woodcut decorations. 15.5x9 cm (6x3½”) later cloth.

London: H.S. Woodfall, 1771

An early edition of  Aesop’s Fables. Cloth soiled and rubbed; contents lightly foxed; very good.
(300/500)

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH OF AGRIPPA’S OCCULT PHILOSOPHY, 1650
3. AgrippA von nettesheim, heinrich cornelius. Three books of  occult philosophy, written by Henry 
Cornelius Agrippa, of  Nettesheim, counseller to Charles the Fifth, Emperor of  Germany: and judge of  the Prerogative 
Court. Translated out of  the Latin into the English tongue, by J.F.  [26], 583, [12] pp. Engraved frontispiece 
portrait; woodcut illustrations & diagrams; tables including 1 folding; woodcut headpieces & initials.  
(4to) 17.5x12.5 cm. (7x5”), old tree calf, rebacked with later leather. First Edition in English.

London: Printed by R. W. for Gregory Moule, 1651 [i.e. 1650]

First edition in English of  Agrippa’s occult masterpiece, De occulta philosophia libri tres, 
written prior to 1510 but not published until 1533, two years before Agrippa’s death. This 
copy complete with the engraved frontispiece portrait and folding table, both of  which are 
commonly lacking. Among the features of  note are the numerous woodcuts of  occult figures 
and symbols, including a series on the “Harmony of  man’s body”; one of  these latter figures has 
been extensively modified in ink by an early hand, not unattractively. There are a few later pencil 
notations in the text. Armorial bookplate of  John Onion. Covers well rubbed, edges showing, 
surface of  spine leather worn off; cloth repairs at endpaper hinges, small paper repair to front 
free endpaper, some moderate soiling and aging within, overall a very good copy.

(4000/6000)

COLLECTION OF BOOKS ON ALCOLOHICS ANONYMOUS  
AND ALCOHOL DEPENDENCY

4. (Alcoholics Anonymous)  Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of  Age: A Brief  History of  A.A.  Cloth-backed 
boards, dust jacket. First Edition, First Printing.

New York: Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc., [1957]

Inscribed by Bill Wilson in the year of  publication: “Dear Bill Cornell, This in gratitude for 
your recovery and in memory of  your friendship. Ever, Bill. NY 10/1/57”. Some wear to jacket 
edges, tape repairs on both sides of  jacket, evidence of  label removed from jacket spine, small 
stickers (AA) on rear panel, some soiling to white of  jacket; a touch of  edge wear to volume; 
near fine in a good to very good jacket.

(2000/3000)

5. (Alcoholics Anonymous)  Group of  Alcoholics Anonymous related ephemera, articles, clippings, etc.  Small 
group of  ephemera, articles, pamphlets, clippings, etc.

Various places: Various dates

List available upon request. Good to very good.
(100/150)
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SIGNED BY WIFE OF AA CO-FOUNDER BILL WILSON
6. (Alcoholics Anonymous) Wilson, lois. Diary of  Two Motorcycle Hobos. 131 pp. 11x8½, green paper 
wrappers, photo illustration on front cover, housed in a custom cloth box. First Edition.

No place: 1973

Signed and dated by Lois Wilson on front cover. Diary written by Lois Wilson during the 
1925-1926 motorcycle tour she took with her husband Bill Wilson, co-founder of  Alcoholics 
Anonymous. Also included are typed and handwritten lists of  individuals and groups to whom 
Diaries were sent at Christmas, 1973 and later, other related ephemera also laid in. Rare! Several 
leaves and rear cover dogeared, very good.

(2000/3000)

7. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How Many 
Thousands of  Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 8x5½, original dark blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Sixteenth Printing.

New York: Alcoholics Anonymous Publishing, Inc., 1954

One of  15,700 printed in August, 1954, the final printing of  the first edition. Light wear and 
soiling to cloth, previous owner’s name (Leonard A. “Cracker” Smith) on front endpaper; very 
good in a facsimile jacket.

(300/500)

8. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How Many 
Thousands of  Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 8¼x5½, original dark blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Twelfth Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Inc., 1948

One of  42,350 printed in October, 1948. Japan held its’ first AA meeting and the first 
“pocketbook” size issue of  Grapevine was published in 1948. Some light wear and soiling to 
cloth, previous owner’s information on front free endpaper (AA Group of  No Conway, N.H.); 
very good in a facsimile jacket.

(300/500)

9. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How Many 
Thousands of  Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 8¼x5½, original dark blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Ninth Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Inc., 1946

One of  20,000 printed in January, 1946. In the same year, the long form of  the “Twelve 
Traditions” was published in the AA Grapevine, which also stated “AA has 6,000 members in 
180 groups.” Some wear and soiling to cloth; faint stain at page edges; good in a facsimile jacket.

(300/500)

10. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How Many 
Thousands of  Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 8¼x5½, original dark blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Eleventh Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Inc., 1947

One of  25,000 printed in June, 1947. Same year A.A. groups started in London (England), 
Anchorage (Alaska), Avalon (Catalina Island, California), and Melbourne (Australia). Wear and 
staining to cloth, previous owner’s name and writing on front endpapers along with the stamp 
of  the Surf  Side Group, Madeira Beach, Florida; fair to good in facsimile jacket.

(300/500)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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INSCRIBED BY BILL WILSON TO HIS NEIGHBOR
11. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How Many 
Thousands of  Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. xxx, [2], 575. [1] pp. 8x5½, rebound in dark 
blue full calf, black morocco spine label. Second Edition, First Printing.

New York: Alcoholics Anonymous Publishing, Inc., 1955

First printing of  the Second Edition with ‘realy’ at page XX, line 6. Presentation inscription 
from Bill Wilson on front flyleaf: “To Tom [Powers], My well loved companion; fellow traveler 
in the toils, and in the light - Affectionately, Bill. SS Oct. 15/55.” Tom Powers was Bill Wilson’s 
neighbor in Bedford Hills and assisted Wilson in the editing of  the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions. 
 Spine a touch faded, some light wear to leather; near fine.

(1500/2000)

RARE BLUE CLOTH VARIANT
12. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How More 
Than Eight Thousand Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 9x6, original dark 
blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile dust jacket. First Edition, Fourth Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Company, 1943

Rare blue cloth variant of  the fourth printing, usually bound in olive green cloth. Early 
ownership inscription of  E.S. Ferris on front free endpaper dated September, 1943. Light wear 
to cloth; very good.

(2000/3000)

13. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How More 
Than Eight Thousand Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 9x6, original dark 
olive green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile dust jacket. First Edition, Fourth Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Company, 1943

One of  5000 copies published in March, 1943. A few small spots to cloth, lower corners 
bumped; near fine in a facsimile dust jacket.

(1500/2000)

14. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How More 
Than Fourteen Thousand Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 8x5¼, original 
dark blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Eighth Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Inc., 1945

The first AA Big Book in the smaller size format (a casualty of  the wartime effort and this being 
the thinnest of  all the printings); one of  20,000 copies printed in February, 1945. Light wear to 
cloth; near fine in a facsimile jacket.

(400/700)

15. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How More 
Than Six Thousand Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 9x6, original blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Third Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Co., 1942

One of  5000 copies of  this third print run. Published June 1942, of  which at the time, 
Columnist Earl Wilson reports NYC Police Chief  Valentine sent six cops to AA and they 
sobered up saying, “There are fewer suicides in my files.” Also, New York A.A. groups sponsor 
the first annual NY area meeting. This copy with a photograph of  Bill Wilson mounted inside 
front cover. Ink presentation from the A.A. Group of  Canton, O. to Ike (last name erased). 
 Cloth well worn, hinges shaken; one page (5/6) detached but present; else fair in a facsimile 
jacket.

(1500/2000)
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RARE RED CLOTH VARIANT OF THE SECOND PRINTING,  
DISTRIBUTED TO PRISONS & OTHER INSTITUTIONS

16. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How 
More Than Two Thousand Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 9x6, original 
red cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket, custom red cloth box. First Edition, Second Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Company, 1941

There were 5000 copies 
of  the second printing, of  
which a small number were 
presumed to have been 
bound in the 240 left-over 
red cloth covers of  the 
first printing (of  the first 
printing there were only 
4760 copies printed of  the 
ordered 5000 copies, covers 
for all 5000 copies were 
ordered and assumed to 
have been produced), it is 
further presumed that these 
red cloth bound copies of  
the second printing were 
distributed to prisons and 
other institutions. The 
provenance of  the present 
volume traces through 

several recent owners, beginning with Frank D., an ex-convict who acquired the volume from 
the prison library at Waupan State Prison, Waupan, Wisconsin. A letter of  provenance and 
other related documentation is laid in. Extremely rare! Recased, spine cloth reinforced, hinges 
repaired, spine lettering faded, light wear and soiling to cloth; very good in a facsimile jacket.

(7000/10000)

17. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of  How More 
Than Two Thousand Men and Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism. viii, [2], 400 pp. 9x6, original blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, facsimile jacket. First Edition, Second Printing.

New York: Works Publishing Company, 1941

There were 5000 copies of  the second printing. Soiling to cloth, gilt rubbed from spine lettering, 
front hinge cracking; some pencil underlining; else very good in a facsimile jacket.

(4000/6000)

18. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Sixty printings of  the Alcoholics Anonymous 
big book - Third Edition, Printings 1-62 (lacking 3rd and 7th printings). Includes printings 1 through 62 of  
the third edition (lacking the 3rd and 7th printings). 8vo. Publisher’s original blue cloth, gilt lettered 
spines, blue jackets.

New York: Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc., 1976-[1998]

Sixty of  the seventy-two printings of  the third edition, lacking only the 3rd, 7th and 63rd 
through 72nd printings. In November of  2001 the fourth edition was issued and as of  June 
2009 had gone through 24 printings. Some general wear to jackets and volumes; overall very 
good. Sold with all faults.

(700/1000)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 16
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19. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Ten Second Edition Alcoholics Anonymous 
big books - Various Printings. Includes printings4, 6, 7,  & 10 through 16 of  the second edition. 8vo. 
Publisher’s original blue cloth, gilt lettered spines, blue jackets. Together 10 volumes.

New York: Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc., 1955 [but 1960-74]

The second edition went through 16 printings. A Third edition was issued in 1976 and in 
November of  2001 the fourth edition was issued. Some general wear to jackets and volumes; 
overall very good. Sold with all faults.

(600/900)

TWELVE STEPS INSCRIBED BY BILL WILSON
20. (Alcoholics Anonymous) [Wilson, WilliAm (Bill W.)]. Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. Cloth-
backed boards, spine lettered in gilt, jacket. First Edition, first printing.

[New York]: Alcoholics Anonymous Publishing Inc., [1953]

Inscribed by Bill Wilson in blue ink “To Alexander P. With all my gratitude for your recovery. 
Ever, Bill, SD, 6/8/54” on the front free endpaper. Publisher’s proper first printing “D-C” 
code on the copyright page. A few small chips to jacket edges, 1x1/2” tear to front panel; light 
spotting to boards, upper corner of  rear cover slightly bumped; very good or better in a like 
jacket.

(3000/5000)

21. (Alcoholism and Substance Abuse)  One hundred sixty-nine volumes directly or indirectly related to alcoholism, 
substance abuse, and recovery. 169 volumes. Various sizes and formats.

Various places: Various dates

Collections spans the 19th and 20th centuries. Includes works on the 19th century temperance 
movements, prohibition, alcoholism and substance abuse, A.A. history, and various recovery 
texts and memoirs. List available on request. Condition varies from poor to very good or better, 
most good to very good. Sold as is, not subject to return. Examination is encouraged.

(1500/2500)

22. (Aldine Press) Aristotle. Original printed leaf  from the Aldine Press printing of  Aristotle’s Opera. Single 
leaf, in Greek and Latin. 28x19 cm. (11x7½”).

Venice: Aldus, c.1498

Apparently the first leaf  of  the volume on biology and animals. Gutter edge a little rough; near 
fine.

(300/500)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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POOR RICHARD IN THE EARLY DAYS OF U.S. INDEPENDENCE
23. (Almanack) sAunders, richArd (pseud.). Poor Richard Improved: Being and Almanack and Ephemeris of  
the Motions of  the Sun and Moon; the True Places and Aspects of  the Planets; the Rising and Setting of  the Sun; 
and the Rising and Setting and Southing of  the Moon, for the Year of  Our Lord 1782, [1783], [1784]. Three 
annual issues stitched together. 

Philadelphia: Hall and Sellers, [1781, 1782, 1783]

Three consecutive annual issues of  this 
important American almanack, begun by 
Benjamin Franklin in 1732 and published by 
him through 1758. All issues of  the almanack 
are scarce in the trade. Of  the issues offered 
here no copies of  the 1782 issue have appeared 
at auction since the Pennypacker sale in 1905, 
only 2 copies of  the 1783 and 1784 issues 
appear in auction records for at least the past 
30 years. OCLC WorldCat locates 5 copies of  
the 1782 issue, 4 of  the 1783 issue, and 3 of  
the 1784 issue. Evans 17366, 17716, 18177; 
Drake, Almanacs 10133, 10151, 18177. All 
browned, some soiling, a few ink notes; 1782 
issue lacking the final leaf; 1783 issue with 
horizontal tears to the first six leaves with 
early stitched repairs, first and fifth leaf  with a 
second unrepaired tear; final two leaves of  the 
1784 issue with chips and tears, the last leaf  
lacking some small pieces, corners folded. Rare 
in any condition.

(3000/5000)

24. (American Imprint) trumBull, BenJAmin. An Appeal to the Public Relative to the Unlawfulness of  
Marrying a Wive’s Sister. 18 pp. Modern blue paper wrappers, stitched. First Edition.

[New Haven]: E. Hudson, 1810

The first of  two parts. Trumbull argues against the lawfulness of  marrying your sister-in-law, 
with scriptural references. Sabin 97178 (for both parts). A bit browned; very good.

(300/500)

25. (American Imprint) vincent, thomAs. True Christian’s Love of  the Unseen Christ: or A discourse chiefly 
tending to excite and promote the decaying love of  Christ in the hearts of  Christians. With an appendix concerning 
Christ’s manifestation of  himself  to them that love him. [6], 220 pp. A-S6, T6(-T6) (but this copy missing A2-
5, K3-4, T3-4). (12mo)  13.3x7.5 cm. (5¼x3”), period sheep. First American Edition.

Boston: Re-printed by J. Draper, for D. Henchman, in Corn-Hill, 1739

Rare American imprint - OCLC/WorldCat lists only two copies, at the American Antiquarian 
Society and Columbia University, and Evans notes “Both known copies are poor.” This copy 
missing 8 leaves as noted above, not counting T6, a blank, which was not issued. Bristol; B1065; 
Evans 40178; Shipton & Mooney; 40178. Ownership signature of  Daniel Bell, dated 1769, 
which is partially crossed out, beneath which is an inscription in a different hand, “The gift of  
Mr. Danl. Bell to Miss Betsy Hiller.” Joints cracked, ends worn; some aging within, good to very 
good.

(300/500)
Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 23
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26. (Architecture) d’espouy, h., editor.  Monuments Antiques Relevés et Restaurés par les Architectes 
Pensionnaires de l’Académie de France a Rome. Volumes 1 & 3 only (of  3). Each volume with several pages 
of  descriptive text. 186 heliogravure plates, including several two-page or folding plates counting as 2 
or 3 plate numbers each. (Folio) 44.5x31.5 cm (17½x12½”) period brown half  morocco, spines ruled 
and lettered in gilt, raised bands, top edges gilt.

Paris: Charles Schmid, [c.1910]

Wonderful architectural engravings of  the antiquities of  ancient Greece and Rome. Lacking 
Volume 2. Some light wear to bindings; light foxing within; very good. Offered as a collection 
of  plates, not subject to return.

(500/800)

27. AristophAnes. Comoediae Undecim, Graece & Latine, Cum Indice Paroemiarum selectiorum...  [24], 935, 
[1] pp. Woodcut device on title page. (12mo) 13x7.5 cm (5¼x3”) full period vellum, hand-written title 
on spine.

Leiden: Joannem Maire, 1624

A supplement of  56 pages of  fragments is sometimes found with an edition of  this date, not 
present here. Ebert 1090. Spine darkened, soiling and wear to vellum; contents are largely free 
and clear of  any marks, except a few leaves with very light dampstained bottom corners; very 
good.

(300/500)

28. (Art - Belle Epoque)  Offert par la Belle Jardiniere - 1898 French Calendar Illustrated by Boutet De Monvel 
and De Myrbach. La Belle Jardiniere. Calendar for 1898. With 12 separate full-page color plates by 
Henri Boutet de Monvel (January), Leon Sabattier (February), Maurice Orange (March), E. De 
Monzaigle (April), Paul Destez (May), Felicien De Myrbach (June), Reichan (July), Leon L’Hermitte 
(August), A.Parys (September), Emile Caran D’Ache (October), Leopold Kowalski (November), and 
Luc-Olivier Merson (December). (Imprimerie de Vaugirard, Paris [1898]). 8x10” on glossy paper, 
each plate with two holes in upper margins, as issued, for silk ties which are no longer present. In the 
original unsigned Art Nouveau portfolio folder.

: 1898

Issued as a promotion for a leading chain of  clothing shops in Paris, Lyon, Marseilles and five 
other French cities. The plates, by prominent and less-known Belle Epoque artists, depict a 
variety of  scenes, some sporting and military, but others more characteristic of  each artist’s style, 
like the charming five singing children drawn by Boutet de Monvel. A very handsome ephemeral 
production. A touch of  wear to original portfolio extremities; near fine.

(250/350)

29. BArnes, JoshuA. The History of  That Most Victorious Monarch Edward III. [xvi], 911 pp. Five engraved 
plates. (Folio) 36x23 cm (14¼x9”) period full paneled calf. First Edition.

Cambridge: John Hayes, 1688

Barnes’s important biography of  Edward III and his son, Edward, Prince of  Wales, also known 
as the Black Prince. The engravings include two full-page plates of  the King in full suits of  
armor.  Backstrip detached and partially lacking, boards detached, a few signatures detached 
at rear of  volume; some light foxing, dampstain in inner margin at front and rear of  volume; 
internally very good, would benefit from binding restoration.

(500/800)
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30. (Baseball) gutsmuths, J[ohAnn] c[hristoph] F[riedrich]. Spiele zur Uebung und Erholung des Koerpers 
und Geistes, fuer die Jugend...  vi, [2], 360 pp. 4 engraved diagram plates at rear. 7x5¼”, period cloth-
backed boards.

Stuttgart: Hoffmann, 1845

A compendium of  sports from a pioneer of  physical education. The first edition of  this work 
was published in 1796 and contained a very early descriptions of  baseball, “englische Base-ball,” 
the forerunner of  American baseball. “Gutsmuths’s documentation of  the game is an important 
contribution to baseball history, because it is the strongest surviving evidence of  an ancient 
family of  European ball games that may have influenced the inception of  baseball in England” 
(David Block, Baseball Before We Knew It, 2005, p 182). Edges rubbed; name in ink on front 
pastedown; a few marks to title page; foxed; very good.

(600/900)

31. BAum, l. FrAnk. The Wonderful Wizard of  Oz. 261 pp. Illustrated by W.W. Denslow with 22 (of  24) 
inserted color plates, plus numerous duotone illustrations in the text. 21x15.5 cm. (8½x6¼”), light 
green cloth pictorially stamped in green and red, rebacked in dark green buckram with original spine 
strip laid down, new endpapers. First Edition, Second State.

Chicago: Geo. M. Hill Co., 1900

First Edition, second state of  the immortal first Oz book, with “low wail of...” (p.14, line 1); 
the word “pieces” spelled correctly (p.81, 4th line from bottom); p.[227] begins with the words 
“While the woodman...”; imperfect type on last line of  pp. 100 & 186; verso of  title page with 
printed copyright notice; and the advertisement facing the title-page is not in a box. The color 
plate facing p.34 does have the 2 dark-blue blots on the moon (first state); and the plate facing 
p.92 without red shading on the horizon (second state). State 3 of  the spine imprint. Some 
soiling to cloth, corners showing; a few plates with slight edge wear or light marginal stains; 
lacking the plates that should face pp. 14 and 80; else very good.

(1000/1500)

32. BAxter, Willielmus [WilliAm]. Anacreontis Teii Carmina. Plurimis quibus hactenus scatebant mendis 
purgavit, turbata Metra restituit, Notasque cum Nova Interpretatione Literali adjecit. [12], 131 pp. 15x9 cm 
(6x3½”) period full leather. Text printed in Greek and then Latin (traslated text facing each other).

Londin: Gualt. Kettilby, 1695

A bi-lingual book of  many lyrical pieces, formerly attributed to Anacreon. They were written 
after his death, and are known as Anacreontea. Some repair to leather, especially at hinges and 
spine, corners bumped and chipped; hinges repaired with paper; tiny paper repair at top edge of  
title page (not effecting text); very good.

(200/300)

WAITING FOR GODOT IN THE ORIGINAL FRENCH,  
INSCRIBED BY SAMUEL BECKETT

33. Beckett, sAmuel. En attendant Godot. 163, [1] 
pp. 18.8x11.8 cm. (7½x4¾”), original wrappers. 
Later impression of  the first edition (16th 
thousand).

[Paris]: Les Éditions de Minuit, [1952, but 
c.1959]

Presentation copy inscribed and initialed 
by Beckett in French on the half-title page. 
Beckett’s masterpiece. A little edge wear 
to wrappers, slight toning to paper within; 
overall in fine condition, in folding cloth case.

(3000/5000)

Lot 33
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MILESTONE IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE

34. BemBo, pietro. Prose...nelle quali si ragiona 
della volgar lingua scritte al Cardinale de Medici che 
poi e stato creato a Sommo Pontefice et detto Papa 
Clemente Settimo divise in tre libri.  [1], 95 (i.e. 94) 
ff. Final blank present. (Folio) 29.5x20.5 cm 
(11½x8”) full limp vellum. First Edition.

Venice: Giouan Tacuino, 1525

A milestone in the development of  the 
Italian language. Reprinted frequently 
throughout the 16th and 17th centuries, the 
first edition was apparently seen through 
the press by Bembo himself. Brunet I, 765. 
 Vellum worn, chipping to fore edge of  front 
cover, endleaves worn; small hole in title 
leaf, light foxing, some marginal staining, ink 
notes in an early hand in margins; internally 
very good.

(3000/5000)

35. (Bergamo, Italy)  Origine, Opere, Leggi, e Privilegi Dell’ Ospitale Grande de Bergamo, Detto di S. Marco. 
 [viii], 232 pp. (Folio) 31x21 cm. (12¼x8¼”), period stiff  paper covers.

Bergamo: Francesco Traina, 1764

Rare history of  the Hospital di San Marco at Bergamo, Italy. OCLC WorldCat locates no copies 
of  this title. Rare. Light wear and soiling to binding; dampstain to approximately 20 leaves at 
rear; very good.

(400/700)

36. (Bergamo, Italy)  Raccolta di Terminazioni ed Ordini Inquisitorial e Decreti Diversi Stabiliti per la Citta’, e 
Territorio di Bergamo. Volume 1 only, containing three titles, paginated continuously. [ii], 448 pp. (4to) 
24x17.4 cm. (9½x6¾”) period stiff  paper covers.

Bergamo: Francesco Locatelli, 1784

Each section with a separate title page. Orders and decrees for the city and province of  
Bergamo, Italy. OCLC WorldCat locates but a single copy, at Yale University. Light wear to 
binding; some faint marginal staining; very good.

(300/500)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 34
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37. (Bible in English)  The Holy Bible. Containing the Old Testament and the New.  [ ]1, A-Bbb8, Ccc2; 
A-K8; A-P8; A-G4. Old Testament, Apocrypha, and New Testament; bound with The Whole Book 
of  Psalms. Oxford: At the Theater, 1679. (4to) 20x15 cm (8x6”) early full black morocco, elaborately 
stamped in gilt with morocco onlay in red, brown and tan, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Several 
blank leaves bound in at the front.

Oxford: At the Theater, 1679

The second edition of  the English 
Bible to be printed at Oxford; 
“perhaps the earliest edition of  the 
English Bible which has dates added 
in the margins”. One of  three issues 
described by Herbert. This issue 
without a separate title page for the 
New Testament. Herbert 745. A 
beautiful early morocco binding on a 
handsomely printed early bible. Spine 
ends chipped, corners worn, lacking 
some pieces of  the morocco onlays; 
Early ownership notes on front blanks; 
very good.

(2000/3000)

38. (Bible in English)  The New Testament - Bound with the Book of  Common Prayer and Book of  Psalms. 
 Three works bound together, comprising:

* The Book of  Common Prayer. London: Charles Bill, 1701. 
* The New Testament. London: Charles Bill, 1700. 
* The Whole Book of  Psalms. London: For the Company of  Stationers, 1703. 
The three works bound together in one 12mo volumes, 15x8 cm (6x3¼”), early full brown 
morocco, stamped in gilt, decorative metal corners, center pieces, and clasp, spine gilt, marbled 
endpapers, all edges gilt.

London: Charles Bill, 1700

 Foot of  spine chipped, light wear to extremities; very good.
(400/600)

Lot 37

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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39. (Bible in German)  Die Catholische Strassburger Bibel oder heilige Schrift, Alten und Neuen Testaments, nach 
der gemeinen Lateinischen, und von der heiligen catholischen Kirchen bewehrten Aoebersetzung...  2 volumes in 1. 
[44], 1030; [2], 266 pp. Engraved frontispiece before each title page, (the first frontispiece with some 
loss at fore edge), plus 10 engraved plates, plus a few head and tail pieces. 35x22 cm (13¾x8¾”) 
period pig skin, elaborately blind tooled.

Strassburg: Kurssner u. Silberling, 1734

A nice illustrated German Bible containing Old Testament and New Testament. Title page 
printed in red and black. Pig skin darkened, worn at edges, tearing at spine; some paper repairs 
to edges of  first few and last leaves; a few chips or tiny tears to fore edges of  leaves, light foxing 
throughout; very good.

(800/1200)

40. (Bible in Greek & Latin)   [New Testament in Greek & Latin]. [8], 
459, [13] pp. Bound with: Sternhold, Thomas & John Hopkins. 
The Whole Book of  Psalmes..  London: Printed by G.M., 1646. 
(8vo), early full calf.

London [i.e. Leiden]: [B. and A. Elzevir for] Richard Whitaker, 
1693

STC 2798.5 & Wing (CD-ROM edition) B2415A. Binding 
well worn, early notes on endpapers; internally very good.

(800/1200)

41. (Bible in Greek and Hebrew with interlinear Latin)  Novvm Testamentum Græcvm. Cum vulgata 
interpretatione Latina Græci contextus lineis inserta..  [and Old Testament in Hebrew]. [8], 186, [blank leaf], 134 

pp. in Greek with intelinear Latin; plus 183, [1], 283, 
83, 203 pp. in Hebrew with interlenear Latin. In two 
columns. Preface in Latin by Benito Arias Montano. 
(folio)  36x23.5 cm. (14¼x9¼”), later quarter calf  & 
boards, spine tooled in gilt.
[Geneva]: Excudebat Petrus de la Rouiere, 1609  
Significant folio Bible, the Old Testament in Hebrew, 
the New Testament in Greek, with interlinear Latin 
in both, plus shoulder notes. A reprint of  the Novum 
Testamentum Græcum originally published by Plantin 
in 1583, and first reprinted by de la Rouière in 1609. 
The Greek text and interlinear Latin translation 
were taken from Plantin’s polyglot edition, Antwerp, 
1569-1572. The Biblia Hebraica seems to have been 
published in 1618 (no title-page on this example), 
separately from the New Testament, here bound 
together. Darlow & Moule 4662. Light foxing to 
title-page and faintly within, a few mostly marginal 
dampstains, ink notation to title-page, very good or 
better.

(1200/1800)

Lot 40

Lot 41
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VERY RARE 12TH CENTURY GLOSSED BIBLICAL MANUSCRIPT  
– PROVERBS & ECCLESIASTES

42. (Bible in Latin - 12th century manuscript)  Biblia latina cum glossa. Proverbia Salomonis Ecclesiastices. 
 80 leaves, manuscript on vellum, on both sides. Central column of  19 lines in dark brown, with 
interlinear and side glosses in lighter brown in miniscule hands. The two books each with a red uncial 
initial (5 lines ad 3 lines). Arabic numerals in a later hand in the upper corners of  some leaves giving 
chapter numbers. 23x15 cm. (9x5¾”). later (c.18th century) green vellum over boards, spine lettered 
in gilt “Salomon Varia Opuscula,” later endpapers.

France?: Late 12th century

Very rare 12th century glossed Biblical manuscript of  the two wisdom books of  the Old 
Testament, Proverbs and Ecclessiastes, with extensive marginal and interlinear notes. Glossed 
Bibles present an interlinear paraphrase of  the vulgate text with surrounding marginal 
commentaries of  the great church fathers. The original manuscript wth glossing was apparently 
executed in Germany in the second half  of  the 12th century. Contains on fol. 1R-58v book 
Proverbia Salomonis, on fol. 59R-80v the book of  Ecclesiastes. To the best of  our information 
this is the only example of  a glossed manuscript of  these Biblical texts to appear at auction in 
several decades. Normal discoloration and wear to vellum, one small hole in text (likely due to 
natural flaw in the vellum), another leaf  with marginal tear, a few leaves with marginal loss not 
affecting text; very good condition.

(60000/90000)

43. (Bible in Latin)  Leaf  from the 1462 Fust and Schoeffer Bible. One leaf  from the 1462 Fust and 
Schoeffer Bible. 40.3x30 cm. (15¾x11¾”). Printed in double columns, 48 lines. Three hand-executed 
decorative initials in blue or red; headline on both sides added by hand in alternate red and blue letters.

[Mainz]: [Johann Fust & Peter Schoeffer], [1462]

Rare Pentateuch leaf  from the 1462 Mainz Bible printed by Fust & Schoeffer, the earliest Bible 
with a printed date and essentially the earliest Bible leaf  obtainable after Gutenberg. Some faint 
marginal staining, very good or better.

(2500/3500)

Lot 42
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44. (Bible) WAhl, hAnz, editor. Die 92 Holzschnitte der Lübecker Bibel aus dem Jahre 1494 von einem 
unbekannten Meister. Title-page + 90 leaves printed on rectos only, each with a reproduction of  a 
woodcut illustration (all but 1 hand-colored) and passages from the Bible. 34.3x25 cm. (13½x9¾”), 
full pigskin with mock hinges, bound by Walter Tiemann. No. 34 of  75 copies printed on Van Gelder 
paper with hand-colored plates.

Weimar: Gustav Kiepenheuer, 1917

Striking hand-colored reproductions of  the woodcut illustrations by the anonymous “Master of  
the Lübeck Bible” who flourished in the late 15th and early 16th centuries, a Flemish manuscript 
illuminator and printmaker, named for this series of  woodcuts he designed for a Bible printed 
in Lübeck, Germany, in 1494. Spine well worn, partially perished, ribs exposed, joints cracked, 
edges rubbed; internally fine, very rare in the original limited edition.

(400/600)

BIDLOO’S ANATOMY, THE COPPERPLATES PLAGIARIZED BY COWPER
45. Bidloo, godeFridi. Anatomia Humani Corporis. Preliminary leaves plus 104 (of  105) copper-
engraved plates, interleaved with descriptive letterpress; additional engraved title page; portrait 
frontispiece. Plate number 2 lacking. (Folio) 52x36 cm (20½x14¼”), old half  vellum and boards, 
leather spine label. First Edition.

Amsterdam: Joannis a Someren, et al, 1685

“Bidloo, professor of  anatomy at 
The Hague, was at one time physician 
to William of  Orange. An English 
contemporary, William Cowper, furnished 
his Anatomy of  humane bodies almost 
completely with engravings plagiarized 
from this book by Bidloo, who promptly 
and publicly excoriated Cowper in a 
published communication to the Royal 
Society. Before the days of  copyright, this 
is one of  the most famous instances of  
plagiarism in the history of  medicine...
These plates are considered among 
the finest illustrations of  the Baroque 
period,...” - Heirs of  Hippocrates 667. 
 A well-used copy, spine head chipped, 
boards worn; soiling in margins from page 
turning, some foxing, approximately 30 
plates and 40 pages of  text with old paper 
repairs ranging from very small repaired 
tears to longer tears and larger chips, one 
plate lacking about 20 percent of  plate at 
bottom; good only.

(5000/8000)

46. Blunt, chArles F.  The Beauty of  the Heavens: A Pictorial Display of  the Astronomical Phenomena of  the 
Universe. vii, 103 pp. 104 color lithographs from original drawings, paintings, and observatory studies 
by Blunt. 20x15.5 cm (8x6”) original dark green cloth, re-backed with original gilt-lettered spine laid 
down (some of  heel lettering lacking), blindstamped covers, gilt-stamped zodiac chart on front cover.

London: David Bogue, 1845

A work on astronomy with striking color plates of  the planets and outher visions of  the heavens 
(including a triple rainbow in the frontispiece illustration). The text of  the work is the author’s 
“familiar lecture on astronomy.” Some loss to original spine at ends (heel lacking second line of  
gilt-lettering); repair at verso of  gutter edge of  frontispiece; plates are clean; very good.

(500/800)

Lot 45
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47. (Book Club of  California)  Book Club of  California Keepsakes - 12 volumes. Includes:

* California Clipper Cards. 
* Bonanza Banquest. 
* Pioneer Western Playbills. 
* Attention Pioneers! 
* Pictorial Humor of  the Gold Rush. 
* The Vine in Early California. 
* Early Transportation Southern California. 
* Treasures of  California Collections. 
* Early California Resorts. 
* Golf  Rush Steamers. 
* California Sheet Music Covers. Early California Mail Bag.

San Francisco: Book Club of  California, Various dates

Each in blue cloth cases with gilt-lettered leather spine labels. Condition of  chemises and boxes 
vary, some showing light areas of  foxing, others near fine to fine. The cards, sheets & folders 
fine.

(200/300)

48. (Book Club of  California)  Seven works from the Book Club of  California. Includes:

* Harte, Bret. San Francisco in 1866. Being Letters to the Springfield Republican.  Cloth, jacket, 
box. 1 of  400 copies. printed by Grabhorn Press. The Book Club of  California, 1951. With 
prospectus.

* Physiologus. The Very Ancient Book of  Beasts Plants and Stones. Illustrations by Mallett Dean. 
Printed by Vivien and Mallett Dean. 1 of  325 copies. The Book Club of  California, 1953. With 
prospectus.

* Joseph Pratt Allyn. By Horse, Stage & Packet. Boards, jacket. The Book Club of  California, 1988.

* Wilde, Oscar. Irish Poets and Poetry of  the Nineteenth Century. 1 of  500 copies printed by 
Alfred and Lawton Kennedy. The Book Club of  California, 1972. With prospectus.

* Twain, Mark. Concerning Cats. Two Tales by Mark Twain. 1 of  450 copies. Printed by the 
Grabhorns for Colt Press. With plain paper jacket. The Book Club of  San Francisco, 1959. With 
prospectus.

* The Voyage of  the Racoon. A ‘Secret’ Journal of  a Visit to Oregon, California and Hawaii, 1813-
1814. The Book Club of  California, 1958. With prospectus.

* Tripp, C. E. Ace High. The ‘Frisco Detective. Or, the Girl Sport’s Double Game. 1 of  500 copies 
printed at the Grabhorn Press. With plain paper jacket. The Book Club of  California, 1948.

San Francisco: Book Club of  California, Various dates

 Only light extremity wear; near fine all.
(400/600)

The auction begins at 11:00 am Pacific Time 
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49. (Bookseller’s Tickets)  Approximately 85 small tickets/stickers of  San Francisco booksellers from the 19th 
century through the middle of  the 20th century. Small printed tickets/stickers which booksellers affixed to 
the endpapers of  books they were selling.

California: 19th-20th centuries

From a cross-section of  booksellers, most from San Francisco but a few from other California 
locales including Eureka and Los Angeles. The booksellers include Gelber Lilienthal, Golden 
Rule Bazaar, Thompson’s Antiquarian Book Store, Newbegin’s, Paul Elder, The White House, 
Wm. S. Dunmore Medical Publishers, Robertson’s, King Bros., New York Bookstore, Samuel 
Carson, J.W. Stacey, J.Q.A. Warren Agricultural Books, Bancroft-Whitney, City of  Paris, and 
others, some booksellers with multiple stickers, but all different. Very good or better condition.

(300/500)

50. BremBAti, ottAvio. Proteo Legato Descritto dal Conte Ottavio Brembato. Libri Quattro. [vi], 199, [9] pp. 
Errata leaf  bound in at rear. Etched frontispiece. (4to) 22.5x17 cm. (9x6¾), period stiff  paper covers, 
spine lettered by hand. First Edition.

Bergamo: Marc Antonio Rossi, 1649

Brembati (1602-1675) was an amateur 
naturalist who for pleasure studied botany and 
mineralogy. The present work explores the 
relationship between astrology and the planting 
of  flowers. OCLC WorldCat locates only 2 
copies of  this edition, both in German libraries. 
Rare. Light wear and soiling to binding; light 
foxing; very good.

(700/1000)

51. (Bremer Presse) simons, AnnA. Titel und Initialen fur die Bremer Presse. Title-leaf, preface-page & 16 
leaves (of  20) with typographical examples.  45x35 cm. (17¾x13¾”), loose as issued in cloth-backed 
boards folder, paper cover label. Limited to 220 copies.

[Munich]: [Bremer Presse), [1926]

Very rare and handsome work by an associate of  the Bremer Presse. Fading to boards, lacking a 
tie; 1 prelimiary leaf  and 4 internal leaves lacking, else good.

(300/500)

52. BroWn, cornelius, editor. An Appreciative Life of  the Right Hon. The Earl of  Beaconsfield, A Statesman 
of  Light and Leading, with Portraits of  His Contemporaries. 5 volumes.  Illustrated with 25 mounted 
photographs and 5 plates. (Large 8vo) original red cloth stamped in black and gilt, all edges gilt.

London: A.W. Cowan, 1881

Apparently a deluxe format, originally issued in monthly parts, of  this biography of  Bejamin 
Disraeli. The frontispiece is a photograph printed by W. & D. Downey, other photographs by 
London Stereoscopic Company.  Spines a touch faded, light wear; title page for Volume 2 bound 
in at the rear of  Volume 5; near fine

(200/300)

Lot 50
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RARE INCUNABLE HISTORY OF FLORENCE
53. Brunus Aretinus, leonArdus. Historiae Florentini Populi. 220 (of  222 leaves). Lacking title and 
adjacent leaf  (a1 & a2). (Folio) 31x21 cm (12¼x8¼”) modern vellum backed boards (boards covered 
with what appears to be a page from an early antiphonal).

Florence: Bartolommeo di Libri, 5 June 1492

Brunus was a Florentine chancellor, a philosopher, a humanist, a historian and an Italian 
translator active in Florence in the first half  of  the Quattrocento. His history of  the Florentines 
earned him Florentine citizenship and tax exemption for life. Often found bound with Poggio’s 
history of  the Florentines, not present here. Goff  B1248 Binding lightly worn; 3 leaves at front 
and 4 leaves at the rear silked, some foxing and staining throughout, a few notes in an early 
hand; very good

(2000/3000)

BURTON’S BOOK OF THE SWORD
54. Burton, richArd F.  The Book of  the Sword. [iii]-xxxix, [1], 299 
pp. Illustrations in the text. 10¼x7, original gray cloth stamped 
in brown with design of  crossed swords, spine lettered in gilt. 
First Edition.

London: Chatto and Windus, 1884

Burton examines the sword and its development through 
history. This was the first volume of  a planned three-volumes 
work, but it “fell still-born on the public,” in Penzer’s words, 
and the final two volumes were never published. Penzer calls 
the book very scarce. Penzer p.107. Some wear and soiling 
to cloth, recased, endpapers replaced; paper a bit browned at 
edges, marginal tears to two index leaves at rear; good.

(1000/1500)

THE FINEST EDITION OF CAESAR’S COMMENTARIES IN ENGLISH,  
COMPLETE WITH 85 COPPERPLATES

55. cAesAr, cAius Julius. The Commentaries of  Caesar, Translated into English. To which is prefixed a 
Discourse Concerning the Roman Art of  War. [12], civ, 335, [20] pp. Illustrated with 85 copper-engraved 
plates, including frontispiece & 6 folding maps; most of  the plates are folding. (Folio) 42.3x25.5 cm. 
(16¾x10¼”), period calf, rebacked with modern calf, spine tooled in gilt, raised bands, morocco 
lettering piece.

London: J. & R. Tonson, et al., 1753

Magnificent edition of  Cæsar’s Commentaries, 
translated and with preliminary matter by William 
Duncan, with a superb array of  copper-engraved plates 
and maps, most folding. These include the scarce fold-
out “Bull” plate (“The Ursus or Buffalo”) and “The 
Battle with Elephants.” Each of  these two plates has a 
few repaired tears. The other plates include numerous 
finely engraved battle plates, depictions of  the various 
peoples conquered by Cæsar (Picts, Druids, Gauls, 
Germans, etc., maps of  the regions occupied, etc. The 
final plates are a depiction of  a military frieze.) The 
plates are numbered 1 to 86, but with numbers 3 and 
4 (i.e. III and IV) being on one plate, for the correct 

complement of  85 plates in all. This is thought by many to be the finest edition of  Caesar’s 
commentaries in English. About four of  the plates with marginal tears just intruding into edges 
of  images, one plate with lower margin extended; very good or better condition overall, with 
fine impressions to the plates, a handsome and complete copy of  the book.

(10000/15000)

Lot 54

Lot 55
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56. cAJetAn, thomAs de vio gAetAni. Commentaria Reverendissimi Partris Fratris Thome de Vio Caietani...  
 3 parts in 1 volume. 68; 132, [2]; 91 ff. Woodcut initial letters, several diagrams within. (Folio) 30x21 
cm (11¾x8¼”) early full vellum, spine lettered in an early hand. 

Venice: Georgii Arrivabenu, 1514-1519

Cajetan “was of  noble birth, and from his youth was devout and studious, entering the 
Dominican Order before the age of  16. He soon attracted attention by his writings and 
discourses. Courageously he faced the trying issues of  his day, and by tact, education and 
tolerance, he endeavored to appease the antagonistic, to reform the sinners, to check the spread 
of  heresy, and to avert schism. He is one of  the greatest defenders of  the Thomistic School.” 
(New Catholic Dictionary) Spine partially perished, boards worn, rear cover loosely attached; 
some worming, staining, early ink notes; good.

(500/800)

BROADSIDE POETRY FROM THE CALLIPOEA PRESS
57. (Callipoea Press)  Poetry-Art Broadside Series I. Comprises of  six 22x14¾” printed broadside poems, 
each with an illustration, mostly by colored woodcut. Together, housed in the publisher’s maroon 
cloth folding box with gilt-lettered cover and internal marbled paper, made by Hans Schuberth, 
according to the printer’s design, as a prototype for the project. Each No. 73 of  150 hand-numbered 
copies designed and printed by Carol Denison and David Pascoe, and each signed by the author and 
artist.

Santa Rosa and Sausalito, CA: Callipoea 
Press, 1980’s

Series I of  a projected series of  two 
that were to collect all 12 broadsides 
produced by the Calliopea Press, 
issued during the mid-1980’s. The 
second series was never completed. 
Housed in a folding box of  maroon 
cloth, internally lined with red marbled 
papers. Box produced by San Francisco 
binder Hans Schuberth. There were at 
most only two such boxes made. These 
were samples and, since the project 
was never completed beyond the first 
six poets, further boxes were never 
fashioned. Thus for the collector of  
Bly, Levertov, Berry or any of  these 
authors this set in the publisher’s box 
is very likely a unicum. There will be 
only one, or at most two, such items 
ever seen. Broadside poems include: 
The Good Silence by Robert Bly, art 
by Micah Schwaberow; Blue Africa 
by Denise Levertov, art by Maurice 
Lapp; Ice Fishing by Siv Cedering, art 
by Carol Denison; Vulture Weather by 
Diane Wakoski, art by Elizabeth Quandt; 
Bristlecone by William Stafford, art by 
Patricia Waters; and A Place Unmade 
from Sabbaths by Wendell Berry, art by 
Max Hein. Box with a few scattered tiny 
and faint marks; else fine.

(1200/1800)

Lot 57
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58. cApreolus, JohAnnes. [Quaestiones in IV libros Sententiarum, seu Libri IV defensionum theologiae Thomae 
Aquinatis]. Part 2 (of  4) only. 346 (of  366) leaves. Text in Latin in 2 columns. (folio) 28.3x20.5 cm. 
(11¼x8”), old vellum.

[Venice]: [Octavianus Scotus], [1483]

Incunabular printing of  the second volume in Johannes Caprolus’ exhaustive defense of  the 
theology of  St. Thomas Aquinas. Ms. index in prelim. flyleaf  along with ms. title. Covers worn, 
spine mostly perished; lacking 20 leaves, apparently the first 8 (signature a) and 12 at the end 
(following ss6); the first leaf  of  text with portion of  margin missing, and 3/4x1” hole affecting 
text; piece missing from lower margin of  final text leaf; some dampstaining within; contents 
generally very good.

(1000/1500)

FIRST PUBLISHED EDITION OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND
59. cArroll, leWis [chArles lutWidge dodgson]. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. [10], 192 pp. 
Frontispiece and wood-engraved illustrations after John Tenniel. (8vo) 7½x5, original red cloth, Alice 
in gilt on front, Cheshire Cat in gilt on rear, title in gilt on spine, all edges gilt. Housed in a custom 
chemise and slipcase. Second (First Published) Edition.

London: Macmillan and Co., 1866

The first published edition - the illustrator John 
Tenniel was deeply dissatisfied with the printing of  
the illustrations and convinced Carroll to suppress 
the book at his own expense. Only about 20 copies 
of  this 1865 Macmillan first issue survive, most in 
institutional collections. Our copy has the inverted 
“S” on the last line of  the Contents page; pale blue 
endpapers, thought to be early issue points; page 
30 incorrectly numbered “3”. Small bookseller’s 
label on front pastedown of  Slatter and Rose; 
binder’s ticket “Bound by Burn. 37 & 38 Kirby St.” 
on rear pastedown. With the early ownership name 
and initials of  Katherine Philippa Lott on front 
endpapers. Also with the bookplate of  prolific 
American author Carolyn Wells. Rebacked with 
original spine laid down, light wear at edges, hinges 
cracked; very good.

(4000/6000)

60. cAscudo, luis dA cAmArA. Lendas-Brasileiras: 21 Historis Criadas Pela Imaginacao de Nosso Povo. [viii], 
9-89 pp. 21 full page illustrations by Martha Pawlowna Schidrowitz. (Folio) 48.5x35.5 cm (19x14”), 
original boards, mounted illustration on front. One of  an unspecified limitation. First Edition.

Brazil: Confraria dos Bibliofilos Brasileiros, 1945

21 Brazilian legends, beautifully illustrated. Light wear and soiling to boards; very good.
(500/800)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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61. cAuseus de lA chAusse, michel Angelo.  Le Gemme Antiche di Michel Angelo Causeus de la Chausse 
Paragino Consagrate all’ Eminentissimo e Reverendissimo Principe il Signor Cardinale Cesare Destrees. [xviii], 82, 
[2] pp. Additional engraved title page, title page vignette; and 200 engraved plates of  carved gems. 
(4to) 25.5x18.5 cm (10x7¼”), 20th century three-quarter blue morocco and cloth, spine ruled and 
lettered in gilt, top edge gilt. First Edition.

Rome: Giacomo Komarek Beomo alla Fontana de Trevi, 1700

Beautifully illustrated catalogue of  the figurally carved gems in the collection of  Cardinal Cesar 
d’Estrees.  Extremities rubbed; light foxing; very good.

(700/1000)

62. churchill, Winston. Divi Britannici: Being a Remark Upon 
the Lives of  all the Kings of  This Isle, from the Year of  the World 
2855 Unto the Year of  Grace 1660. (vi) 68 [2] 69-102 [2] 103-
154 [2] 155-188 [2] 189-321 [2] 323-362 [2] pp. Vignette 
title page, engraved armorial devices.Title page printed in 
black and red. (Folio) 31.5x20 cm (12x8”), period full calf, 
raised bands, all edges marbled. First Edition.

London: Tho. Roycroft, 1675

Scarce history of  the English monarchs. Sir Winston 
Churchill (1620-1688), known as the Cavalier Colonel, 
was an English soldier, historian, and politician. He was 
the father of  John Churchill, 1st Duke of  Marlborough, 
as well as an ancestor of  his 20th-century namesake, 
Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill. Wing C-4275. 
With the label of  17th century Exeter bookseller Abisha 
Brocas, dated 1674, mounted to front pastedown 
endpaper. Binding rubbed, hinges cracked; ink notes on 
title page; very good.

(700/1000)

FIVE EARLY EDITIONS OF CICERO
63. cicero, mArcus tullius. In Omnes de Arte Rhetorica. Two parts in one volume. 10 preliminary leaves, 
624 columns; 824 columns. (Folio) 31.5x19.5 cm (12½x7¾”), full limp vellum, brown morocco spine 
labels, lettered in gilt. 

Venice: Aldus, 1551

Beautiful and scholarly reprint of  the Aldine edition published in 1546. Goldsmid 374. Some 
wear and soiling to binding; staining throughout, foxing, old repairs to the first 15 leaves with 
some loss of  text, final blank also repaired; good.

(700/1000)

64. cicero, mArcus tullius. Orationum Pars I. Com Correctionibus P. Manutii et Annotationib. D. Lambini. 
 Part 1 only (of  3). 236 [1] ff. (8vo) 14.5x9.5 cm (5¾x3¾”) old full calf  with modern rebacking, red 
leather spine labels. 

Venice: Aldus, 1570

Goldsmid 660. Corners worn, bookplate; pencil underlining throughout; very good.
(200/300)

Lot 62
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65. cicero, m[Arcus] t[ullius]. Opera. 5 parts in 2 volumes. [xvi], 288; 640, [6]; 416, 450, [2]; 158, 
[100] pp. 37.5x25 cm (15x9¾”) old full calf, later rebacking with origianl spines laid down, spine labels 
renewed.

Paris: Robert Estienne, 1539

A beautifully printed edition of  Cicero’s works from the press of  Robert Estienne. Large 
woodcut printer’s device on common title and each of  the 5 section titles. Ex-library from the 
Lynn Public Library, with their bookplate and ink stamps. Brunet II, 7. Bindings well worn, 
joints and hinges cracked; some foxing and staining within; good.

(800/1200)

66. cicero, m[Arcus] t[ullius]. Tres Libri de Officiis, una cum Hieronymi Wolffii Commentariis: quibus ea 
potissimum tractantur, quae sunt huius argumenti propria, quaeque & a vitiis atque erroribus revocant...  [43], 670 
pp. 25.5x17.5 cm (10x7”) period vellum, blind tooled decoration, raised bands, hand-written title on 
spine.

Basel: Per Ioannem Oporinum, 1563

The Tres Libri comprises three 
historically important Cicero texts 
— De Senectute, De Amicitia, and 
Somnum Scipionis. The Wolff  
commentaries set this edition apart 
from the several earlier printed 
editions of  the same titles from 
Cicero. Hieronymus Wolff  [1516-
1580], a pupil of  Melanchthon and 
Camerarius at Wittenberg, was a 
professor of  Greek and rector of  
the Augsburg gymnasium, from 
1557 until his death. He was also a 
leading classical scholar, noted for 
important editions of  the works 
of  Isocrates and Demosthenes. 
As far as we know there are no 
records of  any US institution 
housing this very rare first edition 
offered here. We have found only 
3 copies of  the later issue of  
1569 in U.S. libraries. The present 
volume when compared to a copy 
of  the later issue housed in the 
Houghton Library at Harvard 
shows essentially the same 
materials but with sections bound 
in a different order as well as the 
different information on the title 
page. The vellum is very likely a 

contemporary binding and certainly no later than the following century since the pastedown 
bears an ownership inscription in Latin with the hand-written date 1657. An elaborate blind-
tooled design graces both front and rear covers, including 15 compartments with various 
personages illustrated and a phrase with each. By virtue of  being blind-tooled the figures are 
not vivid but they’re entirely legible to a close examination, even with the naked eye. Also blind-
tooled are four concentric rectangular panels. The designs of  the front and rear covers are the 
same, including the compartments. An unusually nice copy of  a first edition 16th century book 
that is quite scarce. This first edition is not noted in Moss’s Manual of  Classical Bibliography. 
 Some darkening and wear to vellum, portion of  the fore-edge of  the front cover is frayed, 
revealing beneath several filler pages with hand-writing; some tanning to the first few pages, title 
page a little loose; very good.

(1000/1500)

Lot 66
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67. cicero. Opera omnia qvae extant, a Dionysio Lambino Monstroliensi ex codicibus manuscriptis emendata...  
 [48], 167, [1] pp. A few woodcut decorations. 15.5x10 cm (6x4”) rebound in modern brown calf  and 
marbled boards, gilt-lettered spine.

Londin: Per Ioh.I. & Edm.C. [John Jackson & Edmund Bollifant, alias Carpenter], 1585

Many period notes in ink on title page, and all across blank verso of  title page. Some foxing and 
other light marks within; very good.

(200/300)

68. clArendon, edWArd, eArl oF. The History of  the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England, Begun in the Year, 
1641. 2 volumes. Volumes II and III only.[vi], 459; [viii], 445 + [33] index pp. Each with engraved 
frontispiece portrait of  the author, plus woodcut head and tail pieces, and initials. 31.5x19.5 cm 
(12½x7¾”), full blind-tooled calf, gilt-lettered morocco spine labels.

Dublin: Printed for John Hyde, and Robert Owen, 1719

The Dublin printing of  this important history. In a nice period, if  not original, binding. Covers 
detached or nearly so, wear at edges, light rubbing and scuffing all over, spine label to Volume II 
is darkened and worn; long closed tear across frontispiece of  Volume III, else contents are clean 
and bright and crisp; very good.

(400/700)

69. clephAn, r. coltmAn. The Tournament: Its Periods and Phases. xxiii, 195 pp. With a color frontispiece 
and black & white photograph plates. 31.5x25.5 cm (12½x10”), red gilt-lettered and decorated cloth.

London: Methuen & Co., [1919]

A survey of  the sport of  jousting. Spine darkened, some soiling and rubbing; small dampstain 
to fore edge of  a few early leaves; very good.

(200/300)

70. courBoin, FrAnçois. Histoire Illustrée de la Gravure en France. Ire Partie, Des Origines a 1660. Complete 
play from the 1632 second folio edition of  Shakespeare’s works, which contained many changes from 
the 1623 first folio. The edition was printed by Thomas Cotes for a consortium of  five publishers. 
STC 22274.

Paris: Chez Maurice le Garrec, 1923

Important work tracing the history of  printing and engraving in France - this atlas to the first 
volume covers to 1660 - the entire set, published 1923-1929, numbered four text volumes in 
folio and 3 atlas volumes in large folio. Included is a specimen title-page and plate (the title a 
bit soiled). One plate dampstained, final plate with marginal tears and chips, else very good, 
contents mostly fine.

(300/500)

71. croker, temple henry, et Al.  The Complete Dictionary of  Arts and Sciences, in which the whole circle of  
Human learning is explained...  3 volumes. With 146 copper-engraved plates; 4 maps, 1 of  them folding; 
frontispiece in Vol. I, table in Vol. III. (folio) 36x22.5 cm. (14¼x8¾”), period quarter calf  & marbled 
boards.

London: Printed for the authors, 1764-1766

Compendium of  knowledge from the sciences and medical arts to geography, gastronomy and 
much more, with a notable array of  plates. Bindings well worn, 3 covers detached, other joints 
cracked; some darkening and foxing to contents, some marginal stains in Vol. I, table in Vol. III 
with edge wear; contents mostly very good, sold with all faults.

(400/600)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF 19TH CENTURY BRITISH CRUISE SHIPS
72. (Cruise Lines)  British Marine Album. 19 heavy card leaves including title, containing 54 period 
CDV and cabinet-card photo portraits. Chromolithograph title page, with index on verso, and 10 
chromolithograph album pages depicting the vessels of  various cruise ship lines. 28.5x20.5 cm 
(11¼x8”), orignial padded full morocco, clasp lacking, all edges gilt.

[London?]: T.J.S.S.&D., Late 19th century

Cruise lines include: Green & Co. Line, Allan Line, National Line, Anchor Line, McBrayne’s 
Highland Line, Cunard Line, Orient Line, Dominion Line, Inman Line, Donald Curries Line, W. 
& A. Brown & Co. Line, P. & O. Line, Union Line, Royal Mail Line, Shaw, Savill & Albion Co. 
Line. Guion Line, White Star Line and British India Line. Scarce.  Spine pulled, some edge wear, 
hinges shaken and cracking, a few short tears to edges of  photo openings; about very good.

(1500/2000)

73. dAnte Alighieri. La Vita Nuova nel Sesto Centena Rio Della Morte di Dante Alighieri. [6], xciii, [8] pp. 
Illustrations in color throughout by Vittorio Grassi, illuminations by Nestore Leoni. Folio (36x27.5 
cm (14¼x10¾”) original purble cloth with woven designs in gilt and silver, original box. No. 1193 
of  1321 copies. 

Bergamo: Istituto Italiano d’Ara Grafiche, 1921

Printed on folded leaves of  Japan Vellum, signed by the illustrator and the illuminator at the 
limitation statement, as issued. A facsimle of  a manuscript prepared for the sixth centenary of  
the death of  Dante. Prospectus laid in. Box well worn and with some chipping and staining; 
volume fine.

(500/800)

DARWIN’S ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 1ST AMERICAN EDITION,  
AND 2ND ISSUE OF THE 2ND EDITION

74. dArWin, chArles. On the Origin of  Species by Means of  Natural Selection, Or the Preservation of  Favoured 
Races in the Struggle for Life. 432 pp. 7¾x4¾, original brown blindstamped cloth, spine lettered in gilt. 
First American Edition, First Issue.

New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1860

First American edition of  one of  the most 
important and influential books of  the 19th 
century, echoing into the 20th century and 
beyond, called by the Darwin bibliographer, 
“certainly the most important biological book 
ever written.” This is the first issue of  the 
American edition, with two quotations on 
the page facing the title. Freeman 377. Minor 
fading and a little mottling to spine, rubbing to 
ends, slight fading to covers; Light dampstain 
to lower gutter corners of  first 25 or so pages, 
light foxing to flyleaves, top corner of  rear 
free endpaper with chip; still a very good or 
better, tight, clean copy, much nicer than usually 
found.

(5000/8000)
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75. dArWin, chArles. On the Origin of  Species by Means of  Natural Selection, or the Preservation of  Favoured 
Races in the Struggle for Life. ix, 502 pp. plus 32 pp. publisher’s catalogue at rear dated January 1860. 
Folding diagram. 20x12.5 cm. (7¾x4¾”), original green cloth, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, 
covers stamped in blind, pale brown clay-glazed endpapers. Second Edition, Second Issue, with 
“Fifth Thousand” on title page.

London: John Murray, 1860

Scarce second edition of  one of  the most important scientific works of  any century. The 1250 
copies of  the first edition of  1859 were sold out almost immediately and a reprint the same 
year was also quickly exhausted. This second edition, identified “Fifth Thousand” on the title 
page, incorporated some corrections and changes by the author. Binder’s ticket of  “Edmonds 
& Remnants, London” to rear pastedown. Freeman binding variant “a” with upright of  “L” in 
London over right-hand upright of  “H” in John. Label from Friedrich Klincksieck in Paris on 
front pastedown. Freeman 376. Spine ends and corners bumped, a bit of  tearing to cloth at fore 
edge of  front cover; scattered and light pencil notes to text within; very good in bright clean 
cloth.

(3000/5000)

76. [dezAllier d’Argenville, Antoine-nicolAs]. Voyage Pictoresque de Paris ou Indication de tout ce 
qu’il y a de plus beau dans cette grande Ville en Peinture, Sculpture, & Architecture. 10, [2], 375, [59], xlv pp. 
Additional engraved title page printed in red and black; 4 engraved plates including 2 folding. 16.5x9.5 
cm (6½x3¾”), period full calf. Second Edition.

Paris: Chez de Bure, 1752

Includes at the rear, with a separate title page, an alphabetical list of  the streets of  Paris.  
 Binding worn, spine chipped, joints cracked, some chipping to leather, bookplate; light foxing; 
good.

(300/500)

77. dullArdus de gAndAvo, JohAnnes. Super Libros Aristotelis De Anima Subtilissimae Quaestiones in 
Quarum...  [viii], 107 ff. Printer’s device on first and final leaves, woodcut initial letters throughout. 
(Folio) 30x21 cm (11¾x8¼”), modern pastepaper boards, paper spine label. 

Venice: Hieronymum Scotum, 1552

An important study of  Aristotle’s De anima by one of  his chief  commentators. First published 
in 1473. Boards lightly worn, title leaf  closely trimmed, laid down; a few small worm holes in 
margins of  approximately 15 leaves at front, lacking final leaf  (a blank); very good.

(700/1000)

78. egerton oF tAtton, lord. A Description of  Indian and Oriental Armour. Illustrated from the Collection 
Formerly in the India Office, now Exhibited at South Kensington, and the Author’s Private Collection. [iv], 178 
pp. With folding color map of  India, 23 plates including 2 color lithograph plates, (also a number of  
folding plates), plus numerous diagrams within text. 26.5x18 cm (10½x7”) original red gilt-lettered 
cloth, top edge gilt. New Edition.

London: W.H. Allen & Co., 1896

A new edition with considerable additions to illustrations and text. The name Geoffrey A. 
Judson, May 4, 1931 in ink on front free endpaper, plus rubberstamp from the personal library 
of  Ernest Seyd, London. Spine darkened, ends worn, a few bumps, scrapes and stains; binding 
shaken, signatures loosened; contents and plates are clean and very good; binding only good.

(300/500)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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ALBERT EINSTEIN’S FIRST PUB-
LISHED PAPER

79. einstein, AlBert. “Folgerungen aus den 
Capillaritätserscheinungen” - Einstein’s first published 
paper. Pp. 513-523 in Annalen der Physik, 
Vierte Folge, Band 4. Whole volume offered. 
21x13.5 cm. (8¼x5½”), period half  cloth and 
marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, paper 
shelf  labels. First Appearance, Journal Issue.

Liepzig: Johann Ambrosius Barth, 1901

Einstein’s first published paper, dealing 
with intramolecular forces. This paper 
“shows how, from the start, Einstein 
was groping for universal principles, in 
the present case for a relation between 
molecular forces and gravitation” (Pais, 
Subtle is the Lord, p.57). Weil 1. Some 
shelf  wear, very good or better.

(1000/1500)

80. einstein, AlBert. Seven early papers by Albert Einstein, in six volumes of  Annalen der Physik. Includes:

* “Ueber die thermodynamische Theorie der Potentialdifferenz zwischen Metallen und vollständig 
dissociirten Lösungen ihrer Salze und über eine elektrische Methode zur Erforschung der 
Molecularkräfte.”  Pp. 798-814 in Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 8. 1902. 
* “Kinetische Theorie des Wärmegleichgewichtes und des zweiten Hauptsatzes der 
Thermodynamik.”  Pp. 417-433 in Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 9. 1902. 
* ”Eine Theorie der Gundlagen der Thermodynamik.” Pp. 170-187 in Annalen der Physik, Vierte 
Folge, Band 11. 1903. 
* “Zur allgemeinen molekularen Theorie der Wärme.” Pp. 354-362 in Annalen der Physik, Vierte 
Folge, Band 14. 1903. 
* “Eine neue Bestimmung der Moleküldimensionen” and “Zur Theorie der Brownschen 
Bewegung.” Pp. 289-306 and 371-381 in Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 19. 1906. 
* “Über eine Methode zur Bestimmung des Verhältnisses der transversalen und longitudinalen 
Masse des Elektrons.” Pp. 583-586 in Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 21. 1906. 
Together, 7 papers by Albert Einstein, in 6 bound volumes of  Annalen der Physik. 20.6x13.5 cm. 
(8¼x5½”), period half  cloth and marbled boards. First Appearances, Journal Issues. 

Leipzig: Johan Ambrosius Barth, 1902-1906

Early papers by Albert Einstein, principally dealing with thermodynamics but including his 
doctoral dissertation and one of  his famous papers on Brownian motion. Einstein continued 
to work on thermodynamic topics throughout his life. Some shelf  wear, occasional early library 
markings, occasional light dampstaining within; very good condition.

(3000/5000)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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81. (Elston Press) tWine, lAurence. The Patterne of  Painefull Adventures: Containing the most excellent, 
pleasant and variable historie of  the strange accidents that befell unto Prince Apollonius, the Lady Lucina his wife, 
and Tharsia his daughter.  76, [3] pp. (8vo) original linen-backed boards, paper spine label. One of  170 
copies.

New Rochelle: Elston Press, 1903

First printed in 1576, this work was drawn on by William Shakespeare for his play Pericles, 
Prince of  Tyre. Light wear to binding, label chipped, a few small drip marks to boards, previous 
owner’s name and bookplate on endpapers, modern inscription on dedication leaf; very good.

(300/500)

82. (Elzevir) cAesAr, Julius. C. Lulii Caesaris quae exstant, cum selectis variorum commentariis, quorum plerique 
novi, opera et studio Arnoldi Montani. [16], 918, [29] pp. Engraved illustrated title page, engraved folding 
map, full page woodcut illustration on page 531, plus woodcut head and tail pieces and initials. (8vo) 
period full calf.

Amsterdam: Elzeviriana [Elzevir], 1661

The folding map shows Europe and the Mediterranean. Leather bookplate of  John Bakeless 
on front pastedown. Willems 1266. Wear to calf  edges and covers; a few tiny stray pen marks 
to title page, short closed stub tear to map, repaired on verso with tape, one tiny tear at fold of  
map; very good.

(300/500)

83. (Elzevir) [stephAnius stephAn hAnsen]. De regno Daniae et Norwegiae, insulisq. adjacentibus: juxta 
ac de Holsatia, ducatu Sleswicensi, et finitimis provinclis, tractatus varii. [14], 447, [6] pp. Illustrated title 
page.11.5x5.5 cm (4½x2¼”) period full vellum.

[Elzevir] Officina el Zeviriana, 1629

Library bookplate from Bibliotheca Elzeviriana on front free endpaper, plus some notes in ink 
to front endpapers. Willems 320. Some light wear to vellum; very good.

(300/500)

84. erythrAeus, JAnus nicius. Iani Nicii Erithraei Pinacotheca imaginum illustrium, doctrinae vel ingenii laude, 
virorum, qui, auctore superstite, diem suum obierunt. Parts I & II (of  3), bound together. [16], 300, [4]; 233, 

[3] pp. Copper-engraved pictorial title-page for part I, 
with printed title-page for part II; engraved portrait 
in part I. (8vo) 15x9.5 cm. (6x3¾”), old vellum, inked 
spine title, yap edges.

Colon. Agrippinæ: Apud Iodocum Kalcovium et 
socios, 1645

The first two parts, or volumes, of  this scarce 
17th century work. The third part of  this 
(second?) edtition was not published until 1648. 
Accompanied by a T.L.s. from Frederick R. Goff, 
Chief  of  the Rare Books Division at the Library 
of  Congress, to a Mr. Beyers, “The early Latin 
book about which you inquired was written by 
Giovanni Vittorio Rossi, who used Iani Nicii 
Krithraei (or Janus Nicius) as a pseudonym...” 
 Some discoloration to vellum, else very good.

(2000/3000)
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85. (Essex House Press) AshBee, JAnet e.  The Essex House Song Book. This copy contains a total of  92 
pages printed in 2 colors on vellum that are dispersed through the text, as well as pages in holograph 
and some pages which appear to be proof  pages on paper with the printers hand corrections, all 
bound in as follows:

* Part 1. Pages 1-16 printed on vellum, Pages 17-20 hand calligraphed with colored ornaments on 
vellum, Pages 21-40 printed on paper. 
* Part 2. Pages 1-8 printed on vellum, Pages 9-24 printed on paper. 
* Part 3  Pages 1-12 printed on vellum, Pages 13-16 unprinted [blank] on paper, Pages 17-44 printed 
on paper. 
* Part 4  Pages 1-32 All pages printed on paper. 
* Part 5  Pages 1-28 printed on paper, Pages 29-32 printed on vellum, Pages 33-52 printed on paper. 
* Part 6  Pages 1-28 All printed on paper. 
* Part 7  Pages 1-12 printed on vellum, Pages 13-20 printed on paper. 
* Part 8  Pages 1-4 printed on paper, Pages 5-8 printed on proof  paper and tipped in with hand 
corrections to printer throughout, Pages 9-24 printed on paper. 
* Part 9  Pages 1-20 printed on vellum, Pages 21-24 printed on paper, Pages 25-28 printed on 
vellum, Pages 29-76 printed on paper. 
* Part 10 Pages 1-12 printed on vellum, Pages 13-60 printed on paper. 
* Followed by 14 blank pages, then 24 pages of  index and colophon all printed on paper. 
23x17 cm (9x6¾”). period full green morocco, lettered in gilt, top edge gilt.

London: Essex House Press, 1903-1905

This copy was specially made up by C.R. Ashbee for his daughter, Helen Christabel Ashbee, 
with a combination of  the parts printed on vellum and on paper. The original book was issued 
in 10 parts, plus an index, and there were 200 copies printed on paper and 5 on vellum. A 
truly unique copy bound in full green calf  in the Arts & Crafts style by C. & C. McLeish with 
raised bands, gilt stamped spine and lettered in gilt on front cover, “HELEN CHRISTABEL 
ASHBEE HER BOOK 1924” Spine sunned, some wear and scuffing to leather, binding 
detached at rear hinge, endpapers browned at edges; internally near fine.

(2000/3000)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH OF EUCLID’S ELEMENTS,  
WITH PREFACE BY JOHN DEE

86. euclid. [Elements, i.e.] The Elements of  Geometrie of  the most Auncient Philosopher Euclide of  Megara. [25 
(of  28)], 452 (of  464) leaves. pi4 (lacking pi1-3), a-d4, A-X4, 2A-2Y6, 2A-2Y6, 3A-3F6, 3G-3Y6, 3A-
3E4 (lacking 3B, 3D-3E). Translated by H. Billingsly. Preface by John Dee. With geometric diagrams 
throughout. (folio) 33x20 cm. (12x8”), 19th century half  calf  & marbled boards. First Edition in 
English.

London: Iohn Daye, 1570

First edition of  Dee’s Euclid, the great geometry’s 
first translation into English, and the first major 
scientific book in English. The importance of  
Euclid in the development of  mathematics 
cannot be overstated, and nor can the impact 
of  the present work, bringing into the English 
vernacular one of  the foundation works of  
philosophy. There are a number of  errors in the 
foliation, and folio number 204 is skipped. STC 
10560. In complete copies, the folio numbers 
end at 464, followed by a blank leaf  to complete 
signature EEE. In the present copy, the first three 
leaves, including the title-page (which is supplied 
in manuscript), are not present, with the first 
page present being the beginning of  John Dee’s 
important Mathematical Preface. Also lacking are 
signatures BBB, DDD and EEE at the end of  
the work- this was a portion of  the 16th book, 
which was not by Euclid, but by the 16th century 
mathematician and scholar Flussas (Francois Foix 
de Candalle). In addition, there are none of  the 
moveable overlays which were in Book Eleven 
of  some copies, in varying numbers. The folding 

table is also not present. There is occasional early ink marginalia. STC 10560. Binding worn, 
front cover detached; leaf  [pi]4 on a stub; soiling to some lower margins, short tears to folios 11 
and 12, contents overall very good.

(10000/15000)

87. FAvine, AndreW. The Theater of  Honour and Knight-hood. 2 parts in 1. [18], [24], 572; 406, [18], 407-
538 pp. Title-page printed in red and black. 12 pages of  woodcut illustrations at the front printed 
on rectos only; plus numerous woodcut illustrations within 
text. Woodcut head- and tail-pieces, decorative initials. (Folio) 
33x21 cm (13x8¼”), period ful calf. 

London: William Jaggard, 1623

Massive compendium of  the various chivalric orders 
throughout Europe, translated into English, with histories 
of  arms, emblazons, escutcheons, descriptions of  the 
different crowns; covers military orders and religious 
knights, etc. Also of  interest to the Shakespearian scholar 
as this volume was printed by the same printer later in 
the same year that he printed the First Folio. Both books 
contain the same emblematic head-pieces and tail-pieces. 
 Binding well worn, joints and hinges cracked, a few pages 
at the beginning of  the volume with rough edges; very 
good.

(1000/1500)

Lot 86

Lot 87
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88. Fielding, henry. The Adventures of  Joseph Andrews. 409 pp. (4to) 26x19 cm (10¼x7½”) original 
full limp vellum, spine lettered in gilt, top edge gilt. No. 22 of  80 copies, from a total edition of  840 
copies.

London: Scholartis Press, 1929

One of  eighty copies printed on Millbourn Handmade Paper. Signed at the colophon by the 
editor, J. Paul de Castro. Number 7 in the publisher’s series of  18th century novels. Vellum a bit 
soiled and bowed, leather straps lacking; internally fine.

(200/300)

MOCK-UP OF FIRST MAGAZINE FOR WOMEN OF WALL STREET, 1914,  
NEVER PUBLISHED

89. (Finance and Women’s History)  The Woman Investor, “Vol. 1, No.1” -  1914 First magazine for Wall 
Street women investors, never published. 22pp. + front and rear covers. 30.5x22.5 cm (12x9”).

New York: February, 1914

Printer’s mock-up, with many empty 
spaces for still-unwritten articles, of  a 
1914 projected magazine - which was 
never published. Seven years before 
women won the right to vote in the 
United States, this proposed magazine 
was to advise American women on 
investing in the Stock Exchange. Though 
the rear cover quotes J.P. Morgan on the 
importance of  women investors and cites 
the congressional estimate of  a million 
women owning corporate stocks, no 
woman (except the notorious Victoria 
Woodhull) had yet made a mark on Wall 
Street, either as broker or investor. The 
eccentric “Hetty” Green, richest woman 
in the country, later called the “Witch 
of  Wall Street”, was still unknown to 
the public. And the first book primers 
aimed at women investors were 15 years 
away. Neither the names of  the editors 
or publishers appear in this copy. From 
the editorial texts and headlines (The 
Stock Exchange Boycotts Women; What 
has Suffrage Done for Business?) which 
appear in this mock-up, the magazine was 

to be decidedly Feminist: The lead article, Dollars and Sense, was to have been written by Jane 
Addams of  Chicago’s Hull House, feminist founder of  the American social work movement. 
And the venture probably had the support of  some wealthy people. The planned magazine had 
offices at 20 Broad Street (a building now owned by the New York Stock Exchange) and one 
projected contributor was Mrs. Russell Sage, fabulously wealthy widow of  a skinflint financier 
who devoted much of  her fortune to improving social and living conditions for the poor. But 
for all its illustrious endorsements, the magazine apparently never got off  the ground. The title 
is unknown to bibliographers of  both financial history and early feminist periodicals. We could 
locate no copy in any institutional collection in the United States. Some yellowing and light edge 
wear,front cover detached with a few stains at top corner; very good.

(1500/2000)

Lot 89

PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department 
ensuring your items arrive safely at reasonable cost.  
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90. (Fine Bindings) BArrie, J.m.  The Works of  J.M. Barrie. Peter Pan Edition. - With an ALs from the 
author. 14 (of  eventually 18) volumes. (8vo) period three-quarter blue morocco and cloth, spines gilt, 
raised bands, marbled endpapers, top edges gilt. No. 763 of  1030 sets of  the “Peter Pan Edition”.

New York: Scribner’s, 1929

Autograph Letter, signed, from Barrie to actress Marion Terry affixed to front flye leaf, original 
enveloped tipped to facing page. Signed in the publisher’s name at limitation statement. Four 
additional volumes, not present here, were issued some dozen years later (1941).  Light wear to 
extremeties; near fine.

(1000/1500)

91. (Fine Bindings) cArlyle, thomAs. Carlyle’s Complete Works. 11 volumes. (8vo), half  black morocco 
and boards, gilt spines, top edges gilt.

Boston: Aldine Book Publishing, No date [c.1889]

Each with the bookplate of  Louis Ellsworth Laflin & Josephine Knowland Laflin, a few of  
which are place upside-down, on front pastedowns. Mild to moderately rubbed extremities 
and joints; many hinges cracked; offsetting from binding to endpapers, many with a neat 1889 
inscription on early blank leaf; pages yellowed with age (printed on a poorer quality paper); else 
very good.

(250/350)

92. (Fine Bindings) dickens, chArles. Sixteen finely bound volumes from the works of  Charles Dickens. 16 
volumes, incomplete. (8vo) full dark green morocco, elaborately stamped in gilt on covers, red leather 
floral onlays at corners, spines gilt, gilt ruled dentelles with floral devices at corners, top edges gilt.

London: Chapman and Hall, [1892]

Includes: Martin Chuzzlewit (2 volumes), Old Curiousity Shop (2), David Copperfield (2), Bleak 
House (2), Little Dorrit (2), Barnaby Rudge (2), Nicholas Nickleby (Volume 2 only), Sketches 
by Boz, A Child’s History of  England, Sketches by Boz. From the publisher’s Illustrated 
Library Edition. Spines faded to brown, a few volumes with repairs to spine ends and joints; an 
incomplete set but still very good and an attractive shelf  of  books.

(500/800)

HANDSOME SET OF GOLDSMITH’S WORKS
93. (Fine Bindings) goldsmith, oliver.  The Works of  Oliver Goldsmith - Turk’s Head Edition. 10 volumes. 
(8vo) 22.5x15 cm (8¾x6”) period full green morocco, covers elaborately gilt with thistle devices at 
corners with white morocco onlays, spines gilt, wide gilt dentelles with floral devises at corners, blue 
morocco doublures, silk endleaves, top edges gilt, others untrimmed. No. 552 of  1000 copies.

New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, [1908]

A very handsomely bound set, with photogravure plates by Frederick Simpson Coburn. Spines 
uniformly faded to brown, a touch of  wear; very good.

(1500/2000)

94. (Fine Bindings) goldsmith, oliver. The Works of  Oliver Goldsmith. 4 volumes. Additional engraved 
title page in each volume; frontispiece in Volume 4. (8vo) later brown half  morocco and marbled 
boards, spines gilt, top edges gilt.

London: John Murray, 1854

Edited by Peter Cunningham. Light foxing; near fine.
(250/350)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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95. (Fine Bindings) lee, guy cArleton & FrAncis neWton thorpe. The History of  North America. 20 
volumes. (8vo) period full green morocco, spines gilt, raised bands, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. 
No. 403 of  1000 sets printed on Japan Vellum.

Philadelphia: George Barrie and Sons, [1905]

A comprehensive history of  the North American continent from the earliest times to the turn 
of  the 20th century. Handsomely bound. Spines faded to brown, some light wear at edges; very 
good.

(700/1000)

96. (Fine Bindings) pope, AlexAnder. The Works of  Alexander Pope; With Notes and Illustrations by 
Joseph Warton. 9 volumes. 2 portraits in Volume I. (8vo) contemporary full brown calf, triple gilt rules, 
decorations at corners, blindstamped decorative panel at centers, rebacked in reddish-brown calf, 
spines lettered and decorated in gilt.

London: Richard Priestly, 1822

Each volume with the bookplate of  John Francis Neylan, printed by John Henry Nash and 
designed by William Wilke. Covers well worn and with surface cracking and flaking; else very 
good.

(250/350)

97. (Fine Bindings) roergAs de serviez, JAcques. The Roman Empresses; Or, The History of  the Lives 
and Secret Intrigues of  the Wives of  the Twelve Cæsars, With Historical and Critical Notes. 2 volumes. (8vo) 
20.5x13.5 cm (8x5¼”) period full brown morocco, gilt ruled borders, spines gilt, raised bands, gilt 
ruled dentelles, all edges gilt, slipcase. One of  1000 copies.

London: The Walpole Press, 1899

Bound for the J.W. Robinson Company by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. Spines sunned, small stains at 
spine heels, light wear to extremities; very good.

(300/500)

98. (Fine Bindings)  Seven finely bound works. Includes:

* Swift, Jonathan. [Gulliver’s Travels]. Mount Vernon, NY: Peter Pauper Press, no date. Bound by 
Maurin.  
* Dickens, Charles. The Personal History of  David Copperfield. NY: Heritage Press, [1937]. Bound 
by Maurin 
* Dickens, Charles. A Tale of  Two Cities. NY: Dodd, Mead, [1942]. Bound by Lauriats. 
* Bronte, Charlotte. Jane Eyre. London: Zodiac Press, 1946. Bound by Bayntun.  
* Bronte, Emily. Wuthering Heights. London: Zodiac Press, 1947. Bound by Bayntun. 
* Bronte, Emily. Wuthering Heights. NY: Dodd, Mead, [1942]. 
* Kronenberger, Louis. Atlantic Brief  Lives. Boston: Little, Brown, (1971). Bound by Lauriats. 
Together 7 volumes, all but the final title bound in three-quarter red morocco; final volume bound 
in three-quarter blue morocco.

Various places: Various dates

A handsome shelf  of  finely bound books. Fine.
(300/500)

99. (Fine Bindings)  Small group of  finely bound books. Includes:

* Kitchin, G.W. A History of  France. 3 volumes. (8vo) full green pebbled morocco, spines gilt, gilt 
arms of  The Law Society on front covers, all edges gilt. Prize label inside front cover of  Volume 1. 
Bound by J. Low, London. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1896-1903. Mixed editions. 
* Moore, John. A View of  Society and Manners in France, Switzerland, and Germany. 2 volumes. 
(8vo) period full calf, spines gilt, red and black spine labels. London: Strahan and Cadell, 1789. 
Seventh Edition. 
* Hallam, Henry. View of  the State of  Europe During the Middle Ages. 3 volumes. (8vo) olive half  
calf  and marbled boards, spines gilt, red and black spine labels, all edges marbled. London: John 
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Murray, 1837. Seventh Edition. 
* Hallam, Henry. Supplemental Notes to the View of  the State of  Europe During the Middle Ages. 
(8vo) Full tan calf, spine gilt, red and green spine labels, all edges marbled. London: Murray, 1848. 
* Five volumes from the “Epochs of  Modern History” series. (12mo) red half  morocco and 
mottled boards, spines gilt, top edges gilt. New York: Scribner, Armstrong an Co. 1870s.

Together 14 volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Most with light wear; very good and better.
(300/500)

100. (Fine Bindings)  The Surprising Adventures of  Baron Munchausen. Illustrations by William Strang and 
J.B. Clark. (8vo) three-quarter blue morocc and cloth, spine gilt, raised bands, top edge gilt. Bound 
by Bayntun.

London: Lawrence & Bullen, [c.1895]

 Light wear to extremities, bookplate; very good.
(200/300)

101. (Fine Bindings)  Two volumes from the Bibelot Series - Bound by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. Includes:

* Hunt, Leigh. The World of  Books. 1906.  
* Fitzgerald, Percy. Gems From Boswell. 1907.

Together 2 volumes. 11.8x6.5 cm (4¾x2½”) uniformly bound in full polished blue calf, spines gilt, 
initials B.R.M. in gilt on front covers, all edges gilt. Bound by Sangorski & Sutcliffe.

London: Gay and Bird, 1906 & 1907

Two volumes from the publisher’s Bibelot series. First title with front joint and hinge cracked, 
lightly rubbed; very good.

(300/500)

102. (Fine Bindings) WordsWorth, WilliAm. Poetical Works of  William Wordsworth. 6 volumes. (12mo) 
16.5x10.5 cm (6¾x4¼”) period full green pebbled morocco, spines lettered in gilt, raised bands, all 
edges gilt. The Centenary Edition.

London: E. Moxon, 1870

A handsome edition of  the poet’s collected works, published to commemorate the 100th 
anniversary of  his birth. Lightly rubbed; minor foxing; very good.

(300/500)

103. (Fine Bindings) WordsWorth, WilliAm. The Poetical Works of  William Wordsworth. 7 volumes. 
(12mo) 16.3x10.5 cm (6½x4¼”) period full calf, spines gilt, red leather spine labels, all edges marbled.

Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1854

A handsome set. Wordsworth was Britain’s Poet Laureate from 1843 until his death in 1850. 
 Some light wear, dampstaining to a few volumes, still an attractive set; very good.

(300/500)

PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department 
ensuring your items arrive safely at reasonable cost.  
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104. FosBroke, thomAs dudley. Encyclopaedia of  Antiquities, and Elements of  Archaeology, Classical and 
Mediaeval. 2 volumes. viii, 486; iv, (487)-955, [1] pp. 34 engraved plates including portrait frontispiece 
and additional illustrated title page in Volume 1; woodcut illustrations in text. (4to) 26.5x21 cm 
(10½x8¼”) period half  calf  and marbled boards with later rebacking, black leather spine labels. First 
Edition.

London: John Nichols and Son, 1825

The Rev. Thomas Dudley Fosbroke (sometime Fosbrooke) (1770–1842), was an English 
antiquary, educated at St Paul’s School and Pembroke College, Oxford, graduating MA in 1792. 
In that year he was ordained and became curate of  Horsley, Gloucestershire, where he remained 
till 1810. In 1799 Fosbroke was elected fellow of  the Society of  Antiquaries. A sequel to the 
present work, Foreign Topography, was published in 1828. Boards rubbed; plates a bit browned; 
very good.

(200/300)

FOXE’S BOOK OF MARTYRS, THREE FOLIO VOLUMES, 1684
105. Foxe, John. Acts and monuments of  matters most special and memorable, happening in the Church: with an 
universal history of  the same...  [123], 895; [2], 551, 131; [2], 959, [44] pp. With numerous copper-engraved 
illustrations in the text; 4 plates, 2 of  them folding; frontispiece portrait in Vol. I. (folio) 39.3x13.4 
cm. (15½x9½”), period calf, spine tooled in gilt, raised bands; later endpapers. Stated Ninth Edition.

London: Printed for the 
Company of  Stationers, 1684

Foxe’s famed Book of  
Martyrs, first published in 
English in 1563, is perhaps 
the best English illustrated 
book of  its time, and a 
typographic tour-de-force as 
well. The often somewhat 
gruesome engravings picture 
the persecution, torture, 
burning, etc. of  Christian 
martyrs. Rubbing and wear 
to covers, joints cracked or 
cracking, spine ends chipped; 
tears to folding plates, else 
internally very good, worthy 
of  restoration to the period 
bindings.

(3000/5000)
Lot 105

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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FUNDAMENTAL DOCUMENT OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
106. (France)  Declaration des Droits de L’Homme et Du Citoyen. 
Décrétés par l’Assemblée Nationale dans les Séances des 20. 21. 
23. 24. et 26 aout 1789, Accepté par le Roi. Broadside printing, 
approximately 42x26.5 cm (16½x10½”). 

Paris: Chez Jaufret, et al, [c.1789]

The preamble and 17 articles printed in two columns, 
with two allegorical figures atop an arched structure. The 
Declaration of  the Rights of  Man and of  the Citizen is a 
fundamental document of  the French Revolution and in 
the history of  human rights, defining the individual and 
collective rights of  all the estates of  the realm as universal. 
Influenced by the doctrine of  “natural right”, the rights 
of  man are held to be universal: valid at all times and in 
every place, pertaining to human nature itself. A rare early 
printing, we are only able to locate copies of  this printing, 
at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris and the Musee de la 
Vilee de Paris. Tipped at corners to a later sheet of  paper, 
torn through at the upper left corner with the mounted 
corner still attached to the backing sheet, short tears at the 
upper and lower right corners, light soiling and staining; 
very good.

(3000/5000)

107. FroissArt, [JeAn]. Froissart’s Cronycles. Translated out of  the French by Sir John Bourchier Lord 
Berners. 2 volumes in 8. Hand-colored woodcut coats-of-arms on titles and in margins, maps hand-
colored in outline. (8vo) later green and white leather. Number 123 of  350 copies on paper.

Stratford-Upon-Avon: Shakespeare Head Press, 1927-28

Printed from the first edition of  Lord Berner’s translation, 1523-1525. Light soiling to boards; 
internally fine.

(800/1200)

INSCRIBED BY ROBERT FROST WITH AN EIGHT-LINE POEM
108. Frost, roBert. North of  Boston - with manuscript poem signed by Robert Frost. 137 pp. Blue cloth 
lettered in gilt.

New York: Henry Holt and Company, [1917]

Inscribed and signed by Robert Frost in ink, with an eight-
line poem, two stanzas, “Dust of  Snow,” on the front free 
endpaper. The book once belonged to Walter Havighurst, 
professor of  English at Miami (Ohio) University, and a 
noted critic and author. It is accompanied by a photocopy 
of  a letter from Frances D. McClure, assistant curator of  
the Walter Havighurst Special Collections at Miami U., 
forwarding the book for the near-nonagenarian Havighurst 
to Mr. and Mrs. L. Scott Bailey in Cheltenham, England. 
Also included is a photograph of  Havighurst celebrating 
his 89th birthday (“Doesn’t Walter look great!”). The book 
is signed in pencil by the future Mrs. Havighurst (“Marion 
has written her name in it, ‘Marion M. Boyd, 1927’. It is 
a book that Walter wanted you to have… I’m sure Frost 
inscribed it for Marion when he visited Oxford [Ohio] on 
one of  several occasions - Frost always sent them (Walter 
& Marion) Christmas cards...”) Consigned by a member of  
the Bailey family. Volume with some rubbing to joints and 
edges, corners bumped or showing; else very good.

(1500/2500)

Lot 106

Lot 108
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ORIGINAL DRAWING FOR ENDPAPERS OF NOTED CHILDREN’S BOOK SERIES

109. geyer, mArk edWArd. Original ink drawing illustrating the endpapers for the Chris Moriarty series of  
books, beginning with The Inquisitor’s Apprentice. Original ink drawing on vidalon vellum, 100% acid free 
paper. The drawing measures 14x19” and the paper measures 16x20¾”. Matted in 8 ply archival mat. 
Signed MEG at bottom in ink.

2010

This illustration serves as the endpapers for a middle-grade series of  novels being published 
by Harcourt Children’s Books. The first novel in the series, The Inquisitor’s Apprentice, was 
published 10/3/2011. The series is written by Chris Moriarty and illustrated by Mark Edward 
Geyer. The second novel in the series, The Watcher in the Shadows, hits stores on 5/28/2013.
The drawing shows New York City in 1906. This is a view from The Lower East Side, looking 
downtown.  Twelve-year-old Sacha, the main character, lives in a tenement in Hester Street 
and he goes on adventures that take him through the whole city.Mark Edward Geyer is best 
known as the illustrator of  Stephen King’s Rose Madder and The Green Mile. Mark is currently 
illustrating two middle-grade series for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: The Inquisitor’s Apprentice 
and The Shakespeare Mysteries. He is also illustrating a 30th Anniversary edition of  Pet 
Sematary for PS Publishing in the UK.  Book Page says, “Mark Edward Geyer’s illustrations 
are beautiful and add even more depth to the story.”  Publisher’s Weekly says, “Mark Edward 
Geyer’s illustrations lend old-fashioned atmosphere.” Mark comes from a line of  French 
Canadian artists. He received his college degree in Studio Art from Florida State University 
in 1979. On his way to book illustration, Mark worked in several different genres: fine art, 
architectural rendering, advertising, and editorial illustration. His clients include Advertising 
Age, Chicago Tribune, Hallmark Cards, Doubleday, Scribner, Viking Penguin, Dutton Signet, 
Harcourt Children’s Books, Houghton Mifflin Books for Children, Subterranean Press, and 
PS Publishing. Mark is married and lives in Atlanta. He has recently been chosen by Rotring, 
the German pen-maker, to be an ambassador for their products.A unique opportunity to own 
a piece of  contemporary book art, this work is nicely matted in archival matting, ready for 
framing. Fine.

(5000/8000)

Lot 109
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110. good, peter p[eyto]. A materia medica botanica, containing the botanical analysis, natural history, and 
chemical and medical properties of  plants: illustrated by colored engravings of  original drawings, taken from nature. 
 Unpaginated. With 48 hand-colored lithographed plates of  plants and plant parts; tissue guards. 
Advertisements at rear including for a biography of  Dr. John Mason Good with a lithographed 
portrait of  him. 23.2x14.5 cm. (9¼x5¾”), original cloth.

New York: J.K. Wellman, 1845

There was a second volume, titled “The Family Flora...”, not present here. Bookplate of  Oscard 
F. Potter, M.D.; rubberstamp of  A. Von Schrader. Spine faded, corners showing; front hinge 
cracked through; very good.

(300/500)

111. gough, John B.  The Works of  George Cruikshank in Oil, Water Colors, Original Drawings, Etchings, 
Woodcuts, Lithographs, and Glyphographs. 56 leaves printed on rectos only. 28 full-page plates. (4to) 
30.5x25 cm (12x9¾”) original boards, paper spine label. No. 4 of  125 copies on plate paper. First 
Edition.

Boston: The Club of  Odd Volumes, 1890

A small leaf  with sketches on both sides, each side signed by Cruikhank, tipped to front free 
endpaper. Boards worn and with some soiling; internally near fine.

(700/1000)

112. (Grabhorn Press) (grABhorn, edWin &Amp; mArJorie). Figure Prints of  Old Japan: A Pictorial 
Pageant of  Actors & Courtesans of  the Eighteenth Century reproduced from the Prints in the Collection of  Marjorie 
& Edwin Grabhorn. Introduction by Harold Stern. Illustrated with 56 collotype plates (52 in color) 
after Japanese wood-block prints. 15x10, quarter cloth & decorative boards, gilt-lettered spine label, 
hand made paper dust jacket. One of  400 copies printed by the Grabhorn Press. In publisher’s 
cardboard box.

San Francisco: Book Club of  California, 1959

First of  the Grabhorn’s Japanese print series. Magnificent reproductions of  ukiyo-e prints, 
colored with blocks made by the Grabhorns & Mallette Dean. GB 611; BCC 103. With 
prospectus and original receipt from the publisher laid in. Jacket with a 2&quot; closed tear at 
top edge; else fine.

(300/500)

FIRST EDITION OF THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS
113. grAhAme, kenneth. The Wind in the Willows. [6], 302 pp. Frontispiece by Graham Robertson. 
(8vo) publisher’s gilt-decorated blue-green cloth, lettered and ruled in gilt, top edge gilt, other edges 
untrimmed. Housed in a custom morocco-backed box. First Edition.

London: Methuen & Co., [1908]

The classic children’s tale written as bedtime stories to be told to the author’s son, featuring 
Toad, Rat, Mole and Badger who act, talk and philosophize like human beings.  Light wear to 
edges; several pages opened roughly with the edges professionally mended with Japanese tissue; 
very good.

(1500/2500)

114. gregory ix, pope. Decretales D. Gregorii Papae IX. [56], 1378, 56, 48 pp. Title page in black and 
red, engraved portrait of  Pope Gregory IX on title page. (8vo) 23x17 cm (9x6¾”), early vellum with 
later vellum rebacking. 

Venice: Apud Socios Aquilae Renouantis, 1605

Pope Gregory IX ( c. 1145/70 – 22 August 1241), was the head of  the Catholic Church from 19 
March 1227 to his death in 1241. He is known for instituting the Papal Inquisition, a mechanism 
that severely punished people accused of  heresy, in response to the failures of  the episcopal 
inquisitions established during the time of  Pope Lucius III. Covers well worn; title page soiled, 
some light wear to edges of  a few leaves, foxing; very good.

(200/300)
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115. grose, FrAncis. Military Antiquities Respecting a History of  the English Army, from the Conquest to the 
Present Time. 2 volumes. vi, 434; 352, 40, 40, vi, [10] pp. Illustrated with engraved plates, including 
frontispieces. (4to) 18th century leather, re-backed with later leather spines, red cloth gilt-lettered 
spine labels.

London: S. Hooper, 1786

Each with two bookplates at endpapers: Lewis Allsopp Lowdham and Hewbury House. 
 Moderate to heavy wear at extremities, including some tearing at spine ends; frontispiece in 
Volume II detached, front hinge cracked; else contents only light foxed; very good.

(300/500)

116. grose, F[rAncis]. A Treatise on Ancient Armour and Weapons, Illustrated by Plates Taken from the 
Original Armour in the Tower of  London, and Other Arsenals, Museums, and Cabinets. [2], vi, (7)-118, xviii, 
[2] pp. Frontispiece, additional illustrated title page and 48 engraved plates, one additional illustration 
in text. (4to) 27x21 cm (10¾x8¼”), early full calf  with modern rebacking, red morocco spine label. 
First Edition.

London: S. Hooper, 1785

A scarce early work on English armour, intended “for antiquarian and military libraries, and 
might also be useful to sculptors, painters, and designers”. The plates offer a veritable pattern 
book for armour.  Light wear to boards; some foxing within; very good.

(200/300)

RARE FIRST EDITION OF SPANISH HISTORY OF  
THE ORINOCO RIVER BASIN, 1741, WITH MAP

117. gumillA, Jose. El Orinoco Ilustrado, Historia Natural, Civil, y Geographica, de este Gran Rio, y de sus 
caudalosas vertientes: Govierno, usos y costumbres de los Indios sus Habitadores...  [40], 532, 553-580, [19] pp. 
(error in pagination, text is complete). ¶-5¶4, A-4C4, 4D2, With 2 copper-engraved plates; folding 
copper--engraved map. (4to) 20.3x14.5 cml. (8x5¾”), period limp vellum, recased with later endpapers. 
First Edition.

Madrid: Por Manuel 
Fermandez, 1741

Rare first edition of  this 
important history of  the 
Orinoco River basin in 
northern South America, 
complete with the 
folding map and the two 
engraved plates. OCLC/
WorldCat lists only one 
copy of  this edition, 
at the British Library, 
and only a handful of  
copies of  the 1745, two-
volume second edition. 
Palau 111191; Sabin 
29274. Usual rubbing 
and discoloration to 
vellum covers; folding 
map detached, mounted 
on later backing paper, 

missing 19x6 cm. section from right-hand portion affecting about half  of  the title and other 
features, 5 cm. tear at lower central crease; some normal but fairly minor aging to contents, else 
very good.

(3000/5000)

Lot 117
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SUMPTUOUS WORK ON THE SIEGE OF TROY, 1 OF 100 COPIES  
OF THE IMPERIAL EDITION

118. hAlevy, m.k.  Mythology and the Siege of  Troy. With Illustrations after Paintings in the Great Galleries 
of  America and Europe. 4 volumes. 177 pp. With 100 plates of  art on silk, plus their accompanying 
plate (duplicating the image) on paper, plus a few additional plates of  artwork, plus many figures and 
drawings within text. 49.5x36 cm (19½x14¼”) full red morocco, elaborate gilt border decoration, gilt-
decorated and lettered spines with raised bands, red floral cloth endpapers, gilt dentelles, all edges gilt, 
cloth slipcases, all housed in a fitted, paneled oak case. No. 59 of  100 copies of  the Imperial Edition. 
Subscriber’s Edition, issued for subscriber Mr. Mark P. Robinson.

Philadelphia: George Barrie & Son, [1892]

A monumental work with crisp and clear prints of  art on silk, bound in beautiful red gilt-
decorated morocco and in a unique oak case (which houses the books with their spines facing 
up). Striking illustrations after American and European artwork depicting mythological stories. 
 Some splitting and wear to slipcases; some fraying at fore edge of  each front free endpaper (red 
floral cloth); only light marginal foxing to some leaves within volumes, a few silk plates coming a 
little loose; else near fine.

(1500/2000)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.

Lot 118
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FIRST EDITION OF MEIN KAMPF
119. hitler, AdolF. Mein Kampf: Eine Abrechnung. xvi, 392, [2] + [29] ad, [1]; xi, [1], 354 + [2] ad 
pp. Frontispiece portrait photograph of  the author. 22.3x14.5 cm. (8¾x5¾”), original white vellum 
with yapp edges, spine lettered in black, top edges stained red; matching, but apparently not original, 
slipcase. First Edition.

Munich: Franz Eher, 1925 & 1927

First edition of  what was, tragically, one of  the 
most influential books of  the 20th century, 
widely owned, though perhaps not so widely 
read, providing Adolf  Hitler’s blueprint for the 
political and social future of  Germany. Printing 
& the Mind of  Man 415 describes the book 
at some length: “Political creeds as the basis 
for new religions have usually spelt danger for 
humanity. When they are distilled from the 
half-baked prejudices harboured by the more 
reactionary section of  a nation not particularly 
noted for political enlightenment, they spell 
disaster… In November 1923 came the Nazi 
Putsch in Munich. This, although abortive, 
had, in its sequel, much to do with Hitler’s rise 
to national stature. The ill-advised prominence 
given to his trial, the ineffectiveness with 
which it was conducted and the dignified 
nature of  his detention in the Fortress of  
Landsberg transformed his status from that 
of  a seedy local agitator to a potential national 
saviour. His detention, moreover, gave him the 
opportunity to dictate to his associate Rudolf  
Hess the contents of  the first volume of  the 

testament and programme of  a political 
gangster which he called Mein Kampf  - ‘My 

Struggle’. Although it contained much that was shocking to many Germans, its main sentiments 
were widely shared in central Europe. A pseudo-mystic racial theory, totally unrelated to fact, 
was made to support pan-Germanism, anti-semitism, militarism and ultra-nationalism, the 
combination of  which was to be implemented by the unrestricted use of  power as interpreted 
through the mentality of  a superstitious bully. This programme, with a detailed account of  
what it would entail nationally and internationally, is stated with complete frankness in the two 
volumes of  Mein Kampf… Hitler had a right to be surprised at their violent reaction to the 
attack on Poland. It was all in Mein Kampf, but they just could not believe it.” From the library 
of  Franz Schenk Freiherr von Stauffenberg (with his bookplate on the front pastedowns). 
Franz was the grandfather of  Claus von Stuaffenberg. On 20 July 1944, Claus Schenk Graf  von 
Stauffenberg planted a bomb during a meeting at Hitler’s headquarters in East Prussia, which 
is now Poland. The bomb, in a briefcase, exploded but Hitler survived virtually unscathed. Fine 
condition, the later slipcase a bit worn.

(4000/6000)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.
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120. hoAre, richArd colt. The History of  Ancient 
Wiltshire. Parts 1 & 2 only (of  3). [iv], 95; 95-178 
pp. List of  plates inserted at front of  2nd volumes. 
Engraved portrait of  the author and 42 engraved 
plates (including 1 double page). An unmatched 
set of  folios. Part 1 43.5x32 cm (17x12½”) period 
cloth-backed marbled boards; Part 2 49x34.5 cm 
(19¼x13½”), original cloth- backed printed boards. 
An additional engraving from an unspecified work 
insert at the rear of  the first volume.

London: William Miller, 1810

A pioneering work on Wiltshire’s “abundant” 
antiquities, including Avebury and Stonehenge. 
Sir Richard Colt Hoare was and English 
antiquary and landowner who resided at 
Stourhead. “My present researches will 
commence with the most early period of  British 
History, and will terminate with the Roman 
era… I hope to throw some new light on the 
history of  those Britons who formerly resided 
in our hills” (Preface). Bindings well worn, rear 
cover detached on second volume; some wear at 
page edges; foxing; good.

(1500/2000)

121. (Hobbes, Thomas) clArendon, edWArd eArl oF. A Brief  View and Survey of  the Dangerous and 
Pernicious Errors to Church and State, in Mr. Hobbes’s Book, Entitled Leviathan.  [viii], 322 pp. Final blank is 
present. Engraved frontispiece, title page vignettes, chapter head and initial letter. (Small 4to) 21x14.5 
cm (8¼x5¾”), period full calf. First Edition.

[Oxford]: Printed at the Theater, 1676

The first of  2 issues printed the same year of  Clarendon’s criticism of  Hobbes’s classic work of  
political philosophy. Wing C4420; ESTC R23248. This copy from the library of  author Charles 
F. Lummis, with his bookplate on front pastedown and signature on title page, inscription 
from Lummis to a friend on the front free endpaper.  Binding well worn, covers detached; 
frontispiece detached; internally very good.

(500/800)

Lot 120

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000

and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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FIRST EDITION OF HOBBES’ LEVIATHAN, IN RARE CONTEMPORARY BINDING
122. hoBBes, thomAs. Leviathan, or the Matter, Forme, 
& Power of  a Common-Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civill. 
 [6], 394 pp. Copper-engraved added pictorial title-
page; woodcut ornament on printed title-page 
(a head with scrolls and tassels); woodcut initial 
& headpiece; folding table. (folio) 28.5x18 cm. 
(11¼x7¼”), contemporary sheep, rebacked with 
modern calf, gilt spine label. First Edition.

London: Printed for Andrew Crooke, 1651

Hobbes’ influential work of  political philosophy, 
holding that man, unlike the model of  a naturally 
social being postulated by Aristotle, is a purely 
selfish creature, seeking only his own advantage 
and resisting the competing claims of  others. 
The result is “confrontation, enmity, and war.” 
Little has occurred in the last 350 years to 
cause one to dispute his postulate. A few old 
ink notes to endpapers. Wing H2246. Rare in 
a contemporary binding Some scuffing and 
wear to covers, light dampstain to some lower 
margins including added title, not affecting text, 
neatly repaired tear to lower margin of  M3, small 
inkstain to pp. 173-180, else very good, a nice 
copy.

(15000/25000)

123. (Homilies)  Certaine Sermons or Homilies Appoynted to be Read in Churches. In the Time of  the Late Queene 
Elizabeth of  Famous Memory. And Now Thought Fit to be Reprinted by Authority from the Kings Most Excellent 
Majesty. Bound with, as issued: The Second Tome of  Homilies, of  Such Matters as Were Promised 
and Entituled in the Former Part of  Homilies. [2], 98, [2 blank]; [iv], 320, [8] pp. (Folio) 28.3x18.5 cm 
(11¼x7¼”), later full vellum, spine lettered in red.

London: Printed by John Norton, for Joyce Norton and Richard Whitaker, 1635

Sermons on a diverse range of  subjects, including swearing, perjury, faith, obedience, adultery, 
brawling, idolatry, gluttony, drunkenness, matrimony, etc. STC 13661 and 13676a. Bookplates of  
Arthur W. Prim and James L. Harner on front endpapers. Light soiling and wear to vellum; title 
page trimmed to border and mounted to a later leaf, repair to margin of  first 6 leaves (no loss 
of  text); some light foxing and staining within, notes in an early had on blank leaf  between the 
two works; very good.

(700/1000)

124. hone, WilliAm. The Table Book. 2 volumes in 1. [viii], [400 (i.e. 800 columns); [vi], [888 (i.e. 444 
columns) pp. Woodcut illustrations. (8vo) 22x13.5 cm (8¾x5¼”) later three-quarter olive morocco, 
spine gilt, top edge gilt.

London: William Hone, 1827

William Hone (1780–1842) was an English writer, satirist and bookseller. His victorious court 
battle against government censorship in 1817 marked a turning point in the fight for British 
press freedom. Spine sunned, light wear; foxing within; very good.

(200/300)

Lot 122
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125. horAce. Opera. [8], 123 leaves  (of  220). Woodcut illustrations throughout. (Folio) 28x19 cm 
(11x7½”), later calf-backed pastepaper boards.

Strassburg: Johann Reinhard Gruninger, 12 March 1498

A large fragment of  this first illustrated edition of  the writings of  Horace. Bookplate, early 
ownership notes on endpapers and several inserted blanks. Bindings worn, joints and hinges 
cracked; some worm tunnelling, staining, etc., offered as is.

(400/700)

126. horAtius FlAccus. Q. Horatius Flaccus Cum commentariis selectissimis Variorum: & Scholiis integris...  
 [12], 888, [44] pp. Engraved illustrated title page, woodcut decorations. 18.5x11 cm (7¼x4¼”) period 
full vellum.

Leiden: Franciscum Hackium, 1653

 Vellum a bit worn and darkened, later handwritten “Horatius” on spine; very good.
(300/500)

127. hutton, chArles. Tracts on mathematical and philosophical subjects, comprising among numerous important 
articles, the theory of  bridges, with several plans of  recent improvement; also the results of  numerous experiments on 
the force of  gunpowder, with applications to the modern practice of  artillery ...  3 volumes. x, [2], 485, [1]; [4], 384; 
[4], 383, [1] pp. Copper-engraved frontispiece portrait in Vol. I; 4 engraved plates, 3 of  them folding, 
at end of  Vol. III; occasional illustrations in the text. (8vo) 20.8x12.5 cm. (8¼x5”), period half  brown 
morocco & marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt with “Naval Ordnance Bureau” at feet of  spines, 
old paper shelf  label, marbled endpapers. First Edition.

London: F.C. and J. Rivington, 1812

A variety of  treatises significant for the extensive mathematical content.and notable for the 
section on gunpowder and gunnery, of  prime interest during the Napoleonic Wars. Blindstamps 
of  the Bureau of  Ordnance Navy Department on title-pages, over which are rubberstamps 
“Exchanged by Secretary of  Navy”. Bookplates of  United States Bureau of  Ordnance. 
Provenance: The Garden Ltd. copy, with the morocco bookplate of  Haven O’More. Rubbing to 
binding; some aging to contents, offset from frontispiece to Vol. I title-page, else very good.

(300/500)

128. h[Arris], J[Ames]. Three Treatises. The First Concerning Art. The Second Concerning Music Painting and 
Poetry. The Third Concerning Happiness. [iv], 357 pp. (8vo) 7¾x5, later half  calf  and marbled boards. 
First Edition.

London: J. Nourse and P. Vaillant, 1744

The first treatise, ‘Concerning Art, A Dialogue,’ avoids the commonplace mimetic theories and 
introduces into English critical discussion the important aesthetic distinction between energy 
(energeia) and work (kinesis) derived from Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics. ‘A Discourse on 
Music, Painting, and Poetry’ is notable for the supreme position allotted to poetry and for 
its praise of  the musical-verbal symbiosis achieved in the Handelian oratorio. ‘Concerning 
Happiness, A Dialogue’ urges the primacy of  imagination as a mode of  intellection. Spine and 
edges rubbed; pages browned; bookplate on front pastedown and embossed stamp on title 
page; else very good.

(300/500)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.
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RARE HISTORY OF RUSSIAN IMPERIAL PORCELAIN FACTORY, 1906
129. (Imperial Porcelain Factory) von WolF, n.B.  Imperatorskii Farforovyi Zavod 1774-1904. [The 
Imperial Porcelain Factory, 1774-1904]. viii, 422, 62, [1] pp. Photogravure frontispiece and 12 plates on 
india paper, mounted to heavier sheets; 1 chromolithograph plate; several illustrations in text. (Folio) 
38x29.5 cm (15x11¾”), three-quarter brown morocco and marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, 
raised bands, top edge gilt. Original wrappers bound in. First Edition.

St. Petersburg: Golike & Vil’borg for the Imperial Factory, 1906

Rare history of  the Russian 
Imperial Porcelain Factory, 
published in a small quantity. 
“The history of  this enterprise 
is an important part of  the 
general history of  the Russian 
applied arts and is of  great 
help for students of  the 
national crafts of  the 18th-
19th centuries..  the book had a 
limited circulation. It is difficult 
to find a copy of  it in a decent 
state’ (Vengerov). Vengerov, 
Staraia Russkaia Kniga, 78. 
 Binding rubbed, front cover 
partially detached, a few tape 
mends to binding; light wear to 
edges of  a few leaves; internally 
very good, binding good.

(4000/6000)

SCARCE 18TH CENTURY WORK ON AMERICAN BIRDS  
WITH HAND-COLORED PLATES

130. JAcquin, Joseph FrAnz edlen von. Beytrage zur Geschichte der Vogel. [viii], 45 pp. 19 hand-colored 
engravings of  birds. (4to) 28x22 cm (11x8¾”), period full calf, red morocco label lettered in gilt, 
marbled endpapers. First Edition.

Vienna: Christian Friederich Wappler, 1784

A scarce work on American birds. “Jacquin’s 
father, the botanical artist Nikolaus Joseph 
Jacquin, travelled in the West Indies and Central 
America from 1755 to 1759… During this 
work he made a number of  notes on the animal 
world, of  which the present paper is an extract. 
Altogether 32 species are treated, of  which 19 
are figured on the plates.” Nissen IVB 466. 
Bookplate of  Jo. Freudenbergeri. Spine ends 
lightly worn, some staining to volume covers; 
light soiling within very good.

(3000/5000)

Lot 129

Lot 130
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131. (Japan)  Large collection of  works on Japanese art and illustrated books. Includes:

* Descriptive Catalogue of  Japanese and Chinese Illustrated Books in the Ryerson Library of  the 
Art Institute of  Chicago. Chicago, 1931. By Kenji Toda. Early photocopy (printed rectos only) 
of  this classic tool for all bibliographic matters related to Japanese and Chinese illustrated books 
(e-hon).  
* Mosaku Ishida. Japanese Buddhist Prints. Tokyo: Kodansha International, Ltd., [1964]. 
* Vergez, Robert. Early Ukiyo-e Master, Okumura Masanobu. Tokyo, New York, and San Francisco: 
Kodansha International Ltd., [1983]. 
* The Pins Collection. Chinese and Japanese Paintings and Prints. Jerusalem: The Israel Museum, 
(1980). Exhibition catalog.  
* Chibbett, D. H.,  and B. F. Hickman, and S. Matsudaira. A Descriptive Catalog of  the pre-1868 
Japanese Books, Manuscripts, and Prints in the Library of  the School of  Oriental and African 
Studies. London: Oxford University Press, 1975.  
* Link, Howard A., with Juzo Suzuki and Roger S. Keyes. Primitive Ukiyo-e from the James A 
Michener Collection in the Honolulu Academy of  Arts. Honolulu: University Press of  Hawaii, 
[1980].  
* Plus, 27 other volumes.

Various places: Various dates

A rich collection of  historical and bibliographical books on Japanese art and books. Some mild 
wear to most; mostly very good or near fine.

(400/600)

132. (Japan) mitchell, c.h.  The Illustrated Books of  the Nanga, Maruyama, Shijo and Other Related Schools 
of  Japan: A Biobibliography. 623 pp. Photograph plates. (8vo) blue gilt-lettered cloth.

Los Angeles: Dawson’s Book Shop, 1972

The various schools of  the 19th century. A bit rubbed at spine heel; else fine.
(250/350)

133. (Johnson, Samuel)  The Critical Opinions of  Samuel Johnson. 2 volumes. Arranged and Compiled with 
an Introduction by Joseph Epes Brown, Ph.D. 22.7x15 cm. (9x6”), cloth-backed boards, paper spine 
labels. One of  25 copies printed on Swedish handmade paper.

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1926

Very rare in this format. Spines darkened, labels rubbed, some darkening and soiling to boards; 
very good, contents fine, largely unopened.

(200/300)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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FIRST EDITION OF SAMUEL JOHNSON’S FABLED DICTIONARY
134. Johnson, sAmuel. A Dictionary of  the English Language: In Which the Words are deduced from their 
Originals, and Illustrated in their Different Significations by Examples from the best Writers. To Which Are Prefixed, 
a History of  the Language, and an English Grammar. 2 volumes. Titles printed in red and black. Woodcut 
tail-pieces. Text in two columns. (folio) 40.5x25 cm. (16x10”), period calf. First Edition.

London: Printed by W. Strahan, for J. & P. Knapton, et al., 1755

First edition of  Johnson’s Dictionary, possibly the most important book in the history of  
English. “Dr Johnson performed with his Dictionary the most amazing, enduring and endearing 
one-man feat in the field of  lexicography… It is the dictionary itself  which justifies Noah 
Webster’s statement that ‘Johnson’s writings had, in philology, the effect which Newton’s 
discoveries had in mathematics’. Johnson introduced into English lexicography principles which 
had already been accepted in Europe but were quite novel in mid-eighteenth-century England. 
He codified the spelling of  English words; he gave full and lucid definitions of  their meanings 
(often entertainingly coloured by his High Church and Tory propensities); and he adduced 
extensive and apt illustrations from a wide range of  authoritative writers...but despite the 
progress made during the past two centuries in historical and comparative philology, Johnson’s 
book may still be consulted for instruction as well as pleasure” (Printing and the Mind of  Man). 
Indeed, the labor and genius of  Johnson’s production still awes us today. Over a period of  
eight years, “with no real library at hand, Johnson wrote the definitions of  over 40,000 words...
illustrating the senses in which these words could be used by including about 114,000 quotations 
drawn from English writing in every field of  learning during the two centuries from the middle 
of  the Elizabethan period down to his own time” (W. Jackson Bate, Samuel Johnson, NY 1977, 
p.247). The first edition was published in April 1755 in a printing of  2000 copies. PMM 201; 
Rothschild 1237. Formerly in the Durrett Collection at the University of  Chicago Libraries, 
with bookplate (withdrawn stamped), perforated stamps to title-pages, a few other margins. 
 Bindings scuffed and worn, covers detached or nearly so; title and preface leaves of  Vol. I 
detached, worn, several laminated, a few repairs, some loss of  text, newspaper clippings laid 
down on front endpapers and flyleaves; Vol. II title and 1st several leaves detached with edge 
wear, lacking front flyleaves; some foxing and aging within, but contents generally very good, 
apparently complete, worthy of  restoration, sold as is.

(3000/5000)

135. Johnson, sAmuel. The Works of  the English Poets. With Prefaces, Biographical and Critical. 68 volumes. 
Portraits. (12mo) 15x9 cm (6x3½”), period full tree calf, spines gilt, red and black leather spine labels. 
First Edition.

London: Printed by H. Hughs for C. Bathurst, et al, 1779-81

First edition of  Johnson’s second great work. Complete in 68 volumes including Poets in 
56 volumes, Prefaces in 10, and Indexes in 2. A Collaborative publishing venture for which 
Johnson was commissioned to write the Prefaces, a task which took him four years. With the 
bookplate in each volume of  Wm. Lees, Tower, London. Lees was in the office of  ordnance in 
the Tower and is known to have subscribed to several books, including Shakespeare from 1788 
to 1833. Courtney & Smith, pp.129-141. Some chipping to spine ends, a few spine labels lacking, 
some edge wear; foxing; very good.

(2000/3000)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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EARLY, IMPORTANT HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION  
WITH EMPHASIS ON FRENCH NAVAL OPERATIONS

136. Joly de sAint-vAllier, [le sieur]. Histoire raisonnée des opérations militaires et politiques de la dernière 
guerre, suivie d’observations sur la révolution qui est arrivée dans les moeurs & sur celle qui est sur le point d’arriver 

dans la constitution d’Angleterre. xii, 235, [1] pp. + 10-pp. 
supplement. First Edition. Leige: Et se rouve chez 
les principaux Libraires de l’Europe, 1783. [bound 
after] Lacombe, François. Tableau de Londres et 
de ses environs, avec un précis de la constitution de 
l’Angleterre, et de sa décadence. [iii]-vi, [7]-191 pp. 
Londres: Societe Typographique, 1784. Together, 
2 volumes in 1. (8vo) 19.7x11.7 cm. (7¾x4¾”), 
period mottled calf, spine tooled in gilt, raised bands, 
morocco lettering piece, marbled endpapers.

Liège: 1783

Joly de Saint-Vallier’s history of  the American 
Revolution with emphasis on the French naval 
operations. Includes the rare 10-page supplement 
not present in many copies. The work was 
suppressed, and is consequently quite uncommon. 
Only one copy has sold at auction since 1975, 
according to American Book Prices Current. 
Lacombe’s Tableau de Londres, first published 
around 1777, bound before Joly’s history, recounts 
the moral and social failings of  London and 
indeed Britain as a whole, with the consequential 
unlikelihood of  their defeating the rebellious 
Americans. This latter work lacking the first leaf, 
most likely a half-title. Howes J182; Sabin 36428; 

Rich’s “Bib. Americana” p.299 (all for the Histoire raisonnée). Spine rubbed, spine ends and 
joints chipped, corners showing; internally fine or nearly so.

(4000/6000)

137. (Joyce, James) BeAch, sylviA. Publisher’s printed announcement for the publication of  the first edition of  
Ulysses by James Joyce. 4 pp., single folded sheet. With portrait of  James Joyce tipped to p.[2], as issued. 
22x16.5 cm. (8½x6½”).

Paris: Sylvia Beach/Shakespeare and Company, [1921]

Rare publisher’s announcement - in its earliest variant 
form - for the first edition of  what is considered by many 
the greatest work of  20th century fiction, “Ulysses by 
James Joyce will be published in the Autumn of  1921 
by ‘Shakespeare and Company’- Sylvia Beach - 8, rue 
Dupuytren, Paris - VIe.” At least three variant editions 
of  the prospectus were printed; the first two claim that 
Ulysses “will be published in the Autumn of  1921” [it 
was of  course published in 1922]. In between printing 
the forms, Shakespeare and Company moved from 8, rue 
Dupuytren to its 12, rue de l’Odeon address. This is thus 
the earlier variant. OCLC/WorldCat lists nine copies of  the 
prospectus, but eight seem to be the later variant, and only 
one, at University College, Dublin, is specifically the earlier 
variant. The announcement includes advance press notices, 
edition size and description of  the various editions to be 
available, and pricing. Order form on p.4 is designed to be 
detached from prospectus and mailed to publisher. A little 
darkening to the paper, horizontal crease, very good.

(1000/1500)

Lot 136

Lot 137
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138. Joyce, JAmes. Corrections of  Misprints in Finnegans Wake By James Joyce. As Prepared By the Author After 
Publication of  the First Edition. 16 pp. 24x14.7 cm. (9½x5¾”), stapled self-wrappers.

New York: Viking Press, 1945

Scarce pamphlet issued “for distribution to purchasers of  FINNEGANS WAKE”. With 
rubberstamp of  the Gotham Book Mart to bottom of  front wrapper. A touch of  wear to spine 
ends, faint crease to top corner, very good or better.

(300/500)

RARE PROOF OF MOST FAMOUS PAGE IN THE HISTORY OF FINE TYPOGRAPHY
139. (Kelmscott Press) chAucer, geoFFrey. Original proof  printing of  the first bifolium from the Kelmscott 
printing of  Chaucer’s Canterbury works. 4-page conjugate leaf, pp. [1]-2 & [15]-16. The first and third 
pages with large woodcut illustrations and elaborate woodcut borders; one oversize, five large and 
seven small woodcut initials. 42.5x29.3 cm. (16¾x11½”).

Hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, [1893]

Exceptionally rare and important bifolium 
of  the masterwork of  the Kelmscott Press, 
the Kelmscott Chaucer. This proof  page 
was typeset in 1893 in a very small number 
and distributed to William Morris’s friends. 
It contains a variant typesetting of  the text, 
eventually rejected by Morris. (The number 
of  lines beneath the initial “W” was reduced 
from seven to six, with a ripple effect on 
the remainder of  the text.) The bifolium 
comprises the first two pages of  Canterbury 
Tales with a large and famous illustration 
featuring the author standing in a garden, 
a book in one hand, a pen in the other, and 
two pages from the Knight’s Tale, with a 
large illustration of  two men standing in a 
forest. In the opinion of  many, this opening 
page of  the Kelmscott Chaucer can be 
judged the most famous page in the history 
of  fine typography. Faint, mostly marginal 
foxing; very good.

(15000/25000)

140. (Kelmscott Press) keAts, John. [The Poems of  John Keats]. Proof  copy, mostly in uncut signatures 
of  8 leaves in unusual lengthwise format, of  one of  the most desirable Kelmscott Press books, 
comprising pp. 3-4, 13-14, 21-27, 49-64, 81-128, 145-166, 171-178, 181-188, 191-208, 225-240, 261-
268, 273-288, 307-318, 323-324, 333-334, 323-324, 333-334, 339-350, 353-368. Golden type, printed 
in red and black, numerous 10-line and smaller initials. 21.3x14.5 cm. (8½x5¾”), unbound, loose in 
limp vellum binding, spine lettered in gilt.

[Hammersmith]: [Kelmscott Press], [1894]

Rare Kelmscott Press proof, the signatures untrimmed and uncut, in a proof  of  the binding 
with the ribbon ties not inserted. Spine darkened; a few leaves with tears; very good.

(2000/3000)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 139
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INSCRIBED TO JACQUELINE KENNEDY AS SHE WAS  
ABOUT TO BECOME FIRST LADY

141. (Kennedy, Jacqueline) BetJemAn, John. Summoned by Bells - inscribed from the author to Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis. Illustrated. (8vo) publisher’s green cloth, blindstamped with repeating bell patterns, 
gilt-lettered spine, bell patterned endpapers, tan dust jacket, lettered and decorated in black and red. 
First Edition.

London: John Murray, 1960

Inscribed on the half  title page from the author, “Christmas 1960. For Jackie, with love on a 
memorable Xmas. John.” With Mrs. Kennedy’s engraved bookplate laid in (was once on the 
front pastedown, as there is still glue residue there). This book was offered in the monumental 
Sotheby’s auction in 1996 of  The Estate of  Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, as Lot 205. It sold for 
a hammer price of  $5,750. The book comes with all the accompanying documentation from 
Sotheby’s including the 584 page auction catalog, which lists 1,195 lots, plus the complimentary 
photographic chronicle of  the auction provided by Sotheby’s to its bidders. Plus the lot tag, 
invoicing paperwork, and some of  the original packaging. Preserved from the 1996 Sotheby’s 
auction (with the exception that the bookplate glue has dried, and bookplate is laid in loose): 
jacket spine a touch yellowed, a touch worn at spine ends; volume fine in a near fine jacket.

(5000/8000)

142. kipling, rudyArd. Poems, 1886-1929. 3 volumes. Frontispiece of  facsimile poem in Vol. I, with 
tissue-guard. (4to), publisher’s full Japanese vellum, red paper ruling, gilt-lettered red paper spine 
labels, front covers with gilt-vignette, top edges gilt. No. 483 of  525 copies printed on hand-made 
paper. First American Edition.

New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1930

Signed by Kipling on limitation page in Vol. 1. Stewart 574. Spines sunned, some light soiling to 
covers; internally fine.

(800/1200)

The auction begins at 11:00 am Pacific Time 

Lot 141
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FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH OF KOTZEBUE’S SEARCH  
FOR THE NORTH-EAST PASSAGE

143. kotzeBue, otto von. A Voyage of  Discovery, into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits, for the Purpose 
of  Exploring a North-East Passage, Undertaken in the Years 1815-1818, at the Expense of  His Highness the 
Chancellor of  the Empire, Count Romanzoff, in the Ship Rurick, Under the Command of  the Lieutenant in the 
Russian Imperial Navy, Otto Von Kotzebue.  3 volumes. [iii]-xiv [misnumbered xv], [2], 358; [2], 433, 
[1]; [2], 442 pp. With 8 hand-colored aquatint plates; 1 uncolored copper-engraved plate; 7 copper-
engraved maps & charts (4 folding). 21.5x13 cm. (8½x5¼”), modern half  calf  & marbled boards, 
spines ruled & lettered in gilt. First Edition in English.

London: Longman, Hurst, et al., 1821

The second Russian expedition into the Pacific for scientific exploration, sponsored by Count 
Romanzof, commanded by Kotzebue (who had sailed with Kruzenshtern in 1803-6), and 
including the famous artist Ludwig Choris. After rounding Cape Horn and visiting Chile, Easter 
Island and the Marshall Islands, Kotzebue explored the North American coast and Hawaii and 
searched unsuccessfully for a passage to the Arctic Ocean. Hill remarks that “the description 
of  the northwest coast of  America is a most important contribution. Graff  calls the expedition 
“one of  the great early nineteenth-century voyages of  discovery.” The Zamorano Eighty notes 
that “Kotzebue was in San Francisco about the month of  October, 1816. He, like La Perouse, 
was critical of  the condition of  the mission Indian. He mentioned the Russian sailors who were 
taken prisoners for landing on the coast without permission.” Bound without the half-titles. 
Ownership signatures (illegible) to top of  title-pages. Cowan p.335; Graff  2356; Hill Pacific 
Voyages, p.165; Hill Pacific Voyages 944 (rev. ed.); Howes K258; Sabin 38291; Wickersham 
6196; Zamorano Eighty #48.
Minor discoloration to spines; charts with some light foxing in and ill-creasing; very good or 
better condition.

(6000/9000)

Lot 143

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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144. (Krishnamurti, Jiddu)  The Star. 64 issues. Monthly, Vol. I, Nos. 1-12 (January-December 1928); 
Vol. II, Nos. 1-9 & No. 11 (January-September & November 1929), with many multiples. 15.5x17.5 
cm. (10x7”), wrappers.

[Los Angeles]: 1928-1929

The official organ of  the Order of  the Star, the worldwide organization established by 
Theosophists Charles Webster Leadbeater, Annie Besant and others to promote their protege 
Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895-1886) as a “vehicle” for an expected World Teacher. Krishnamurti 
was to disavow this idea in 1929, and publication ceased, to be replaced by similar journals in 
Krishnamurti’s long career as a mystic philosopher, writer, lecturer, and savant. Varying amounts 
of  wear to wrappers, contents overall very good or better.

(500/800)

145. kulmus, JohAnn AdAm. Tabulae, Anatomicae, In Quibis Corporis Humani. [46], 80 pp. 28 [i.e. 27] 
folding engraved plates (one plate with 2 numbers). (8vo) 20.5x12.5 cm (8x5”), period full vellum. 
Second edition in Latin.

Amsterdam: Janssonio-Waesbergios, 1744

First published in Dutch in 1722, the present work went through more than twenty editions 
and was translated into many languages, including Japanese in 1774. Binding rubbed and soiled; 
foxing; a few plates with irregular folds; very good.

(500/800)

146. l’estrAnge, roger. Fables, Of  
Aesop and Other Eminent Mythologists: 
With Morals and Reflexions. [x], 28, 
476 pp. Engraved portrait and 
frontispiece. (Folio) 32.8x19.5 cm 
(13x7½”), modern paneled calf, red 
morocco spine label. Fourth Edition, 
Corrected and Ammended.

London: R. Sare, A. and J. Churchil, 
1704

First published in 1692. Includes 
fables of  Barlandus, Anianus, 
Abstemius and Poggius, as well as 
’The life of  Aesop’. Each fable is 
accompanied by a short moral and 
a longer reflection, which set the 
format for fable collections for 
the next century. Lower corners 
bumped; light foxing; very good.

(600/900)

Lot 146
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147. lAking, guy FrAncis. A Record of  European Armour and Arms Through Seven Centuries. 5 volumes. 
Profusely illustrated from photographs, drawings, old prints, tapestries, etc.; collotype frontispieces in 
Volumes I & II. (4to) original beige cloth, morocco spine labels, 3 volumes with original paper dust 
jackets, the remaining 2 with remnants of  the jackets. First Edition.

London: G. Bell and Sons, 1920-22

Important, extraordinarily detailed and scholarly study of  European arms and armor from 
the 11th through 17th centuries. Laking was Keeper of  the King’s Armory, and passed away 
the year before the publication of  the first volume in the work. Accompanied by A Record of  
Armour Sales 1881-1924, by Francis Henry Cripps-Day (who wrote the prefaces to Vol. II and 
V of  Laking’s work). Issued in 1925 from the same publisher, and in the same format as the 
Laking, it often accompanies the work. It is in grayish cloth rather than beige. Jackets worn; 
bindings with some light wear and soiling; very good.

(500/800)

148. lAmB, chArles. Tales from Shakespear, designed for the Use of  Young Persons. [2], ix, [1], 235; [4], 261 
+ [3] ad pp. With 20 copper-engraved plates including 2 frontispieces. (12mo) 16.8x9.8 cm. (6¾x4”), 
modern red leather, gilt spine labels, all edges gilt. First Edition, later issue.

London: Thomas Hodgkins, 1807

Lamb’s classic work, a later issue without the printer’s imprint on verso of  p.235 of  Vol. I. 
 Minor aging to contents, very good in fine modern binding.

(400/600)

149. leti, gregorio. Het Leven van Filips den II, Koning van Spanje. 2 volumes in 1. [xvi], 448, [14]; [ii], 
449-905, [14] pp. Additional engraved title page, frontispiece, 9 engraved plates. (8vo) 15.5x10 cm 
(6x4”), period full vellum, spine lettered in an early hand. 

Amsterdam: Janssoons van Waesberge, 1733

First published in 1699. Vellum soiled and lightly worn; some light staining and foxing within; 
good.

(200/300)

JOHN LOCKE’S SEMINAL TREATISES ON GOVERNMENT,  
A PRIME INFLUENCE ON THE FOUNDING FATHERS

150. [locke, John]. Two treatises of  government: in the former, the false principles, and foundation of  Sir Robert 
Filmer, and his followers, are detected and overthrown. The latter is an essay concerning the true original, extent, and 

end of  civil government. [12], 464, 269-271 pp. (but without pp. 
209-224). A6, B-2G8, 2H2 (-signature P). (8vo) 17.4x10 cm. 
(6¾x4”), period calf  over boards. First Edition.

London: Printed for Awnsham Churchill, 1690

Very rare first edition of  Locke’s great work on government 
-- arguably the primary philosophical influence on the 
Founding Fathers.  Locke’s work had “clear and profound 
influence on the American Revolution… his theory 
and justification appears in almost verbatim quotations 
in the Declaration of  Independence … and justify the 
separation from Britain by appeal to high philosophical 
argument rather than transient expediency.” The first 
edition, published in December of  1689 though the title-
page is dated 1690, is quite scarce. Quire Q in this copy 
is in setting 1 (of  2), with first line of  Q2r beginning “10. 
Besides the crime”. A great and important book - this copy 
unfortunately bound without signature P (pp. 209-224). 
Wing L2766. Covers worn, front board lacking the leather 
covering, nearly detached; fairly minor foxing and aging 
within, very good.

(10000/20000)Lot 150
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151. loudon, J.c.  An Encyclopaedia of  Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture and Furniture; Containing 
Numerous Designs for Dwellings, from the Cottage to the Villa… Illustrative of  the Principles of  Architectural 
Science and Taste on which it is Composed. xx, 1138 pp. Woodcut and lithograph illustrations with over 
2000 figures (including architectural elements, floorplans, furniture, etc.). (8vo) 23x14 cm (9x5½”) 
period cloth-backed marbled boards. First Edition.

London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman, 1833

J.C. Loudon (1783-1843) was a botanist, landscape designer and editor of  various magazines. He 
was instrumental in the development of  the field of  landscape design. Binding rubbed, detached 
at rear hinge; some foxing; good.

(400/600)

152. lymAn, Azel s.  Lyman’s Historical Chart. Containing the Prominent Events of  the Civil, Religious and 
Literary History of  the World. From the Earliest Times to the Present Day.  [18] leaves. Hand-colored timeline. 
(Folio) 40.5x38.5 cm (16x15¼”) original half  calf  and green cloth, stamped in gilt on front and in 
blind on rear. Revised Edition.

Cincinnati: National Publishing Company, 1874

Includes a chronological table listing important events by country for the United States and 
several European nations and a list of  important invention and discoveries. Includes events 
from 2300 B.C.E. to 1872 C.E. Spine and hinges repaired with brown tape; covers worn; some 
faint staining; good.

(200/300)

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH OF COLLECTED WORKS OF MACHIAVELLI,  
IN RARE CONTEMPORARY BINDING

153. mAchiAvelli, niccolo. The Works of  the Famous Nicholas Machiavel, Citizen and Secretary of  Florence. 
Written originally in Italian, and from thence newly and faithfully translated into English. [40], 177, 188-189, [5], 
199-262, 265-267, [5], 267-314, 317-431, [6], 434-529, [7] pp. (folio) 30.4x19.3 cm. (12x7½”), period 
calf, gilt-tooled spine strip laind on. First Collected Edition in English.

London: Printed for John Starkey at the Miter in Fleetstreet, near Temple-Bar, 1675

Translation attributed Henry Neville. Includes: 
The History of  Florence; The Prince; The 
Discourses of  Nicholas Machiavel, Upon the 
First Decade of  Titus Livius; and The Art 
of  War. Each with a separate dated title page 
but pagination and register are continuous. 
Also includes “Nicholas Machiavel’s letter to 
Zanobius Buondelmontius”, which is not in 
fact by Machiavelli but by Henry Neville. Wing 
M128. Frontispiece portrait not present. With 
ownership signature of  Jon. Chetwood to title-
page; that of  Knightly Chetwood to the front 
free endpaper, and the latter’s large armorial 
bookplate on the front pastedown. Expert 
strengthening to joints, some marginal creasing 
and wear to front flyleaves, light soiling to title-
page, occasional minor worming within mostly 
confined to gutter margins, else very good, rare 
in an early binding.

(8000/12000)

Lot 153
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154. [mAndevill, BernArd de]. The Fable of  the Bees: Or, Private Vices, Publick Benefits. With an Essay 
on Charity and Charity-Schools. And A Search into the Nature of  Society. 2 volumes. [16], 477; [2], xxxi, [1], 
432, [24] pp. (8vo) period full tree calf, blind tooled cover decoration, gilt-lettered leather spine labels. 
Third Edition (of  first volume, so stated on title page).

London: J. Tonson [and] J. Roberts, 1724 [and] 1729

Brilliant paradoxes against conventions of  popular morality, by a Dutch physician resident in 
London. They startled contemporary London, they educated Dr. Johnson, and they are still 
eminently readable. Some wear to calf, including peeling to first volume, second volume spine 
label lacking much of  it, and front joint starting; very good.

(300/500)

155. (Marini, Marino) trier, eduArd. The Sculpture of  Marino Marini. Photographs by Helmut Lederer. 
Lithograph frontispiece, signed by the artist. (4to) 29.5x24.3 cm. (11½x9½”) pictorial black cloth, 
dust jacket. No. 19 of  60 copies. First Edition.

New York: Praeger, [1961]

Marini (Italian, 1901-1980) attended the Accademia Di Belle Arti in Florence in 1917. Marini 
devoted himself  primarily to sculpture from about 1922. His work was influenced by Etruscan 
art and the sculpture of  Arturo Martini. Marini succeeded Martini as professor at the Scuola 
d’Arte di Villa Reale in Monza, near Milan in 1929, a position he retained until 1940. Light wear 
to jacket, price clipped, short tear to lower edge of  front panel; a touch of  wear to binding; very 
good.

(300/500)

156. (Mathematics)  Division Generalle des Mathematiques, les Principes de la Geometrie avec les Deffinitions 
necessaires pour l’intelligence des Mathematiques, Tire es d’Euclide. Termes des Trois Parties de la Fortification - 
Eighteenth Century geometry of  fortifications workbook with several manuscript leaves. Comprised of: [6] pp. 
printed text, 1 leaf  with hand-drawn fort diagram, [4] pp. printed text, 25 leaves of  hand-drawn 
fort diagrams, 3 blank leaves, 1 inserted manuscript leaf  of  text about geometry of  forts (written in 
French), 3 blank leaves, 2 leaves of  hand-drawn forts, 2 blank leaves, 1 hand-drawn fort leaf, 2 blank 
leaves. 42x27 cm (16½x10½”), leather-backed marbled boards, gilt lettered leather spine label.

18th century

This appears to be a student workbook in French, studying the Euclidian geometry of  
fortifications. The student performed several examples of  forts, hand-drawn on the blank leaves 
that follow 10 pp. of  printed text. The text is instructional, and the student also hand-drew 
small geometric shapes in the margins of  several leaves (next to their description it appears). 
The only other example of  a similar work book was found at Bibliothèque interuniversitaire de 
la Sorbonne, in Paris. With engraved bookplate of  Pitfirrane on front pastedown. Spine heavily 
worn, with some chips, joints starting, worn at board edges; fore edges of  nearly all leaves with 
some chipping/loss although not effecting text/drawings; very good.

(300/500)

157. mAttheWs, henry. The Diary of  an Invalid, Being the Journal of  a Tour in Pursuit of  Health in Portugal, 
Italy, Switzerland, and France in the Years 1817, 1818, and 1819. 2 volumes. xvi, 296; (iii)-xii, 307, [1] pp. 
(8vo) 19x11.5 (7½x4½”) later tan half  calf  and marbled boards, spines gilt, all edges marbled. Fourth 
Edition.

London: John Murray, 1824

An account of  the author’s travels in Europe in an attempt to restore himself  to good health. 
Published following his return to England and going through five editions by 1835. Large chip 
from head of  spine on Volume 2, edges rubbed; foxing within; very good.

(200/300)
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WITH 59 HAND-COLORED PLATES OF TURKISH COSTUME
158. [mcleAn, thom.]. The Costume of  Turkey, Illustrated by a Series of  Engravings; with Descriptions in 
English and French. Unpaginated. Title page with hand-colored illustration and 59 (of  60) hand-colored 
engraved plates. 14x10½”, period maroon morocco stamped in gilt and blind, all edges gilt, new 
endpapers.
London: William Miller, [c.1830] 

Title page date reads 1804, but at least one plate is watermarked 1830. Marvelous plates of  
Turkish nobility, soldiers, merchants, etc. Some leaves are bound in the wrong place, such as 
plate number 1 and part of  the introduction, which are bound at rear. Heavily worn at edges; 
hinges repaired; title page and a few plates with paper repair on fore edge of  leaf; good.

(800/1200)

159. (Meteorology)  Letter of  the Secretary of  the Navy Transmitting the [Second] Report [of  Professor James 
P. Espy on Meteorology] - 1851 First US Government Weather Maps. 65 pp. 101 full-page multi-colored 
Charts/Maps of  the US, from the Atlantic seaboard to the western frontier, showing weather patterns 
from 1843 to 1845; and 11 large folding charts of  fluctuating barometer readings at various locales, 
from Key West and New Orleans to Fort Leavenworth. 11x15”, original flexible boards, modern 
black tape spine. 

Washington, D.C.: US Navy Department, 1851

With ownership inscription of  “H.Walke, USS North Carolina, Brooklyn Navy Yard, March 
14, 1853”. Henry Walke, then a Lieutenant who had served in the Mexican-American War, 
later commanded Union gunboats and warships in numerous naval engagements during 
the Civil War, after which he was promoted to Commodore and Rear Admiral. The author 
of  this work, James Pollard Espy, nicknamed “The Storm King” for his classic book,  The 
Philosophy of  Storms, was the first Meteorologist of  the US Government, pioneering in the 
use of  the telegraph to assemble weather observation data. Espy designed the first American 
weather map for a private scientific institute in 1838, before he moved to Washington. His 
first official meteorological report was published in 1843, but apparently included no maps. 
So the 100+ “Charts” in this second report represent the first weather maps published by the 
US Government. Heavy wear to cloth corners, some light soiling; a few folding plates with old 
paperclip rust at edges; very good.

(800/1200)

160. millingen, J[ohn] g[ideon]. The History of  Duelling: Including, Narratives of  the Most Remarkable 
Personal Encounters That Have Taken Place From the Earliest Period to the Present Time. 2 volumes. (iii)-xii, 
399, [1]; (iii)-xii, 428 pp. (8vo) 22x14 cm (8¾x5½”) later red half  morocco and marbled boards, 
spines gilt, top edges gilt. First Edition.

London: Richard Bentley, 1841

Includes a chapter on Duelling in the United States of  America. Scarce. Bookplate of  Deming 
Jarves, designed by Tiffany & Co. Bindings lightly worn; light foxing within; very good.

(300/500)

161. mills, chArles. The History of  Chivalry: Or, Knighthood and Its Times. 2 volumes. xxvi, 415, [1]; vi, 
389, [1] pp. Illustrated title page in each volume. (8vo) 21x13.5 cm (8¼x5¼”) period marbled boards 
with leather corners, later rebacking, black leather spine labels. First Edition.

London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 1826

A comprehensive history of  the origins, and aspects of  Chivalry in medieval England and 
Europe. Shelf  label from the library of  Gray’s Court inside front covers; bookplate. Boards 
rubbed; light foxing; very good.

(300/500)
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LARGE COLLECTION OF MINIATURE BOOKS
162. (Miniature Books)  Bijou Illustrations of  the Holy Land. Title leaf  and 31 lithograph views. 31x26 
mm. Original full black morocco stamped in gilt.

London: Rock & Co., [c.1845]

Welsh 1276. Lightly worn, binding cocked, covers bowed, bookplate; very good.
(200/300)

163. (Miniature Books)  Bijou Picture of  Paris. Title leaf, frontispiece and 30 views. 31x26 mm. Full black 
morocco stamped in gilt.

London: Rock & Co., [c.1850]

Welsh 1283. Light wear, covers bowed; very good.
(200/300)

164. (Miniature Books) Bryce, dAvid (puBlisher). A New Pocket-Dictionary of  the English and German 
Languages. [viii], 677 pp. 27x20 mm, original full red leather, lettered in gilt on spine and front cover, 
housed in a period metal locket (original?), with circular magnifier inset in front. Third Edition.

Glasgow: David Bryce, 1896

From the publisher’s “Mite” series. Welsh 2431. Bookplate of  miniature book collector Grace 
Broecker inside locket and inside front cover. Fine.

(300/500)

165. (Miniature Books) Bryce, dAvid (puBlisher). My Tiny Alphabet Book (cover title). Comprises two 
volumes bound together: Tiny Alphabet of  Animals and Tiny Alphabet of  Birds. Printed in color 
throughout.  29x22 mm, original gilt stamped black leather. 

Glasgow: David Bryce, [1896]

At the time of  its publication this was the smallest color-plate book ever printed. With a small 
gold-tone metal box, decoratively engraved and with a magnifier inset in the front. Slightly 
large than the book and not likely original, typical of  those often found with Bryce’s miniature 
dictionaries and bibles. Welsh 5200. Two miniature bookplates, Levitan and Grace Broecker. 
 Fine.

(300/500)

166. (Miniature Books) Bryce, dAvid (puBlisher). The Holy Bible. 876 pp. 42x31 mm, original gilt-
decorated full brown morocco, housed in a period decorated metal case, gilt lettered cloth on front, 
circular magnifier inset.

Glasgow: David Bryce, [c.1901]

Welsh 562. Bookplate of  miniature collector Grace Broecker. Some wear to case and book; very 
good.

(200/300)

167. (Miniature Books) Bryce, dAvid (puBlisher). The Smallest English Dictionary in the World. 384 pp. 
Frontispiece portrait of  Samuel Johnson. 27x21 mm, original full red leather, lettered in gilt on front 
and spine, housed in a perfectly sized book-shape metal locket with magnifier inset in front.

Glasgow: David Bryce, [c.1896]

A charming miniature dictionary, from the publisher’s “Mite” series. Welsh 2408. Bookplate of  
collector Grace Broecker inside case. Light wear to locket; book a bit bowed and lightly worn; 
very good.

(200/300)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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168. (Miniature Books)  Calendar of  Saints. 29 engraved portraits. 19x11 mm, period full gilt stamped 
morocco. 

[Paris]: [1815]

One of  12 volumes from this series, identified as the volume for November in an early hand on 
the front endpaper. Welsh 1579. Fine

(300/500)

169. (Miniature Books)  Calendar of  Saints - April. 29 engraved portraits. 19x11 mm, period full gilt 
stamped calf, slipcase. 

[Paris]: [1815]

One of  12 volumes from this series, identified as the volume for April in an early hand on the 
front endpaper. Welsh 1579. Fine

(300/500)

170. (Miniature Books) croWther, Alice (compiler). Golden Thoughts from Great Authors. 128 pp. 
27x20 mm, original paper wrappers, housed in a period (orginal?) decorated metal locket, circular 
magnifier inset in front.

New York: Stokes, [c.1900]

This American issue not listed in Doris Welsh’s Bibliography of  Miniature Books. See Welsh 
2086 for David Bryce’s Glasgow edition. Case worn; light wear to wrappers; very good.

(150/250)

171. (Miniature Books)  Four miniature editions of  the Koran. Four variant issues, including:

* 25x20 mm. Original full brown leather stamped in gilt, all edges gilt. 
* 25x20 mm. Original full tan leather stamped in gilt, all edges gilt. 
* 28x20 mm. Original full red leather stamped in gilt. 
* 29x19 mm. Original full red leather stamped in gilt, all edges gilt.

Glasgow: David Bryce, [c.1900]

Copies were often issued to Muslim soldiers fighting in World War I with the Allied forces. 
Lacking the original metal lockets with inset magnifying glass. Light wear; very good.

(300/500)

RARE MINATURE EDITION OF GALILEO LETTER TO HIS PATRON
172. (Miniature Books) gAlilei, gAlileo. Galileo a Madama Cristina di Lorena (1615). 205, [2] pp. 
Portrait frontispiece. 19x12 mm, original gilt-stamped vellum binding. First Miniature Edition.

Padua: Tipogr. Salmin, 1896 (colophon dated 1897)

First published in 1636, some twenty-one years after 
it was written, the letter, to his friend and patron 
Madama di Lorenza, argues for the harmony of  
religion and science. “For many years this tiny book 
which is only half  the size of  an ordinary postage 
stamp was considered the smallest printed from 
movable type” - Bondy pp. 95-96. The text is set in the 
exceedingly small “occhio di mosca” (fly’s eye) Dantino 
type created by Salmin for their miniature edition of  
Dante (1878). Welsh 2936. Stitching of  page block split 
at center of  volume; otherwise near fine.

(1500/2000)

Lot 172
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173. (Miniature Books) gAsc, F.e.A.  The Smallest French and English Dictionary in the World. [viii], 648 
pp. 28x19 mm, full red leather, lettered in gilt on front and spine, housed in a custom decorative metal 
locket case, magnifier set into front. 

Glasgow: David Bryce, [c.1896]

Welsh 2425. Bookplate of  Grace Broecker inside locket. Light wear to locket and volume, 
magnifier loose in mount; very good.

(250/350)

174. (Miniature Books) grAy, thomAs. Elegy in a Country Churchyard.  93 pp. 18x13 mm, original gilt-
lettered red leather, all edges gilt.

Glasgow: David Bryce, 1911

From the publisher’s “Midget” series. Welsh 3138. Lightly worn; very good.
(200/300)

175. (Miniature Books)  Le Necessaire d’un Homme de Bien. 64 pp. Eight engraved illustrations. 23x11 
mm, period full red gilt-stamped morocco, all edges gilt.

Paris: Janet, [late 18th century]

A rare miniature book, not in Doris Welsh’s bibliography of  miniature books. Page block 
slightly loose in binding, light foxing; very good.

(500/800)

176. (Miniature Books)  Le Petit Paroissien de l’Enfance. 80 pp. 5 engraved illustrations. 29x21 mm, gilt-
decorated full brown morocco, all edges gilt.

Paris: [Firmin Didot], [c.1850]

Welsh 5594. Fine.
(250/350)

177. (Miniature Books)  Le Tableaux de la Vie, Annee 1820. 62 pp. Eight engraved illustrations. 21x14 
mm, period full gilt-stamped red morocco.

Paris: 1819

With the monogram bookplate of  Arthur A. Houghton and the bookplate of  Grace Broecker. 
Welsh, 6567. Light wear and foxing; very good.

(400/600)

178. (Miniature Books)  Les Jeux de l’Amour. Annee 1820. 
Paris: Chez Corlier, [1819]

Welsh 4003. Binding rubbed, very good.
(300/500)

179. (Miniature Books) loth, JohAnn thomAs. The Tourists Conversational Guide in English, French, 
German, Italian. 126 pp. 28x19 mm, original full red leather, title in gilt on front and spine, housed in 
a perfectly sized bookshape metal locket with magnifier inset in front.

Glasgow: David Bryce, [c.1900]

A charming traveller’s dictionary, from the publisher’s “Mite” series. Welsh 4722. Two 
bookplates, Levitan and Grace Broecker. Light wear to case and volume; near fine.

(300/500)
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ONCE THE SMALLEST MINIATURE FROM MOVABLE TYPE
180. (Miniature Books)  Mite. 28 (i.e. 26) pp. Eight illustrations. 21x18 mm, original gilt-stamed grey 
cloth, edges stained red. First Edition.

Grimsby: E.A. Robinson, 1891

First edition of  what was at the time the smallest book in the world to be printed from movable 
type. Surpassed in 1897 by “Galileo” from the Bros. Salmin in Padua [a copy of  which is offered 
in this sale]. Welsh 5067. Front hinge cracked; else fine.

(500/800)

181. (Miniature Books) moodie, WilliAm. Old English, Scotch, and Irish Songs with Music. 127, [1] pp. 
Illustrations by A.S. Boyd. 28x16 mm, original gilt-lettered red leather, all edges gilt.

Glasgow: David Bryce, [c.1900]

Welsh 5113. With the bookplates of  miniature book collectors Katherine Ida Hill Rickard and 
Grace Broeckner. Covers a bit bowed; near fine.

(150/250)

182. (Miniature Books) m[Ason], t[homAs].  Witty, Humorous and Merry Thoughts. 128 pp. 28x20 mm, 
original gilt-lettered red leather, all edges gilt.

New York: Stokes, [c.1900]

From the publisher’s “Midget” series. Welsh 4862. Bookplate of  Grace Broecker. Light wear; 
very good.

(150/250)

183. (Miniature Books)  Petites Heures de l’Enfance. 80 pp. 29x19 mm, original gilt-stamped full red 
morocco, edges gilt.

Paris: Ch. Lefuel, [c.1820]

Welsh 3529. Lightly rubbed, very good.
(300/500)

184. (Miniature Books) sAnders, dAniel. Konversations Lexicon. 465 pp. Oblong, 19x32 mm, original 
blue leather, lettered in gilt, housed in the original metal locket, with title engraved on front, circular 
magnifier inset into front cover.

Berlin: Hugo Steinitz Verlag, 1896

Quite scarce in the original case. Welsh 6136. Bookplates of  collectors Robert E. Massamann 
and Grace Broecker. Fine.

(300/500)

MINIATURE ENGLISH ALMANACS
185. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1836.  [60] pp. Illustrated. 18x15 mm, original 
gilt-stamped blue vellum, original slipcase with matching gilt stamping.

London: Schloss, [1835]

The first issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
Byron, Schiller, etc. Welsh 2655. Bookplate of  miniature collector Abraham Horodisch. Light 
wear, near fine.

(300/500)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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186. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1837.  [64] pp. Illustrated. 20x16 mm, original 
gilt-stamped green vellum, original slipcase with matching gilt stamping.

London: Schloss, [1836]

The second issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
Coleridge, Queen Victoria, etc. Welsh 2656. Light wear, very good.

(300/500)

187. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1838. [58] pp. Illustrated. 20x15 mm, original 
morocco-backed vellum with morocco only and gilt stamping, original slipcase with matching 
decoration.

London: Schloss, [1837]

The third issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
Queen Victoria, Mozart, etc. Welsh 2657. Light wear, near fine.

(300/500)

188. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1839. [58] pp. Illustrated. 20x13 mm, original 
gilt-stamped black leather.

London: Schloss, [1838]

The fourth issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
the Duchess of  Kent, Beethoven, etc. Welsh 2658. Bookplate of  miniature collector Katherine 
Ida Hill Rickard. Lacking slipcase, light wear; very good.

(300/500)

189. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1840.  [64] pp. Illustrated. 19x15 mm, original 
gilt-stamped green vellum, original slipcase with matching gilt stamping.

London: Schloss, [1839]

The fifth issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
Lover, Moore, etc. Welsh 2659. Light wear, very good.

(300/500)

190. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1841.  [62] pp. Illustrated. 20x14 mm, original 
gilt-stamped pink vellum, original slipcase with matching gilt stamping.

London: Schloss, [1840]

The sixth issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
Princess Maria, Napoleon, etc. Welsh 2660.
Light wear to volume, heavier wear to slipcase; very good.

(300/500)

191. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1842. [64] pp. Illustrated. 20x13 mm, original 
gilt-stamped black morocco, original slipcase with matching gilt stamping.

London: Schloss, [1841]

The seventh issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Portaits of  
Princess Royal, Charles Dickens, etc. Welsh 2661.
Light wear, near fine.

(300/500)

192. (Miniature Books)  Schloss’s English Bijou Almanac for 1843. [60] pp. Illustrated. 22x14 mm, original 
gilt-stamped red leather, original slipcase with matching gilt stamping.

London: Schloss, [1842]

The final issue of  this miniature almanac, published by Schloss from 1836-1843. Publication was 
resumed in 1845 by T. Goode. Portaits of  the Prince of  Wales, Frederick Wilhelm, etc. Welsh 
2662.  Light wear, near fine.

(300/500)
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193. (Miniature Books)  The New Testament. 519 pp. 19x15 mm, gilt-lettered black leather.
Glasgow: David Bryce, 1895

Welsh 787. Some wear, a few loose pages, good.
(100/150)

194. (Miniature Books)  The Smallest English Dictionary in the World. 384 pp. Frontispiece portrait of  
Samuel Johnson. 27x21 mm, original full red leather, lettered in gilt on front and spine, housed in the 
original metal locket with magnifier inset in front.

New York: Stokes, [c.1896]

The scarce American issue of  David Bryce’s miniature dictionary. Welsh 2409. Bookplate of  
collector Grace Broecker inside case and book. Case worn, light wear to volume; very good.

(150/250)

195. (Morals) gArAu, FrAncisco. [El Olimpo d]el Sabio Instruido de la Naturaleza..  three volumes. In 3 
volumes:

* [Part One]. El Sabio Instruido de la Naturaleza, en Quarenta Maximas, Politicas, y Morales, 
Ilustradas con todo Genero de Erudicion Sacra, y Humana. [xviii], 460, [11] pp. Woodcut head 
pieces. Barcelona: Rafael Figuero, 1702. 
* [Part Two]. El Olimpo del Sabio Instruido de la Naturaleza, y Segunda Parte de las Maximas 
Politicas, y Morales, Ilustradas con todo Genero de Erudicion Sacra, y Humana. [x], 503, [16] pp. 
Copper-engraved frontispiece, and many lovely engraved head pieces, for each chapter within. 
Valencia: Iayme de Bordazar, 1690. 
* [Part Three]. Tercera Parte del Sabio, Instruido de la Naturaleza, con Esfuerzos de la Verdad, en el 
Tribunal de la Razon; alegados en quarenta y dos Maximas, Politicas, y Morales. Ilustradas con todo 
Genero de erudicion, Sacra, y Humana. [viii], 531, [12] pp. Many lovely engraved head pieces, for 
each chapter within. Barcelona: Thomas Loriente, 1700.

Valencia [and] Barcelona: Various publishers, 1690-1702

Each is 20.8x15 cm (8x6”) and in period vellum, with manuscript writing on spines. Parts 2 and 
3 are beautifully illustrated with copper engravings. A nice set of  works on maxims and morals. 
 Some soiling and wear to vellum, slight rippling; some light soiling to contents; very good.

(500/800)

196. [mottley, John]. The History of  the Life of  Peter the First, Emperor of  Russia. Containing, a Description 
of  Russia or Muscovy, Siberia, Crim Tartary, &c.  387, [3] index pp. Engraved frontispiece of  Peter I, plus 
7 engraved plates. 28.5x17.5 cm (11¼x6¾”) period full leather, later gilt-lettered morocco spine label.

London: Booksellers in Town and Country, 1739

 Leather moderately worn at edges; some period ink notes at margins, a bit on top edge of  title 
page, plus a leaf  within, mild soiling and light foxing within; very good.

(400/600)

197. (Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus)  Bound volume of  music including two scores by W.A. Mozart. Bound 
volume of  sheet music including the following 2 by Mozart:

* Mozart’s Third Quartett, arranged as a Duet for two performers on one Piano Forte. London: 
Clementi & Co., No date.  
* The Celebrated Finale to Mozart’s Grand Symphony in C. Called Jupiter, Adapted as a Duett for 
Two Performers on the Piano Forte. London: Clementi & Co., No date. 
(Folio) 33x24 cm (13x9½”) period half  calf  and marbled boards.

Various places: [early 19th century]

Includes other works for Piano Forte by Mehul, Ferdinand Ries, I.D. Bontempo, J.B. Cramer, 
and J.F. Burrowes. Spine and corners perished, covers detached; foxing; internally very good.

(300/500)
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ARGUMENT OVER WHO INVENTED CALCULUS
198. (Newton and Leibnitz) clArke, sAmuel. A Collection of  Papers...between Mr. Leibnitz and Dr. Clarke, 
in the Years 1715 and 1716. Relating to the Principles of  Natural Philosophy and Religion. 2 parts in one volume. 
xiii, [3], 416, 46, [2] pp. The second part is Clarke’s Remarks upon a Book, entitled, a philosophical 
enquiry concerning Human Liberty. (8vo) 20x12 cm. (7¾x4¾”), period Cambridge style panelled 
calf, red morocco lettering-piece. First Edition.

London: James Knapton, 1717

First edition of  this important work concerning the argument over who invented calculus, Isaac 
Newton or Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz. Covers nearly loose, a bit dry and worn at edges 
and extremities; marginal wormhole in first few gatherings, damp-wrinkling and light toning 
throughout, very good.

(800/1200)

199. neWton, isAAc. La Chronologie des Anciens Royaumes Corrigee a Laquelle on a Joint une Chronique 
abregee...  [40], 416, [4] pp. 3 folding engraved plates. 23.5x18 cm (9¼x7”) period speckled sheep, gilt-
tooled lettering and decoration to spine. First Edition in French.

Paris: S. Jacques, 1728

“Newton attempts to determine the dates of  ancient events from astronomical considerations 
and indicates the manner in which astronomy might be used to verify the views on the 
chronological points derived in the main from Ptolemy, which were held in his time” - Babson 
214. With neat early library marks: ink number on front pastedown, rubberstamp on verso of  
title page. Top edge of  covers sunned, some light wear at extremities; contents clean and bright; 
very good.

(800/1200)

200. o’neill, eugene. The Plays of  Eugene O’Neill. 12 volumes. (8vo) gilt stamped and lettered red 
cloth. No. 395 of  770 sets. Wilderness Edition.

New York: Scribners, [1934-35]

Signed by O’Neill at the limitation statement in Volume 1. Light wear to bindings; near fine.
(700/1000)

LAVISH ACCOUNT OF NEAPOLITAN FES-
TIVAL, 1830

201. oriliA, FrAncesco.  Il Zodiaco over idea 
di perfettione de prencipi, formata dall’heroiche virtu 
dell’Illustriss. Et Eccellentiss. Signore D. Antonio Alvarez 
di Toledo Duca d’Alba Vicere Di Napoli. Rapresentata 
come un trionfo dal fidelissimo popolo Napoletano. [viii], 
501, [1 blank], [6] pp. Over 200 woodcuts, full page 
and in text. (4to) 21x15.5 cm (8¼x6¼”), period 
full vellum. First Edition.

Naples: Ottavio Beltrano, 1630

Lavishly illustrated account of  a festival held in 
Naples on the feast of  St. John the Baptist on 
23 June 1629, to celebrate the seventh year in 
government of  the Spanish Viceroy, Antonio 
Alvarez of  Toledo (1585-1639), Duke of  Alba. 
Bound with: Il Sebeto Festante, Conzone 
Epitalamica Dedicata...D. Giuseppe Antonio 
d’ Aragona..  Naples: Francesco Paci, 1669. 
[viii], 16 pp. Additional illustrated title page.  
 Binding worn, spine chipped; some foxing and 
browning, a few leaves detached, some small 
worm tunnels in margins; good.

(5000/8000)

Lot 201
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202. osBorn, FrAncis. Advice to a Son. Or Directions For your better Conduct, Through the various and most 
important Encounters of  this Life...[bound with] Political Reflections upon the Government of  the Turks...  2 parts 
in 1 volume, bound with another work by Francis Osborn. [8], 188, [7]; [12], 189, [3]; [8], 194 pp. 
Woodcut initials, head and tail pieces. 14.5x8 cm (5¾x3”) later full calf, new endpapers.

Oxford: Printed by H.H. for Tho. Robinson, 1658 [and] 1662

The work covers studies, love & marriage, travel, government and religion. Political Reflections 
upon the Government of  the Turks has its own title page. With bookplate of  Wendell P. 
Barrows on the front free endpaper, plus his name in ink on verso of  front free endpaper. Calf  
rubbed and peeling at edges; title page darkened, with some period ink scribbles at top edge, 
light dampstaining and darkening and other wear to leaf  edges; good.

(200/300)

203. pAllAs, p[eter] s[imon]. Bemerkungen auf  einer Reise in die Sudlichen Statthalterschaften des Russischen 
Reichs in den Jahren 1793 und 1794. 2 volumes only (lacks the atlas volume). xxxii, 516; xxiv, 25 (out of  
52) copper-engraved plates, all but a few are hand colored, many folding. (Volume 2 lacks the plates). 
Plates include maps, views, and costume plates. Plus several hand-colored engraved vignettes within 
text, often heading chapters. 26x21 cm (10¼x8¼”) half  sheep marbled boards.

Leipzig: Gottfried Martini, 1799-1801

Narrative of  a late 18th century trip to Russia. Volume 1 with vibrant colorful plates and color 
vignettes. Sheep moderately worn; Volume 2 lacking the leaf  of  page 3/4. The engraved plates 
from Volume 2 have been excised. The hand-colored vignettes are present, contents lightly 
foxed; very good.

(200/300)

204. pAulus orosius. Adversus Paganos (Quo Vocant) Historiarum Libri Septem. [72], 567 pp. Woodcut 
initial letters throughout with early hand coloring. (8vo) 16x10 cm (6¼x4”) Period blindstamped 
paneled calf  over wooden boards, remnants of  clasps. 

Cologne: Eucharii, 1536

Orosius wrote a total of  three books, of  which his most important is the present title, 
Seven Books of  History Against the Pagans (Historiarum Adversum Paganos Libri VII), it 
is considered to be one of  the books with the greatest impact on historiography during the 
period between antiquity and the Middle Ages, as well as being one of  the most important 
Hispanic books of  all time. Part of  its importance comes from the fact that the author shows 
his historiographical methodology. The book is a historical narration focussing on the pagan 
peoples from the earliest time up until the time Orosius was alive. Covers and several leaves at 
front and rear detached, leather brittle; early underlining and ink notations within; internally 
good, would benefit from binding restoration.

(500/800)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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IMPORTANT STUDY OF GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE
205. pennethorne, John. The Geometry and Optics of  Ancient Architecture, illustrated by Examples from 
Thebes, Athens, and Rome. [4], xvi, 249 pp. With 55 lithographed plates (12 double-page and 10 color). 
57.5x37 cm. (22½x15”), original half  morocco & cloth, top edge gilt. First Edition.

London and Edinburgh: Williams and Norgate, 1878

Important study of  Greek and Roman architecture with a view to its mathematical perfection, 
finely printed on thick paper. John Pennethorne studied architecture and worked in the office 
of  John Nash in London. In the 1830 he went on a grand tour and studied buildings in Europe 
and Egypt, visiting Paris, Milan, Florence, Venice, Rome, Sicily, Athens, and Thebes. “He came 
to the conclusion that there was no foundation in fact for the conventional belief  that the 
system of  design in Greek architecture was absolutely rectilinear. The same conclusion had 
already been reached by Josef  Hoffer..  published in C. F. L. Forster’s Allgemeine Bauzeitung 
in 1838.” Blackmer 1280. Bookplate of  Peter Pennethorne Laing, likely a family member, on 
front endpaper verso. Covers worn and stained; text block detached from binding; some of  the 
untrimmed lower page edges darkened with a bit of  wear, but contents overall clean and fine, 
well worthy of  restoration in the original binding.

(2000/3000)

206. plAnck, mAx. Five papers by Max Planck, in three volumes of  Annalen der Physik. Includes:

* “Ueber irreversible Strahlungsvorgänge.” Pp. 69-122. [&] “Bemerkugen zu einer Abhandlung 
über Thermodynamik des Hrn. K. Wesendonck.” Pp. 621-624. [&] “Entropie und Temberatur 
strahlender Wärme.” Pp. 719-737. 3 papers in Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 1. 1900.

* ”Ueber die Natur des weissen Lichtes.” Pp.  390-400. In Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 
7. 1902.

* Über die Grundlage der Lösungstheorie; eine Erwiderung. Pp. 446-448. . In Annalen der Physik, 
Vierte Folge, Band 10. 1903. 
 
Together, 5 papers in 3 bound volumes of  Annalen der Physik. 20.6x13.5 cm. (8¼x5½”), period 
half  cloth and marbled boards. First Appearances, Journal Issues. 

Leipzig: Johan Ambrosius Barth, 1900-1903

Papers by physicist Max Planck seminal to his development of  the Quantum Theory, for which 
he won the Nobel Prize in 1918. Very good or better condition.

(1000/1500)

207. poggius Florentinus. Historia Florentina. 90 leaves (of  117). A-L8, + final 2 leaves of  index 
bound in at front. (Folio) 31x20 cm (12¼x8”), later full vellum.

Florence: Bartolommeo di Libri, 3 Sept. 1492

Poggio’s Historia Florentina (History of  Florence), is a history of  the city from 1350 to 1455, 
written in avowed imitation of  Livy and Sallust, and possibly Thucydides (available in Greek, 
but translated into Latin by Valla only in 1450-2) in its use of  speeches to explain decisions. 
Poggio continued Leonardo Bruni’s History of  the Florentine People, which closed in 1402, and 
is considered the first modern history book. Poggio limited his focus to external events, mostly 
wars, in which Florence was the defensor Tusciae and of  Italian liberty. Goff  P874. Light wear 
to binding; numerous leaves with early paper repairs to margins, some staining and foxing; good.

(500/800)
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POSTER FOR PERFORMING DOGS
208. (Posters)  Poster for Harry Qubey’s Dog Circus. Color lithograph poster, approximately 71x105 cm 
(28x41¼”), new canvas backing.

Milwaukee: Riverside Printing Co., Early 20th century

An interesting and color dog circus poster depicting a variety of  canine performers, including 
boxing boxers, barrel rolling collies, hounds on a high wire, etc., touting itself  as “The 
perfection of  canine intelligence depicted by the most wonderful troupe of  performing dogs.” 
 Fine

(1500/2000)

209. rAcine, [JeAn]. Abregé de L’Histoire de Port Royal. [iv], 144 pp. (12mo) 16.5x9 cm (6½x3½”) period 
full calf, spine gilt, spine label lacking. First Edition.

Cologne: Au depens de la Compagnie, 1742

The first edition of  Racine’s final work. Front joint split, rear joint starting, edges rubbed, 
previous owner’s name on flyleaf; light foxing; very good.

(700/1000)

210. rAemAeker, (louis). The Century Edition Deluxe of  Raemaekers War Cartoons. Foreword by Theodore 
Roosevelt. 2 volumes. Unpaginated foreword and introduction, 126 tipped-in color and monochrome 
plates, each with facing page of  descriptive text. (Folio) 17½x13½, original olive cloth with morocco 
lettering pieces, cloth jackets. First Edition, No. 590 of  1050 copies printed on Alexandra Japan paper.

New York: Century Co., 1917

Stunning collection of  World War I propaganda cartoons by the Dutch political cartoonist. 
Increasingly scarce. Jackets a bit edge worn; light wear to volumes; near fine in very good 
jackets, slipcase not present.

(300/500)

211. roBertson J[ohn]. A Treatise of  Such Mathematical Instruments as are Usually Put Into a Portable Case, 
Containing Their Various Uses in Arithmetic, Geometry, Trigonometry, Architecture, Surveying, Gunnery, etc.  [2], 
xx, 188 pp. 9 engraved folding plates, including frontispiece. (8vo) 20x12.5 cm (8x5”), period full calf. 
Second Edition.

London: Heath and Nourse, et al, 1757

Bound at the rear is a pamphlet on “The Construction and Use of  a New Universal Dial, As 
now made by Heath and Wing, Mathematical and Optical Instrument Makers”. [2], 16 pp. 2 
engraved folding plates. London, 1758. Scarce. Leather worn, covers detached; frontispiece 
detached, paper a bit browned, some faint staining; internally good.

(200/300)

212. rodoni, giovAnni. Trenta Novelle Dilettevoli ed Instruttive sopra i Costumi e la Religione degl’ Italiani. 
 319 pp. Printed in both Italian and French, the translated pages facing each other. 16x10 cm (6¼x4”) 
patterned paper over boards, hand-written paper spine label.

Lausanne: The Author, 1782

Thirty delightful stories of  costume and religion, printed in both Italian and French. Heavy wear 
to paper covered boards; light foxing inside; very good.

(200/300)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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213. (Rowe, Nicholas)  Four 19th century playbills from productions of  Nicholas Rowe’s “Jane Shore”, with four 
framed illustrations. Four playbills for productions of  Jane Shore, inlcuding:

* Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden. Feb. 27, 1817.  
* Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden. May 10, 1819. 
* Theatre Royal, Worcester. May 20, 1826 
* Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. June 17, 1829.  
Also, 2 engraved portraits of  Jane Shore, dated 1790 and 2 handcolored scenes from the life of  Jane 
Shore, one dated 1803, the other later but undated. 
 
Various sizes, individually matted and framed.

19th century

Elizabeth “Jane” Shore (c.1445 – c.1527) was one of  the many mistresses of  King Edward IV 
of  England, the first of  the three whom he described respectively as “the merriest, the wiliest, 
and the holiest harlots” in his realm. She was also the subject of  a dramatic work authored by 
Nicholas Rowe. Not examined out of  frame, all appear fine.

(300/500)

214. roWe, n[icholAs]. The Tragedy of  Jane Shore. Written in Imitation of  Shakespear’s Style. [viii], 63, [1] 
pp. (4to) 22x17 cm (8¾x6¾”), disbound. First Edition.

London: Bernard Lintott, [1714]

First issue with “the heart”, page 18, line 3, “This trickling Show’r of  Teats”, page 19, line 17 
and publisher’s notice on last page dated “January 28, 1713-14”. Elizabeth “Jane” Shore (c.1445 
– c.1527) was one of  the many mistresses of  King Edward IV of  England, the first of  the 
three whom he described respectively as “the merriest, the wiliest, and the holiest harlots” in his 
realm. Nicholas Rowe is perhaps best remembered as an editor of  Shakespeare’s collected plays 
and the author of  the first significant biography of  the great playwright.  Disbound, some wear 
at edges, first and final leaves browned; good.

(500/800)

215. sAint AmBrose. Omnia Opera. [xii], 218 ff. Engraved title page printed in black and red. (Folio) 
36x24 cm (14¼x9½”) old full calf, red morocco label.

Paris: Chevallon, 1529

St. Ambrose, Bishop of  Milan from 374 to 397, became one of  the most influential 
ecclesiastical figures of  the 4th century. He was one of  the four original Doctors of  the Church. 
He is patron saint of  Milan. Edited by Erasmus of  Rotterdam. Binding worn, front cover 
loosely attached, hinges repaired; numerous small worm tunnels through first approximately 100 
leaves with a few tunnels extending another 50 leaves, readability of  text not greatly hindered; 
good.

(700/1000)

216. sAint FrAncis de sAles. Verdaderos Entretenimientos del Glorioso Senor S. Francisco de Sales. [xxviii], 
350 pp. (8vo) 21x15 cm (8¼x6”), period full limp vellum, spine lettered by hand.

Madrid: Andres Ortega, 1768

St. Francis de Sales (1567-1622), was bishop of  Geneva.  He is known for his writings on the 
topic of  spiritual direction and spiritual formation Vellum soiled and wrinkled, peeling from 
endpapers; branded ownership markings on ends of  page block, dampstain within; good.

(200/300)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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217. sAint-pAlAye, [JeAn BAptiste de lA curne de]. The Literary History of  the Troubadours. Translated 
from the French. xxiv, 495 pp. (8vo) 21x13 cm (8¼x5¼”), period full calf  with later rebacking, black 
leather spine lablel. First Edition.

London: T. Cadell, 1779 “Containing their lives, extracts from their works, and many particulars 
relative to the customs, morals, and history of  the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.” Boards worn at 

edges, hinges cracked; first seven leaves detached, light foxing; very good.

(300/500)

218. sAnchez de lunA, Alonso. Lo Spirito Della Guerra o Sia L’Arte da Formare Mantenere e Disciplinare 
la Soldatesca: Presto Intraprendere o Sostener con Vigore la Guerra. xiii, [7], 244 pp. (8vo) period full red 
morocco elaborately stamped in gilt with floral devices at centers, corners and spine compartments, 
pastepaper endleaves, all edges gilt and gauffered. 

Naples: Stamperis Simoniana, 1760

Scarce work on the spirit of  war and the training of  soldiers. OCLC WorldCat locates only 4 
copies of  this work, only one of  which is held at an American institution. Lightly rubbed at 
extremities, light foxing; very good.

(1000/1500)

219. sAxe (mAurice, comte de).  Reveries, or Memoirs Upon the Art of  War. [2], x, 195, [1] pp. 40 
engraved plates on 34 sheets, most folding. (4to) 25.5x21 cm (9¾x8¼”), period full calf, modern 
rebacking, red leather spine label. First Edition in English. 

London: J. Nourse, 1757

Translated from the French. An exposition of  the military doctrines of  the Marshal General 
of  France under Louis XV. Light wear to boards, front endpapers replaced; title page browned, 
light foxing; very good.

(300/500)

Lot 218
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MOST EXTENSIVELY ILLUSTRATED OF ALL 15TH CENTURY BOOKS
220. schedel, hArtmAnn. [Nuremberg Chronicle – Liber Chronicon, i.e.] Register des Buchs der Croniken und 
Geschichten mit Figure und Pildnussen von Anbegin der Welt bis auf  dise unsere Zeit. [10], CCLXXXVI, [1] 
leaves, plus the final blank leaf. Profusely illustrated with wood engraved city views, portraits, scenes 
etc., leaf  XXIIII with some early hand-coloring; 2 double-page maps (of  the world and Europe). 
(folio) 40.5x27 cm (16x10¾”) bound in modern brown calf, 5 brass knobs on front and rear covers.

Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 23 December 
1493

First German language edition of  Schedel’s 
great work, published five months after the 
Latin edition, the most extensively illustrated 
of  all 15th century books, presenting the 
history of  the world from the Creation to 
the time of  publication. The Latin edition 
had 1809 woodcut illustrations from 645 
blocks (Cockerell’s count) by Michael 
Wolgemut, Wilhelm Pleydenwurff  and their 
workshop, including the young Albrecht 
Durer; this German edition is some 30 leaves 
shorter, so the count of  woodcuts would be 
similarly reduced. The double-page maps 
of  the World [Shirley 19] and of  Europe 
are by Hieronymus Munzer after Nicolas 
Khrypffs. The woodcut illustrations include 
events from the Bible, pictures of  human 
monstrosities, portraits of  Kings, Queens, 
saints and martyrs, and allegorical pictures of  
miracles. The views are some of  the earliest 
representations of  towns and cities, with 
around 116 places being identified by name. 
A medical doctor by training and practice, 
Hartmann Schedel was a resourceful and 
prodigious collector as well as a versatile 

scholar and bibliophile. Peter Zahn, in his introduction to Adrian Wilson’s The Making of  the 
Nuremberg Chronicle, writes “The Schedel Chronicle very rightly became famous because of  its 
illustrations, its extraordinary graphic design, its printing, and for its woodcuts and descriptions 
of  cities.” Goff  S308. Title page heavily worn at edges, much paper repair/ restoration there 
(not effecting the text); most leaves with some light dampstaining at edges; most leaves with 
paper repairs: mostly small and not effecting the text and relegated to the edges, including gutter 
edge of  a few, 14 leaves with paper repair that extends to corners of  text/illustrations; CCLXVI 
leaf  with large corner restoration effecting illustration; good.

(50000/80000)

221. schulz, chArles m.  A New Peanuts Book Featuring Snoopy - 
signed with original drawing. Illustrated with comic strip style drawings 
throughout. 20x13.5 cm (7¾x5¼”) original illustrated wrappers.

New York: Rinehart & Co., [1958]

Signed by Schulz, with an original ink drawing of  Snoopy on 
the half  title page. Copies of  this title signed by Schulz are rare, 
especially so with the doodle of  his iconic character Snoopy. Very 
light rubbing at wrapper extremities, a few faint marks; paper 
yellowed (due to quality of  paper used); very good.

(1500/2000)

Lot 220

Lot 221
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222. serAnil, AlexAndre. (AkA linAres or linAre). Archive of  original art work. An archive of  
approximately 145 works of  original art on paper, as water colors, oils or acrylics, from approximately 
12 x 18” up to 20 x 26”. 

: Mid 20th century

A fascinating array of  art works from a San Francisco Bay area  artist of  which very little is 
known. Alexandre Seranil was a very prolific and versatile artist and illustrator throughout the 
early to late 1900’s. He signed his works by either “Seranil”, “Linares”, or “Linare” and many 
were unsigned. Seranil lived locally by the way of  Portugal, and his estate contained many of  
his paintings and illustrations. In his work, which included very diverse subjects, he used bright 
colors, with “fantastic” themes. In this collection there are 17 pieces of  WWII period art 
showing cities dramatically on fire from bursting bombs and attacking military airplanes. There 
are 9 individual variations of  a nighttime farm scene with an oil rig tower. 5 different viewsof  
a Bay waterfront scene with cabins on stilts. The balance of  the 114 works include largely 
figurative subjects in a “comic”  or vernacular theme as trade workers, female pin-ups, portraits 
of  Japanese characters many in pseudo military uniforms mocking WWII designs. Oddly, there 
are Japanese military subjects in uniforms with the Japanese Sun and both American flag and 
Nazi swastika military uniform insignia, all on the same uniform. It appears most of  this work 
was done during the forties, some signed and some unsigned. All are lose on paper, some of  
which is manila drawing paper and others are on heavier sketch paper. Included with the lot is 
a commercially printed lithograph of  “Light Of  The World”, 1962, with the legend, “From an 
original oil painting 10 x 18 feet by Seranil”. An incredibly interesting body of  well done work, 
worthy of  additional research. The works are mostly in very good condition, but many have 
short edge tears far from the artwork, due to some rough storage, although they are now held in 
a folding portfolio chemise.

(1500/2500)

223. shAkespeAre, WilliAm. The Comedies, Histories & Tragedies of  William Shakespeare. 37 volumes 
of  plays. Edited by Herbert Farjeon. Each illustrated in color and black and white with plates by 
a different illustrator, including Arthur Rackham, etc. (Small folio) 32.7x22.3 cm. (13x8¾”), cloth-
backed decorative boards, spines lettered in gilt. One of  1500 sets. Designed by Bruce Rogers and 
printed at the Press of  A. Colish. 1939-41.

New York: Limited Editions Club, 1939-41

Also includes: Ten Years and William Shakespeare:..  The Limited editions Club from October 
1929 to October 1940. Full calf. The separately issued matching set of  Shakespeare’s poetry 
are not present here. Prospectus and several newsletters included. Spines sunned; very good or 
better.

(700/1000)

FOUR PLAYS FROM THE SECOND FOLIO OF SHAKESPEARE, 1632
224. shAkespeAre, WilliAm. The Life and Death of  King Richard the Second. 23-45 pp. b6, c-d6 (-d6). 
(folio) 31.6x21 cm. (12½x8¼”), modern boards, paper cover label.

[London]: [1632]

Complete play from the 1632 second folio edition of  Shakespeare’s works, which contained 
many changes from the 1623 first folio. The edition was printed by Thomas Cotes for a 
consortium of  five publishers. STC 22274. Minor aging and a few stray spots to paper, 3” tear 
to c5, very good or better.

(2000/3000)

225. shAkespeAre, WilliAm. The Merry Wives of  Windsor. 39-60 pp. D-E6 (-D1). (folio) 31.6x21 cm. 
(12½x8¼”), modern boards, paper cover label.

[London]: [1632]

Complete play from the 1632 second folio edition of  Shakespeare’s works, which contained 
many changes from the 1623 first folio. The edition was printed by Thomas Cotes for a 
consortium of  five publishers. STC 22274. Very light dampstain to top third of  the text, a few 
darkened spots in top margins; very good.

(2000/3000)
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226. shAkespeAre, WilliAm. The second Part of  King Henry the Sixt. with the death of  the Good Duke 
Humfrey. 120-146 pp. n-p6 (-n1-3, -p6). Woodcut headpiece & initial. (folio) 31.6x21 cm. (12½x8¼”), 
modern boards, paper cover label.

[London]: [1632]

Complete play from the 1632 second folio edition of  Shakespeare’s works, which contained 
many changes from the 1623 first folio. The edition was printed by Thomas Cotes for a 
consortium of  five publishers. STC 22274. Some aging to paper, near fine.

(1500/2500)

227. shAkespeAre, WilliAm. The third Part of  King Henry the Sixt. with the death of  the Duke of  Yorke. 
 147-172 pp. p6, q-r6. Woodcut headpiece & initials. (folio) 31.6x21 cm. (12½x8¼”), modern boards, 
paper cover label.

[London]: [1632]

Complete play from the 1632 second folio edition of  Shakespeare’s works, which contained 
many changes from the 1623 first folio. The edition was printed by Thomas Cotes for a 
consortium of  five publishers. STC 22274. Occasional faint soiling/discoloration; very good or 
better.

(1500/2500)

228. smith, AdAm. An Inquiry Into The Nature and Causes of  The Wealth of  Nations. iv, xxx, 404, [25] pp. 
Text in 2 columns. 22.7x14 cm. (9x5½”), original cloth-backed boards, paper spine label.

Edinburgh: Thomas Nelson & Peter Brown, 1831

One-volume edition of  Adam Smith’s seminal economic treatise, untrimmed and in the original 
boards, scarce thus. Formerly in the Proletarian Library, San Francisco Labor College, with 
rubberstamp to front pastedown, pocket affixed to front free endpaper. Spine rubbed and worn, 
ends chipped and frayed, corners showing, some staining to boards; some scattered light foxing 
within but overall quite clean internally, very good.

(300/500)

SCARCE ACCOUNT OF THE SECOND SEMINOLE WAR, 1836
229. [smith, W.W., mAJor]. Sketch of  the Seminole War, and Sketches during a Campaign. By a Lieutenant, of  
the Left Wing. [ad leaf], iv, [2], 311, [1] pp. 21x12 cm.8¼x4¾”), old mottled calf, spine tooled in gilt, 
morocco label. First Edition.

Charleston [SC]: Dan. J. Dowling, 1836

Scarce account of  events in the early stages of  the Second 
Seminole War, with some historical background and 
natural history of  the, an important piece of  Floridiana. 
Includes a vobaculary of  the Seminole language. Major 
Smith, a member of  the South Carolina volunteer 
regiment commanded by Colonel A. H. Brisbane, served 
in the second war with the Seminoles (1835--42), after 
the Native Americans, led by Chief  Osceola, refused to 
honor the treaty of  Paynes Landing and migrate west of  
the Mississippi River. We can find only two copies sold 
at auction since at least 1975. Howes S284; Sabin 81536. 
 Binding expertly restored and refurbished; two marginal 
tears to ad leaf  at front with archival repairs; sealing wax 
with initial N at the top of  the title-page and p.[1], some 
light foxing within, else very good, contents untrimmed.

(10000/15000)

Lot 229
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ARTIST’S PROOFS ILLUSTRATING MOBY DICK
230. spruAnce, Benton. Moby Dick, The Passion of  Ahab. 27 lithograph artist’s proofs, varying sizes 
but most approximately 30x40 inches. Presented in a custom half  navy morocco clamshell box with 
gilt spine titles. Each is hand numbered as “artist’s proof  10” with one exception which is numbered 
as “artist’s proof  6”. Several are signed by Spruance, those he did not sign before his sudden and 
unexpected death in December, 1967 are signed by his son and bear Spruance’s seal. There is 
additionally a smaller lithograph, approximately 20¾x15 inches, titled “Master of  the Pequod”.

[Barre, MA]: [Barre Publishers], 1965, 1966, 1967

These haunting images inspired by Melville’s great American novel constitute some of  
Spruance’s final published work. These are some of  the largest lithographs Spruance ever 
did and he considered this his crowning work. These images were later reproduced via offset 
lithography in 1968 in an edition of  450 copies with a significantly reduced sheet size of  16 by 
22 inches. There are no records of  any of  the proof  sets such as the present collection being 
offered for sale in at least the past 30 years. There have been at least two major exhibitions 
of  this suite, one as recently as 2003. One of  the true rarities of  20th century literary 
interpretation. Light wear to box; fine.

(6000/9000)

231. stone, george cAmeron. A Glossary of  the Construction, Decoration and Use of  Arms and Armor 
in all Countries and in all Times Together with Some Closely Related Subjects. [viii], 694 pp. Illustrated with 
photographs, including a photograph frontisepiece of  Gothic armor from Germany. 30x23 cm 
(11¾x9”) original blue gilt-lettered cloth, top edge gilt. No. 21 of  35 copies of  this DeLuxe bound 
copy.

Portland, Maine: Southworth Press, 1934

The DeLuxe bound copy of  Stone’s important glossary of  arms armor. A few spots of  rubbing 
to volume; else fine.

(400/600)

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN SIGNED BY HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
232. stoWe, hArriet Beecher. Uncle Tom’s Cabin: A Tale of  Life Among the Lowly; Or, Pictures of  Slavery 
in the United States of  America. iv, 355, +[9] ad pp. 8 engraved illustrations including frontispiece and 
vignette title page. 19x12.5 cm. (7½x5”), period (or original?) full dark brown morocco tooled in gilt 
on covers and spine, raised bands, gilt inner dentelles, all edges gilt. States Sixth Edition.

London: Ingram, Cooke, & Co., 1852

Signed by the author, “H.B. Stowe,” in ink on front free endpaper, above which is written, in 
another hand but likely of  the period, “Visited Edinburgh Ap. 19, 1853.” Accompanied by (a 
rather worn copy of) Vol. I of  Stowe’s “Sunny Memories of  Foreign Lands,” 1854, chronicling 
her 1853 trip abroad on the lecture circuit, showing on p. xxv that she did indeed attend a public 
meeting in Edinburgh on April 20th, 1853. Stowe’s landmark work, the first edition of  which 
appeared the same year as this printing, was one of  the most influential books ever written, 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin was also one of  the most popular, going through some seventeen editions 
that first year. The binding on the present copy is possibly gift binding issued by the publisher, 
but we cannot confirm that. Rubbing to joints, spine ribs and cover edges; signed endpaper with 
some edge wear, a few neat repairs, and possibly reinserted though there is no indication that it 
is from another copy; else very good.

(2000/3000)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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233. (Taylor, Thomas, translator) proclus, diAdochus. The Six Books of  Proclus the Platonic Successor, 
on the Theology of  Plato, Translated from the Greek; To Which a Seventh Book Is Added, in Order to Supply the 
Deficiency of  Another Book on the Subject, also, a Translation from the Greek of  Proclus’ Elements of  Theology....  2 
volumes. [v]-lxxx, 425; [2], 517, [2], xl pp. (Lg. 4to) 30x23.5 cm. (11¾x9¼”), 19th century quarter calf  
& marbled boards, leather corners, spines tooled in gilt & blind, morocco lettering pieces, marbled 
endpapers & edges. First Edition in English.

London: Printed for the Author, 1816

Thomas Taylor’s important translation of  the works of  the primary philosophical work of  
the 5th century Neoplatonist philosopher Proclus Diadochus, who came near the end of  the 
classical development of  philosophy, and was very influential on Western medieval philosophy 
(Greek and Latin) as well as Islamic thought. Some wear to spines and extremities; Volume I 
with small stain to lower corners throughout, dedication page with lower corner torn off  (well 
away from text), Volume II with 2-inch tear up title-page gutter, with corner crease; very good.

(1200/1800)

234. [thAckerAy, WilliAm mAkepeAce] pendennis, Arthur, ed., pseud.  The Newcomes. Memoirs of  
a Most Respectable Family. 2 volumes. viii, 380; viii, 375 pp. Illustrated with 46 engraved plates and 2 
added engraved titles by Richard Doyle; numerous wood engravings throughout the text. (8vo) 22x14 
cm. (8¾x5½”), later full brown morocco, spines gilt, gilt dentelles, top edges gilt, an example of  
the original front and rear wrappers and advertisements bound in at rear of  each volume. Bound by 
Riviere and Sons. First Edition in book form.

London: Bradbury & Evans, 1854-55

Thackeray’s pseudonymously-written classic, which was serialized in twenty-three monthly 
installments in London from October 1853 through August 1855. The Newcomes is an unusual, 
early example of  a novel sensitive to the position of  women in Victorian society. Van Duzer 
147. Front joint cracking on first volume, some rubbing to extremities; browning to plates as 
typical; very good.

(200/300)

FIRST EDITION OF LANDMARK OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
235. thoreAu, henry d[Avid]. Walden; Or, Life in the Woods. 357, [1 blank leaf] pp. Wood-engraved 
vignette on title-page. Illustrated with a map of  Walden Pond. 7x4¼, original blind-stamped brown 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.

Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1854

This copy with an error from the binder, pages 
305-312 are not present and pages 329 through 
336 are repeated (bound between pages 304 
and 313). Bookplate of  Harry Harris on front 
pastedown. First edition of  one of  the landmarks 
in American letters: “I learned this, at least, by my 
experiment; that if  one advances confidently in the 
direction of  his dreams, and endeavors to live the life 
which he has imagined, he will meet with a success 
unexpected in common hours” (p.346). 2000 copies 
of  the first edition were printed. BAL 20106. Housed 
in a custom red cloth chemise and morocco-backed 
slipcase with gilt-lettered spine. Slipcase with a touch 
of  soiling at top edge; volume chipped at spine ends, 
corners bumped and rubbed; small dampstains at top 
corner or bottom edge of  most leaves; very good.

(2000/3000)

Lot 235
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236. (The Tournament)  The Tournament; Or, Days of  Chivalry. [iv], 59, [1] pp. 24 hand-colored aquatint 
plates. (8vo) 23x15 cm (9x6”) modern half  calf  and marbled boards, black leather spine label. First 
Edition.

London: William Sams, 1823

Wonderful depictions of  the valiant knight in combat, tournament and performing chivalrous 
acts. Not in Abbey or Tooley. Scarce. Binding lightly worn; some foxing and finger soiling 
within; very good.

(800/1200)

237. trApp, osWAld grAF. The Armoury of  the Castle of  Churburg. Translated, with a Preface, by James 
Gow Mann. xlvi, 324 pp. Frontispiece, 72 collotype plates, 22 figures in text. (4to), red cloth, top edge 
gilt, original dust jacket. No. 190 of  400 copies.

London: Methuen & Co., [1929]

Rare in original dust jacket. Jacket spine darkened and chipped at edges, a few other short closed 
tears at edges, one stain; a touch of  faint shelf  wear to volume; else a fine volume in a very 
good, rare jacket.

(600/900)

238. (Turkey Press) Billings, susAn x.  A Kato Indian Genesis - 2 copies. 11 leaves, unbound, as issued. 
Linocut illustrations by Susan Billings. 25.5x33.5 cm. (10x13¼”), stiff  paper folders. Second Edition.

[Isla Vista, CA]: Turkey Press, 1976

Printed on Strathmore Grandee papers by Harry Reese and Sandra Liddell. Preceded by an 
edition of  80 copies the prior year. A touch of  wear at edges; near fine.

(150/250)

239. turner, J.m.W.  The Turner Album: Rivers and Ports of  England. Illustrated title page and 12 
chromolithograph plates printed on heavy card stock. 28.5x22 cm (11¼x8¾”) original full black 
morocco, titled in gilt on front, all edges gilt.

No place: S. & G., No date

Beautiful facsimile prints of  the original watercolor paintings by J.M.W. Turner.  Binding worn, 
old cloth repair to spine, edges rubbed; light foxing, vivid coloring to the prints; internally very 
good.

(200/300)

FIRST EDITION OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
240. tWAin, mArk. Adventures of  Huckleberry Finn (Tom Sawyer’s Comrade). 366 pp., blank leaf. Double 
frontispiece (including portrait), plus numerous wood engravings throughout. (8vo) original decorative 
green cloth, stamped and lettered in gilt and black. First American Edition.

New York: Charles L. Webster and Company, 1885

A clean, bright copy of  this landmark of  American 
literature, exhibiting the following issue points: title leaf  
is a cancel with copyright notice dated 1884 (second state, 
but the first state was only seen in a prospectus and set of  
advance sheets); Page 13 with the illustration captioned 
“Him and another Man” [p.13] incorrectly listed as p.88 
(first state); 11th line from bottom of  p.57 reads “...with 
the was...” (first state); p. 283 is a cancel, with corrected 
engraving (third state), the final 5 in p.155 is present, but 
is larger than the first (third state); leaf  23-8 is present as 
a blank; second state of  the frontispiece portrait (imprint 
Heliotype Printing Company, tablecloth not visible). BAL 
3415; Grolier American Hundred 87. Light wear to cloth, 
hinges repaired, previous owner’s name and label on front 
endpapers; very good, better than typically encountered.

(1500/2000)
Lot 240
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241. vAdiAnus, JoAchim. Epitome Topographica Totius Orbis...  221 pp. (p.94-123 lacking). One woodcut 
initial. (8vo) period full leather with part of  original leather ties remaining, raised bands, blind-tooled 
covers.

Antwerp: I. G. [Ioannes Grapheus], 1535

An early work with a reference to America, on page 208. Although it lacks signatures N, O, P, 
& Q (plus R1), it is still a rare find. Basel 1535. The period binding with much wear, tooling 
is faded, several worm holes, much rubbing; period ink notes to endpapers and to margins of  
some leaves, lacks page 94-123, text block shaken and signatures detaching; good.

(800/1200)

242. vAillAnt, JeAn [Foy]. Numismata Imperatorum Romanorum Praestantiora, a Julio Caesare ad Postumum 
et Tyrannos. Volume 1 only [of  2]. [viii], 183, [13] pp. Numerous engraving of  coins. (4to) 24x18.5 cm. 
(9½x7”) period full calf, spine gilt. First Edition.

Paris: Robert de Ninville, 1674

A standard 17th century work on the Greek-Roman coins of  the Emperors from Pompaeus the 
Great until Claudius II. Some scuffing to leather; some ink markings in margins; very good.

(400/600)

243. vecellio, cesAre. Habiti Antichi E Moderni. An incomplete copy comprising 407 leaves, each 
with text on the recto and a full-page woodcut illustration on the verso. Comprising folios 7, 5, 10, 
11, 14, 15, 18-38, 41, 42, 47-51, 54, 56-64, 66-71, 73-88, 97-121, 128-131, 133-140, 144-182, 184-199, 
201-247, 250-258, 260, 261, 263-287, 289-291, 298, 299, 302-313, 315-334, 336-341, 142, 143, 342, 
345-352, 354-384, 387-390, 392, 394-464, 474-479, 481. Approximately a dozen leaves are shorter 
and supplied from another copy. (8vo) 17.5x11 cm (7x4¼”), 20th century half  vellum and pastepaper 
boards. Second Edition.

Venice: Sessa, 1598

A large fragment of  this important early costume book, lacking numerous leaves, including 
those contaning illustrations of  the American peoples. Some foxing and soiling throughout but 
illustrations overall very good, lacking numerous leaves, offered as is, not subject to return.

(500/800)

244. viollet-le-duc, [eugene emmAnuel]. Dictionnaire Raisonne du Mobilier Francais de l’Epoque 
Carlovingienne a la Renaissance. 6 volumes. Over 2000 illustrations including wood engravings, steel 
engravings and chromolithographs. (8vo) 24.5x16 cm (9¾x6¼”), morocco backed marbled boards, 
raised bands, spines lettered in gilt, top edges gilt.

Paris: Bance / A. Morel, 1858-1875

Illustrations of  costumes, heraldic emblems, tile designs, utensils, fabrics, musical instruments, 
armour, weapons etc. One of  the major references on the applied arts of  the medieval and 
renaissance eras. Bindings rubbed and a bit dry, edge wear; foxing; internally very good.

(500/800)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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ENCYCLOPEDIC WORK ON CHIVALRY, 1648
245. vulson de lA colomBiere,  mArc de. Le Vray Theatre d’Honneur et de Chevalerie, ou le Miroir 
Heroique de la Noblesse.  2 volumes. [xx], 593, [13]; [xxxii], 640 pp. Each volume with an additional 
engraved title page and frontispiece; 2 portait plates and 5 folding copperplate engravings. (Folio) 
36.8x23.5 cm (14½x9¼”) period full calf, gilt armorial device on covers, modern rebacking with black 
and red leather spine labels. First Edition.

Paris: Augustin Courbe, 1648

First Edition of  Vulson’s 
encyclopedic work on chivalry, 
tournaments and combat. In addition 
to general histories, Vulson provides 
descriptions of  specific tournaments 
and combats, including tournaments 
organized for various royal wedding 
festivities. Brunet V, 1389. Some wear 
to boards; one folding plate with 
repair on the reverse; light foxing; 
very good.

(2000/3000)

WITH ENGRAVED PLATES BY MATTHAEUS MERIAN
246. WAhrmund, Jocoserius [pseudonym seBAstiAn 
BrAnt]. Wol-Geschliffener Narren-Spiegel. Worinnen Hundert 
und Vierzehen Arten Allerlay Narren ihr Eben Bild und 
Ungestaltes Wesen Ersehen. [4] 114 ff. 115 engraved 
illustrations by Merian. (4to) 29.5x20 cm (11½x8”), 
modern full brown calf, spine gilt. 

Freystadt [Berlin?]: [no date]

British Museum dates this edition: [Berlin? 1710?]; 
others suggest a date of  c.1670. The illustrations 
are from plates engraved by Matthaeus Merian in 
the 17th century for a projected edition of  Brant’s 
Narrenschiff. New verses are here provided for each 
plate. Endpapers replaced; several plates with repairs, 
a few with marginal chips, text and illustrations not 
affected, into border of  illustration on one page; 
some foxing and finger soiling; very good.

(4000/6000)

247. WAlsh, r[oBert]. Notices of  Brazil in 1828 and 1829. 
 2 volumes. 290; 299 pp. Engraved frontispiece; engraved 
plate of  music; a few woodcuts in text. (8vo) original 
cloth-backet boards. First American Edition.

Boston: Richardson, Lord & Holbrook, et al, 1831

Published in London the prior year. Includes a history 
of  Brazil, descriptions of  its people and customs, a discussion of  the slave trade, gold and 
diamond mining, etc. Sabin 101153. Spine labels lacking but for a small remnant, spine ends 
frayed, some chipping ans splitting to cloth; boards worn and rubbed, the fore edges of  the 
boards of  Volume 1 along with the margin of  approximately 50 leaves at the front are chipped 
(nibbled) without loss to text, some foxing and dampstaining; fair.

(400/600)

Lot 245

Lot 246
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FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE OF WELLS’ TIME MACHINE
248. Wells, h.g.  The Time Machine: An Invention. vii, 216 + [6] ad pp. With frontispiece illustration 
and tissue-guard. 15.5x9 cm. (6x3½”), original tan buckram, stamped and lettered in purple, top edge 
gilt, other edges untrimmed. First Edition, First issue.

New York: Henry Holt &amp; Co., 1895

Author’s first novel about a nameless scientist who travels into the far future to find advanced 
levels of  battling between classes. Curry’s first printing and “A” state binding of  the tan buckram 
stamped in purple, with author’s name misprinted “H.S. Wells” on the title page (and in the 
“Author’s Note” following title-page). Later issues were bound in red or maroon cloth and 
corrected Wells’ name on the title page. “The Time Machine might be considered the first 
work of  modern science-fiction, and it is still the classic statement of  an important subgenre. 
A remarkable work, and necessary reading” - Bleiler, Science-Fiction 2325; Currey p.524. 
 Foxing and some darkening to cloth, spine lettering dull, lower corners a bit bumped; offset to 
endpapers, front hinge split, lower corner crease to title-page; very good overall.

(1000/1500)

WILLUGHBY’S ORNITHOLOGY, 1678
249. WillughBy, FrAncis. The Ornithology...Wherein All the Birds Hitherto Known, Being Reduced into a 
Method Suitable to Their Natures, are Accurately Described...To Which are Added, Three Considerable Discourses...
by John Ray. [xii], 441, [7] pp. 78 (of  80) engraved plates, two inserted tables. (Folio) 35.5x22.5 cm. 
(14x9”) period full calf. First English Edition.

London: Printed by A.C. for John Martyn, 1678

This copy without the two plates depicting the art of  fowling, as is often the case. One of  
the most important early treatises on ornithology; first printed in Latin in 1676. Contains the 
first systematic classification of  birds of  the world. For this English edition Ray corrected the 
text and augmented it with three new treatises on falconry, songbirds, and the art of  fowling. 
Nissen 991; Wing W2879 Binding worn, front joint cracked, bookplate, rear joint starting; 
approximately 30 of  the plates have old paper repairs, one plate lacking a strip at the bottom, a 
bit into illustration, a few early ink notes; good.

(2000/3000)

250. WordsWorth, WilliAm. The Poetical Works - Volume I, inscribed & signed by Wordsworth. Volume 
I (of  6). xlviii, 313, [1] pp.; errata slip. Stipple-engraved frontispiece portrait. 16.2x10 cm. (6½x4”), 
period half  calf  & marbled boards.

London: Edward Moxon, 1836

Signed by the author on the half-title, “William Wordsworth” and inscribed (possibly in another 
hand) “written at the request of  Frances Johnson, Bath, May 10th, 1841.” Rubbing and wear to 
binding, lacking the spine labels; foxing to frontispiece and title-page and some very faint foxing 
to half-title, else very good.

(1000/1500)

251. Wyld, sAmuel. The Practical Surveyor, Or, The Art of  Land-Measuring Made Easy.  viii, 188, [4] pp. 5 
(of  6) folding plates. (8vo) 20x12 cm (8x4¾”), period full calf  with later rebacking. Second Edition.

London: H. Lintot, [c.1730]

A popular 18th century guide for surveyors, first published in 1725 and going through six 
editions by 1780. ESTC T109954. Binding worn, hinges cracked, early notes on endpapers; 
lacking one plate; foxing throughout; good.

(300/500)

252. xenophon. Xenophontis de Cyri Institutione Libri octo: Juxta Exemplar Etonense..[bound with] Xenophontis 
Philosophi et Imperatoris Clarissimi Historiarum de Cyri Majoris Institutione Libri Octo...  [4], 232, [8]; [8], 217, 
[11] pp. Separate title page for each part. 19x11 cm (7½x4¼”) full period calf.

London: Guliel Redmayne, 1698 [and] 1703

Two different language editions of  the same work, bound together. The first part in Greek, the 
second part in Latin. Corners bumped, some light soiling; lacks endpapers, light marginal soiling 
and light foxing; very good.

(200/300)
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Guide to Buying at PBA Galleries 
Buying at auction is a very simple process.  We encourage all our potential buyers to 
be familiar with this buying guide since it explains everything needed to find, bid 
for, and buy at our auctions. 

PBA GALLERIES 

We are one of the few auction houses 
in the United States specializing in rare 
books, manuscripts, photographs, 
maps, ephemera, and related items. 
 
FINDING ITEMS FOR SALE 
The first step is to browse our 
catalogues for upcoming auctions. Our 
catalogues are available by subscription 
for print catalogues, downloadable 
PDFs, or on our website, 
www.pbagalleries.com, with high 
resolution photographs for each lot. 
Viewing our catalogue on our website 
makes it easy to keep track of 
interesting items by saving them to a 
watch list in My PBA. 
 
CATALOGUE DESCRIPTIONS 
Our specialists provide detailed 
descriptions of each lot including title, 
author, publisher, date, place, 
condition, and provenance where 
available.  We also provide low and 
high auction estimates based on recent 
auction and retail sales data. 
 
RESERVES 
The reserve is the minimum price at 
which a lot will sell.  In many cases, the 
reserve is equal to half of the low 
estimate.  No lot at PBA Galleries will 
open at less than the reserve.  All 
successful bids at PBA Galleries will 
result in the sale of that lot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PREVIEWS 
We invite bidders to attend our auction 
previews held in our gallery in the days 
preceding the auction.  It is always 
helpful to see the items in person, but 
if that is not possible, our staff is 
available to provide additional 
information. 
 
NEED MORE INFORMATION? 
Our specialists are happy to discuss 
specific lots in greater detail or provide 
more extensive condition reports.  They 
can be contacted by phone, fax, email, 
or in person at our offices.  In addition, 
our photography department will 
supply more photos upon request. 
 
REGISTERING WITH PBA 
Registration with PBA not only allows 
bidding at auctions, but allows access 
to My PBA where items can be placed 
on a watch list, absentee bids placed, 
and invoices viewed and paid.  It is a 
simple process to register and can be 
done online at www.pbagaleries.com, 
by phone by calling 415-989-2665 or in 
person. 
 
BIDDING 
Placing bids for items at our auctions 
need not be intimidating.  Bids can be 
placed in four ways:  in person while 
attending auctions, by phone, absentee 
or online during the auction with  
PBA LIVE. 
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The auctioneer has sole and complete 
discretion on the acceptance of any 
bid.  Bids are advanced in the following 
increments: 
$0 - $200 $10 
$200 - $500 $25 
$500 - $1000 $50 
$1000- $2000 $100 
$2000 - $5000 $250 
$5000 - $10,000 $500 
$10,000 - $20,000 $1000 
$20,000 - $50,000 $2500 
$50,000 - $100,000 $5000 
$100,000 – 200,000 $10,000 
 
In Person 
Attending a gallery auction and placing 
bids in person can be an exciting and 
rewarding experience.  Upon arrival at 
our gallery, a bidding paddle will be 
issued to all registered bidders desiring 
one. 
 
Phone Bidding 
We offer phone bidding for clients who 
are unable to attend the auction but 
would like to bid on the phone during 
the sale.  This allows direct access to a 
PBA Staff member in the auction room.  
Reservations should be made as early 
as possible since we have a limited 
number of phone lines available. 
 
Absentee Bids 
Absentee bids may be placed in person, 
by mail, phone, fax or email and should 
be placed at least one hour before the 
sale begins to provide time to process 
the bid.  Be assured that all bids will be 
used competitively against other 
absentee bids, internet bids and floor 
bidders.  The final selling price may well 
be less than the upper limit of a 
winning absentee bid.   
 
It is simplest to fill out the Bid Sheet 
found online or in the back of our print 
catalogues.  Enter the sale number and 
date as well as the Lot number and top 
bid for each lot.  Indicate whether one 
additional bid increment is desired in 

the case of a tie with another bidder.  
Complete the form with name, address 
and phone number 
 
We also accept absentee bids by 
phone.  When calling, have all the 
information listed on the absentee 
bidding sheet at hand before calling.  
 
Online absentee bids may be placed by 
registered bidders directly on the lot 
details page for each item. 
PBA LIVE Online Bidding 
Watch and listen to our auctions as if in 
the room with the auctioneer from 
anywhere in the world on a computer, 
tablet or smart-phone.  Registered 
bidders can log in and bid as the lot is 
being offered for sale. 
 
BUYER’S PREMIUM 
In addition to the hammer price, items 
sold will include a buyer’s premium. 
PBA’s buyer’s premium is 20% for the 
first $100,000 plus 15% for the amount 
over $100,000 amongst the lowest in 
the industry. 
 
POST-SALE 
For buyers attending the auction, 
invoices are available and payment 
may be made at any time during or 
immediately following the auction.  For 
all other successful bidders, invoices 
will be sent via email the day following 
the auction or they may be viewed 
online by logging in at My PBA.  The 
fnal amount due includes the hammer 
price, the buyer’s premium, any 
applicable state or local sales taxes, 
and shipping and handling charges 
unless we have received other 
instructions.  Payment is due upon 
receipt. 
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PAYMENT 
PBA Galleries accepts cash, checks (e-
checks, cashier’s checks, or personal 
checks), money orders or domestic 
wire transfers for over $1000 and 
international wire transfers for any 
amount.  We also accept Visa, 
MasterCard and Discover credit cards. 
Check out may be done in person, by 
mail, phone or through our website by 
logging into My PBA. 
 
PBA does not release material for 
shipment or pick up prior to full 
payment.   
 
SHIPPING 
PBA Galleries has a full service shipping 
department to ensure proper packing 
and safe delivery of purchases.  We are 
specialists at packing and shipping 
books and works on paper all over the 
world.  All lots purchased by the same 
client are combined for shipping in 
order to keep the cost as economical as 
possible.   
 
STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? 
Our staff is happy to help.  Contact us 
any of the following ways: 
 
Phone 415-989-2665 
Fax 415-989-1664 
Email info@pbagalleries.com 
 
Or come by our offices located at 
133 Kearny Street 
San Francisco, CA  94108 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 

Property listed in our online or print catalogues will be sold by PB Auction 
Galleries, dba PBA Galleries, as agent for others subject to the following terms 
and conditions.  Clients placing bids at auction agree to pay the full purchase 
price of any lots for which the client is the winning bidder and further 
acknowledge and agree to these Conditions of Sale.  PBA Galleries reserves the 
right to amend these by notice or oral announcement at the sale. 

1.  All bids are to be per lot as numbered in the catalogue. 

2.  PBA Galleries reserves the right to withdraw any property for sale at any time 
prior to its final sale. 

3.  Unless specified, each lot is offered subject to a reserve, generally one-half of 
the low estimate.  PBA Galleries does not accept reserves of more than the low 
estimate nor allow consignors to bid on their own items. 

4.  PBA Galleries reserves the right to reject a bid from any bidder.  The highest 
bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the purchaser.  In the event of 
any dispute between bidders or in the event the auctioneer doubts the validity 
of any bid, the auctioneer shall have sole and final discretion either to 
determine the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the article in dispute.  If 
any dispute arises after the sale, our sales records shall be conclusive in every 
respect. 

5.  The “hammer price” is the price at which a lot is sold or hammered down by 
the auctioneer.  The “purchase price” paid by the winning bidder is the 
aggregate of (a) the hammer price, (b) a buyer’s premium of 20% of the 
hammer price up to $100,000, plus 15% of the amount above $100,000, and (c) 
applicable California state and local sales taxes.  California state and local taxes 
will be collected except where sold to a purchaser outside of California and 
shipped to the purchaser or the purchaser has a valid California resale license 
and provides such documentation to PBA Galleries. 

6.  Payment terms:  All items are to be paid for by cash, Visa, MasterCard, 
Discover, wire transfer, cashier’s check, e-check or personal check with 
approved credit.  Wire transfers are accepted for all international transactions 
and any domestic transaction over $1000.  PBA Galleries offers a 1% discount on 
purchases paid by cash, check or wire transfer over $1000 on invoices paid 
within 10 business days of the sale.  The discount does not extend to shipping 
and handling charges.  PBA Galleries reserves the right to hold items paid for by 
personal check until the check has cleared the bank.  Buyer agrees to pay PBA 
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Galleries $50 for any returned check.  Invoices are due upon receipt.  
Merchandise is shipped only after full payment has been received.   

7.  Purchases that have gone unpaid twenty (20) business days after the sale are 
subject to any or all of the following:  (a) late charge of five percent (5%) of the 
total purchase price per month; (b) cancellation of the sale; (c) rescindment of 
bidding privileges at future auctions; (d) Initiation of legal proceedings to collect 
the entire debt including original purchase price, late charges, and legal fees and 
costs to the fullest extent permitted by law; and (e) any other action or actions 
PBA Galleries finds necessary and appropriate. 

8.  Purchases must be removed within five (5) business days of cleared payment 
unless shipping instructions are received by PBA Galleries.  If not removed, 
property will be held at the sole risk of the purchaser and no responsibility is 
assumed if such goods are lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed. PBA Galleries 
reserves the right to store unclaimed purchases either in our office storage 
facilities or a public warehouse at the expense of the purchaser.  Purchaser will 
be charge 10% of the purchase price/month for storage. PBA Galleries assumes 
no liability for any damages incurred during storage.   

9.  In order to prevent inaccuracy in delivery or inconvenience in the settlement 
of a purchase, no lot can be transferred.  Each buyer must pay for the whole of 
his purchases before any lot can be removed. 

10. PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department and will ship property via 
USPS, UPS or FedEx.  Total shipping costs include a packing fee, carriage and 
insurance.  PBA Galleries will not be responsible for any loss of damage resulting 
from the shipping in excess of the amount of insurance.  Property is shipped 
only after payment has cleared. 

11.  If purchased property cannot be delivered in the same condition as at the 
time of sale, due to fire, theft, loss or any other reason, PBA Galleries’ liability 
will be limited to the sum actually paid by the purchaser.  In no event, will 
compensatory or other damages be included.   

12.  Any and all information provided by PBA Galleries, including all employees 
of PBA Galleries, in its catalogs, other written or oral descriptions, email or 
elsewhere are qualified statements of opinion.  They are not intended to 
represent warranties or representations of any kind or nature with respect to 
the property or its value, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or 
whether the purchaser acquires any copyrights.  In no event shall PBA Galleries 
or the consignor be responsible for the correctness of description, genuineness,  
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attribution, provenance, authenticity, authorship, completeness, condition of 
the property or estimate of value. 

13.  Property may be returned by the purchaser, the sale rescinded and the 
purchase price refunded only under the following conditions:  (1) printed books 
which prove upon collation to be defective in text or illustration (provided such 
defects are not indicated within the catalogue or at the sale), and (2) 
autographs which prove not to be genuine (if this can be demonstrated and if 
not indicated in the catalogue or at the sale).  Printed books are not returnable 
for defects not affecting text and illustration, including, but not limited to, lack 
of half-titles, lists of plates, binder’s instructions, errata, blanks, or 
advertisements.  No returns will be accepted unless written notice is received by 
PBA Galleries within fourteen (14) days of the sale of the property and the 
property is returned in the same condition as it was at the time of the sale.  No 
lot is returnable on account of property included but not specifically named and 
described in such lot.  Lots containing three or more titles, whether named or 
unnamed and selling for one hundred fifty dollars ($150) or less, exclusive of 
buyer’s premium are sold not subject to return for any reason. 

14.  As a service to clients unable to attend the Sale in person, we accept 
absentee bids in advance of the sale by telephone or in writing submitted by 
email or fax.  All bids must state the highest bid price the bidder is willing to pay.  
“Buy” bids are not accepted.  PBA Galleries accepts no responsibility for failure 
to execute such bids or any errors contained on submitted bid forms. 

15.  Photographs, prints and other fine art multiples are sold in compliance with 
California law and PBA Galleries’ catalogue descriptions of such multiples to the 
applicable provisions of that law. 

All sales held by PBA Galleries are conducted pursuant to Section 2328 of the 
Commercial Code and Section 535 of the Penal Code of the State of California. 
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LOT NUMBER
In numerical order BID AMOUNT

LOT NUMBER
In numerical order BID AMOUNT

LOT NUMBER
In numerical order BID AMOUNT

 

    
Name:_______________________________ Bidder#:______________  Cust Id#___________

Company:____________________________ Shipping address (if different from mailing address)

Address:______________________________ Address:__________________________________

City:________________State:______Zip:______ City:__________________State:______Zip:_____
 
Is either a new address? Yes  No

Day Phone:___________________Home Phone:____________________Cell:____________________

Email:___________________________________________             Fax:_________________________

Are you a dealer purchasing for resale?  Yes   No  (if yes)  I hereby certify that all tangible personal  
property purchased by me will be for resale and is not subject to California Sales Tax, and that I hold  
Sellers Permit #________________

1. PBA Galleries is hereby authorized to bid on the following lots up to the price stated.
2. All bids shall be treated as offers made subject to the Conditions of Sale.
3. These bids will not be executed unless this form is signed.
4. A 20% Buyer’s Premium will be charged on all lots sold.

PLEASE EXECUTE THESE BIDS ON MY BEHALF. _______________________________________
        SIGNATURE

CHECK HERE TO INCREASE BIDS BY ONE INCREMENT IN CASE OF TIE_______________

Bid Increments
$00 to $200. . . . . . . . $10        
$200 to $500. . . . . . . . $25       
$500 to $1000. . . . . . $50        
$1000 to $2000. . . . $100        

$2000 to $5000. . . . . . . $250
$5000 to $10,000. . . . . $500
$10,000 to $20,000. . . $1000
$20,000 to $50,000. . . $2500

Note: Bids not matching the above increments will be rounded down to the nearest increment.

133 Kearny Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94108 

Phone: (415) 989-2665   Fax: (415) 989-1664
www.pbagalleries.com

BId Sheet

Sale #:_________________

Sale Date:______________________

Please charge my credit card for my purchase:   Visa       Mastercard       Discover
Credit Card #:____________________________________ Exp. Date:______________________
Signature___________________________________ Please use this card for all future purchases
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O f f e r  Yo u r  B o o k s  at  A u c t i o n
t h r o u g h  P B A  G a l l e r i e s

133 Kearny Street : San Francisco, CA  94108 : www.pbagalleries.com : 415.989.2665

SPECIALISTS IN EXCEPTIONAL BOOKS & PRIVATE LIBRARIES AT AUCTION

Moby Dick; or, The Whale by Herman Melville. 
First American edition of one of the most

important novels of the 19th century.
Sold for $12,000

History of the Expedition under the Command of 
Captains Lewis and Clark to the Sources of the 
Missouri, 1814, the first edition of the official 

account of the most famous and most important 
expedition of exploration in U.S. history.

Sold for $212,000

Rare manuscript in grand format of Werner 
Rolewinck's world history, Fasciculus temporum, 
c.1471, one of 13 known examples, with lovely 

miniature paintings in gold leaf and colors.
Sold for $102,000

Isaac Newton's Analysis per Quantitatum Series, 
1711, published to demonstrate his claim to 

priority in the invention of the calculus.
Sold for $20,400

First edition of J.-B. Du Halde's massive 
four-volume description of China, 1735, with

65 maps and plates, most double-page.
Sold for $22,800

Rare, complete copy of the 1613 folio edition
of the King James Bible, with the double-page 

map of the Holy Land by John Speed.
Sold for $33,000

Fine example of William Eddy’s important Official 
Map of the State of California, 1854, folding into 

the original red leather covers, very rare.
Sold for $39,000

Rare Mormon hymnal from 1861 compiled by
Emma Hale Smith Bidaman, widow of

LDS Church founder Joseph Smith.
Sold for $16,800

Second edition in English of Galileo's
Mathematical Discourses, 1730, in the original 

boards, untrimmed and uncut, a fine,
fresh copy, likely the finest obtainable.

Sold for $19,200
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